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ABSTRACT
Most hospitality revenue management forecasting systems were built prior to the
business intelligence and analytics movement. Only recently these systems have been enhanced
to offer contemporary business intelligence and analytics functionalities. In addition, revenue
management professionals are receiving support from standalone, supplementary business
intelligence and analytics platforms. The purpose of this dissertation was to produce a holistic
review of and establish the role of business intelligence and analytics within hospitality revenue
management. Data was collected from twenty-three interviews; all participants were employed
by hospitality organizations in revenue management specific positions. Grounded theory
methodology was utilized. The results show that nearly all of revenue management tasks are
supported by business intelligence and analytics functionalities, irrespective of where the
functionalities are housed, in revenue management systems or in business intelligence and
analytics tools. Also, opportunities to integrate more advanced functionalities into revenue
management systems, including those relating to interfaces, were identified. As part of this
inquiry, revenue managers’ beliefs and perceptions - including relative advantage, job-fit, and
trust - were examined to determine which have influence on the usage of business intelligence
and analytics within revenue management systems and as standalone tools. Overall, twenty-two
categories/themes were formulated across four research questions. This dissertation contributes
to the examination of the role of business intelligence and analytics in hospitality revenue
management, but there is still much more to investigate, particularly as compatibility of
hospitality systems and data management are improved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This introductory chapter provides a focused review of the literature, establishing the
general area of inquiry, specifically integrating the discipline of revenue management
(predominantly hospitality) and the discipline of management information systems. Sections
presented include: problem statement, research questions, significance of study, delimitations
and definition of key terms. As customary for studies employing grounded theory methodology,
the content of this chapter defines the problem domain (Urquhart & Fernandez, 2013) and
facilitates the definition of the topic (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in order to make further
exploration into the wider research area.
Hospitality Revenue Management
Hospitality revenue management (RM) strategy is the process of “allocating the right
type of capacity to the right kind of customer at the right price so as to maximize [hotel] revenue
or yield” (Kimes, 1989a, p. 15). RM has been described as one of the most researched areas in
hospitality operations management (Shoemaker & Gorin, 2008), and is identified within the
broader fields of marketing, strategy and consumer behavior (Anderson & Xie, 2010; Cross,
Higbie, & Cross, 2009; Ivanov, 2014; Noone, McGuire, & Rohlfs, 2011). At the inception of
hospitality revenue management, the field’s pioneers acknowledged the importance of data (i.e.
booking patterns, demand patterns by market segment), data accessibility, and the need for
dedicated software applications to execute revenue management strategies (Kimes, 1989b).
Revenue management forecasting systems were developed when revenue management,
previously referred to as yield management, gained momentum as an operational practice and
since then, have advanced and become an industry standard. In current environments within
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hospitality organizations, the ownership of RM systems, home-grown or off-the-shelf, and RM
strategy execution generally resides in RM departments under the greater marketing or financial
planning umbrellas. RM decision support systems (DSS)/forecasting systems comprise a number
of integrated technologies and utilize data that is publicly available as well as internal to
organizations (Kimes & Wagner, 2001). Some of the components of RM DSS, particularly
relating to forecasting methods, are described within the academic literature, but developers
continually add enhancements and automation beyond those defined in original publications. The
basic structure of these systems is as follows (Barlow et al. (1997); Belobaba (1987, 1989);
Ternoey & Jelescu, 2008):


Fit a mathematical model of demand to historic sales records (unconstrained demand).



Project the demand model into the future (forecasting).



Use “What-If?” analysis to see which prices would maximize revenue in the future
(optimization).
The core component of RM DSS/forecasting software system - forecast - is undeniably

valuable, but untapped opportunities also exist in other technological and analytical capabilities,
particularly as RM practice moves forward. Guillet and Mohammed (2015) reviewed revenue
management literature and concluded that the focus of revenue management studies in
hospitality and tourism journals has moved from operational to strategic, and fewer articles
examine various algorithms and mathematical computations than before. Kimes (2011)
conducted a survey of revenue management professions asking about their vision for the
discipline’s future and described the overriding theme as: “RM will be more strategic and more
technology-driven” (p. 70). Milla and Shoemaker (2008), who presented future trends in
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revenue management in the hospitality industry, discussed the value of technology systems;
specifically, improving the compatibility across systems and streamlining data management.
Research exists within the scope of RM with regards to specific analytical techniques and
utilization of certain types of data. For example, from the digital perspective, both academia and
industry have looked at incorporating online reputation into pricing recommendations or utilizing
social media channels as an additional mode to execute revenue management strategies, or
separately, incorporating web traffic into hotel room demand forecasts (Yang, Pan, & Song,
2014). What is lacking, however, is a holistic study of integration of contemporary business
intelligence and analytics (BI&A) functionalities into RM systems and the utilization of
standalone BI&A software by RM professionals to assist in performing their tasks and support
their decision making.
The remainder of this chapter provides a brief introduction to each of the relevant domain
areas - Decision Support Systems and HCI - in order to establish the area of inquiry; that is, to
study the role of contemporary BI&A within the revenue management discipline. The goal of
this study is to propose enhancements to RM forecasting software as well as to drive wider
acceptance and utilization of standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms by RM professionals.
Decision Support System
A decision support system (DSS) is an “interactive, computer-based information system
that utilizes decision rules and models, coupled with a comprehensive database” (Turban &
Watkins, 1986, p. 122) to assist human decision makers. Hospitality revenue management
forecasting software is a model-oriented DSS that is based on optimization (Power, 2007), which
has enabled companies to price their products strategically. Revenue managers utilize modeloriented DSS/forecasting software to automate and support their tasks and decision making.
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Business intelligence is an industry-originated term that describes modern-day DSS,
which combines model orientation and data orientation of earlier DSS technologies (Arnott &
Pervan, 2005). Two research questions have been proposed within information systems (Power,
2007) academic literature that directly pertain to BI&A aspects of RM software and were
valuable in formulating the area of inquiry for this RM focused dissertation. These questions
relate to the integration of model-oriented and data-oriented DSS:


How can “real-time” model-driven DSS be interfaced with “real-time” data-driven DSS
to improve decision making?



What technology capabilities are needed in the next generation of model-driven DSS
generators, especially for creating real-time, model driven decision support systems?
More than a decade has passed since Power (2007) formulated these research questions,

and indeed, basic contemporary BI&A functionalities, including enhanced dashboards and report
generation, have been integrated within the overall functionality of hospitality RM DSS.
Perhaps, further opportunities to integrate more advanced functionalities exist and determination
should be made with regards to which functionalities will be the most effective in supporting RM
tasks and decisions. Annually, Gartner, Inc. conducts a comprehensive evaluation of BI&A
technologies titled “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms” (Sallam
et al., 2017). Its evaluation is used to identify BI&A features that may be valuable to the RM
practice:


visual-based exploration experience beyond basic pie, bar and line charts, includes tree
maps, geographic maps, scatterplots and other special purpose visuals,



self-service data preparation such as “drag and drop” data combinations and visual pointand-click interface,
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complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS),



embedded advanced analytics such as predictive modeling and specific capabilities such
as text analytics,



highly interactive, intuitive dashboards via single design tool supporting both desktop and
web-based creation and publication,



easy-to-use and quick content development such as simple queries as well as more
sophisticated functions (ease-of-use is considered a top buying criterion in the modern BI
market),



automatic insights and optimized actions,



general user enablement,



online tutorials and community forums, in addition to traditional classroom-style
learning,



ability to use with touchscreen displays,



integration with traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint,



conditional alerting, report scheduling, automation of routine tasks,



breadth of use (percentage of users who use the product for a range of functions, from
viewing pre-built reports to using predictive models), and



natural-language processing, query and generation (NLP, NLQ and NLG, respectively)
for voice-based interaction and narration of important findings (“smart capabilities”).
Typical contemporary features within standalone BI&A software are listed above and

will be referenced within this dissertation, particularly to determine which of these
functionalities, if integrated into model-oriented RM systems, will be perceived as useful by the
existing users and be a good “fit” with RM tasks, from a functionality perspective.
5

Also, this listing of features will be referenced when determining how standalone BI&A
software can be utilized by RM professionals to support their tasks and decisions. Revenue
managers may have access to standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms that are wellestablished applications across industries and functional areas. Maintained by centralized
corporate IT functions, these tools provide accessibility to types of data and analytics that are
lacking within RM DSS/forecasting software. The extent of utilization of such tools by RM
professionals should be examined, as anecdotally these tools tend to be underutilized.
Drawing upon existing literature in the area of decision support systems (DSS), the study
will examine BI&A functionalities within the scope of RM:
RQ1: How can model-driven RM DSS/forecasting software be combined with datadriven DSS to become a comprehensive RM BI&A solution?
Human-Computer Interaction
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a key area of study within the field of management
information systems (MIS); its broad scope includes user-analyst interaction and user interface
design and development (Li & Zhang, 2005). Interface design is one of the dimensions that is
incorporated within DSS development; a literature review by Turban and Watkins (1986)
catalogued interface design features, such as visual problem-solving capability, that benefit the
overall functionality of DSS. Power (2007) considers design and functionality of DSS user
interface to be very important, as the interface controls how the user views results and influences
their understanding of results. Through the capabilities and design of the interface, a nontechnical user is able to operate a DSS. The success of the system is dependent on the quality of
the interface. Accordingly, Power (2007) has identified the following unresolved issues, both
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technical and behavioral in nature, relating to effectiveness and ease of use, that impact interface
design:


Can some design alternatives and value elicitation methods in a model driven DSS user
interface reduce the occurrence of biased decision behavior?



Does a model-driven DSS user interface customized to individual user differences impact
the subsequent use of a DSS? How much “customization” is needed and possible?



What innovative user interfaces should be incorporated in next generation model-driven
DSS? What data should the user interface software store from its interaction with a
regular user?

The following items should be taken into consideration when studying interfaces:


workspace management, which refers to the window manipulation, command input and
navigation activity that is necessary to operate the system (Woods & Watts, 1997),



design features, which includes explanations and key terms, acting as a tutor, problemsolving capabilities and presentation to match individual cognitive styles (Turban &
Watkins, 1986), and



interface design standardization, which may include configuration of the interface based
on usage patterns (Shim et al., 2002).
Drawing upon the proposed research questions by Power (2007) listed above, and other

existing literature in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI), the study will examine RM
DSS/forecasting systems’ interfaces:
RQ2: What interface alternatives in RM DSS/forecasting software will lead to increased
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use by RM professionals?
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Technology Acceptance and Task-Technology Fit
In order for any type of technology, such as RM DSS/forecasting software and BI&A
tools, to improve productivity and efficiency in organizational settings, they must be accepted
and utilized by employees. Several well-recognized theories support discussions within this area:


Davis (1989) published Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) which explains computer
usage behavior by identifying a small number of fundamental variables relating to
cognitive and affective determinants of computer acceptance.



Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, and Davis (2003) published a unified model - Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology - that integrated TAM with other previouslyresearched determinants of technology use.



Goodhue and Thompson (1995) published Technology-to-Performance Chain (TPC)
Model which focused on task-technology fit (TTF) as a determinant of technology use;
that is, technology must be a good fit with the tasks it supports (from functionality
perspective).
Drawing upon existing literature relating to IS theories and models, the study will

examine how characteristics of RM tasks match the functionalities of BI&A as well as what
determines revenue managers’ behavioral intention to accept and use BI&A:
RQ3: To what extent can functionalities of BI&A support the requirements of RM
tasks?
RQ4: How do individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers influence usage
of 1) BI&A within RM DSS/forecasting software 2) supplementary/standalone BI&A
tools?
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Problem Statement
The focus of RM discipline is shifting from operational to strategic and technologydriven (Kimes, 2011; Guillet & Mohammed, 2015). RM technology systems are valued by the
industry, particularly as compatibility across systems is improved and data management is
streamlined (Milla & Shoemaker, 2008). RM forecasting software, which are model-oriented
DSS based on optimization, provide the primary support to RM professionals; the core
component of these software packages are mathematical models used to forecast bookings. Most
of RM DSS/forecasting systems were built prior to the BI&A movement; more recently,
developers began to incorporate basic reporting and BI&A functionalities into the legacy RM
forecasting systems and competitors entered the market with more comprehensive products.
Interface design of these systems has also evolved and remains a critical component of the
system: the interface controls how the user views results and influences their understanding of
results (Power, 2007). DSS is a well-researched field, covering various multi-disciplinary DSS
technologies. Much progress has been made within the scope of DSS research, but without
specific emphasis on hospitality RM.
In addition to the BI&A aspects integrated within RM software, RM professionals may
receive additional support from standalone, supplementary BI&A platforms. BI&A platforms are
well-established applications across industries and functional areas, and provide accessibility to
RM professionals to types of data and analytical functions that are lacking within RM
DSS/forecasting software. In some instances, BI&A platforms replace Excel, a popular tool used
within RM departments.
Revenue managers utilize the above-mentioned systems, both RM DSS/forecasting
software with BI&A components and standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms, not only to
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support, but also to automate how they perform tasks and make decisions. Research has been
done with regards to specific metrics and certain analytical techniques to be utilized within the
scope of hospitality RM, including operational data needed to execute RM strategy, customer
segmentation and market intelligence. Yet, to date, there has been little, if any, academic
examination of the role of contemporary BI&A within the RM discipline. To develop awareness
of this topic, the proposed rigorous qualitative study will incorporate some of those suggestions
for future research offered by Power (2007) as well as industry professionals’ feedback regarding
the future of the RM discipline, as reported within academic surveys. It is important to note, that
grounded theory methodology will be utilized and as such, the results are expected to contribute
deep insights to the research problem but are applicable to specific situations/contexts, in this
case, hospitality RM (Gasson, 2009).
Purpose of the Study
This research has the following primary objective: produce a holistic review of and
establish the role of BI&A within hospitality RM. This research aims to improve how tasks are
performed and decisions are made through enhancements to RM DSS/forecasting software as
well as wider acceptance and utilization of standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms by RM
professionals.
Research Questions
In order to define the research topic – the role of BI&A in RM – in-depth review of wellestablished research areas is required. Relevant research areas are listed and in combination,
these areas are used to guide this qualitative study: decision support system (DSS), humancomputer interaction (HCI) as well as task-technology fit and technology acceptance. Research
questions have been presented in the previous section, but are listed below for reference:
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RQ1: How can model-driven RM DSS/forecasting software be combined with datadriven DSS to become a comprehensive RM BI&A solution?
RQ2: What interface alternatives in RM DSS/forecasting software will lead to increased
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use by RM professionals?
RQ3: To what extent can functionalities of BI&A support the requirements of RM tasks?
RQ4: How do individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers influence usage of
1) BI&A within RM DSS/forecasting software 2) supplementary/standalone BI&A tools?
Significance of the Study
This research is valuable to the development of the RM discipline. It evaluates RM task
requirements against functionality of BI&A technology with intent to improve performance, and
it advances the quality of decision support provided by technology to RM professionals. RM is
an area within hospitality industry where software is needed to compile and transform data, and
provide user-friendly accessibility to insights derived from qualitative methods to non-technical
users. The qualitative nature of this study seeks to address the gap in RM academic literature by
investigating how BI&A functionalities can lead to productivity and efficiency of overall RM
efforts. This research is the first to union the practice of RM with principles from DSS, HCI,
technology acceptance and task-technology fit in support of BI&A utilization within the field;
anchoring additional research questions within these principles presents exciting opportunities
for future academic exploration within RM.
Furthermore, this research yields valuable information for practitioners in the field
including:


Revenue managers and their corporate leaders as they continue to perfect their craft of
hotel room pricing optimization with the new/enhanced BI&A tools at hand.
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Revenue management corporate leaders and higher education hospitality programs as
they develop BI&A capabilities in their teams and students, respectively.



Current RM DSS/forecasting software developers as they strive to integrate BI&A
solutions directly within their revenue management software.
Delimitations
This research is not without limitations, which are addressed herein. First, limited sample

size. The first sign of success for traditional and experimental research designs is a large sample
size; it’s an indication that the findings are representative of the truth (Marshall & Rossman,
2015). In qualitative research, sample size is generally much lower than the sample size in
quantitative studies, and according to Morse (2000), depends on the following: the scope of the
study, the nature of the topic, the quality of the data, the study design and the use of shadowed
data (when participants speak of others’ experience as well as their own). For grounded theory,
two recommendations exist: 1) collect 20 to 30 interviews (Creswell, 2007) 2) determine the
appropriate sample size based on similar studies where data saturation has been reached, in this
case between 10 and 20 interviews (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007).
In addition to the limited sample size, lack of qualitative analysis is a limitation in and of
itself. While diverse research methodologies are considered valuable to the development of any
discipline, by principle, qualitative studies are not generalizable in the probabilistic sense
(Marshall & Rossman, 2015) and as such, applicable to a limited number of situations/contexts.
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Definition of Key Terms
The following frequently used terms and constructs are defined as follows:
Hospitality revenue management (RM) strategy is the process of “allocating the right
type of capacity to the right kind of customer at the right price so as to maximize [hotel] revenue
or yield” (Kimes, 1989a, p. 15).
A decision support system (DSS) is an “interactive, computer-based information system
that utilizes decision rules and models, coupled with a comprehensive database” (Turban &
Watkins, 1986, p. 122) to assist human decision makers.
Business Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A) is described as “techniques, technologies,
systems, practices, methodologies, and applications that analyze critical business data to help an
enterprise better understand its business and market and make timely business decisions” (Chen,
Chiang & Storey, 2012, p. 1166).
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research in MIS is “concerned with the ways
humans interact with information, technologies, and tasks, especially in business, managerial,
organizational, and cultural contexts” (Zhang et al., 2002, p. 335).
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), published by Davis (1989) and based on Ajzen
and Fishbein’s (1980) Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), suggests that perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use are two fundamental determinants of user acceptance of technology.
Task-Technology Fit (TTF) is the degree to which technology assists individuals in
performing their task(s) (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995); it is the confluence of task requirements,
individual abilities and the functionality of technology.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The key purpose of the literature review, when employing grounded theory methodology,
is to define the problem domain (Urquhart & Fernandez, 2013). This chapter, while structured
traditionally, provides a review of literature in support of the area of inquiry, or substantive area
and facilitates the definition of the topic (Glaser & Strauss, 1967); it integrates literature from
two primary disciplines, revenue management (predominantly hospitality) and management
information systems. The review contains multiple domains, including hospitality revenue
management (RM), decision support systems (DSS), human-computer interaction (HCI), as well
as information systems theories and models, specifically technology acceptance and tasktechnology fit.
Hospitality Revenue Management
Hospitality revenue management (RM) strategy is the process of “allocating the right
type of capacity to the right kind of customer at the right price so as to maximize [hotel] revenue
or yield” (Kimes, 1989a, p. 15), which is also known as the three Rs. The airline industry is
considered the birthplace of yield management (Kimes, 1989a). Various literatures describe the
industry’s deregulation in the late 1970s which resulted in increased competition and operational
costs. In response, methods, including yield/RM strategies, were developed to increase
competitive advantage and revenue, and improve operational efficiencies, thereby reducing
expenses.
The airline and hotel industries are similar: they have relatively fixed capacities, their
inventories are perishable, their inventory is sold in advance, their sales costs are low and their
demand is easily segmented by customer type/market segment (Kimes, 1989b; Noone, Kimes, &
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Renaghan, 2003). However, there are also notable differences: multiple night stays and the
impact of occupied rooms on other hotel revenue centers including food and beverage (Bertsimas
& Shioda, 2003; Kimes & Thompson, 2004), convention (Kimes & McGuire, 2001; Orkin,
2003) and casino (Hendler & Hendler, 2004; Norman & Mayer, 1997). The application of
revenue management principles in hospitality was first described in academia in the late 1980s
by Orkin (1988), Kimes (1989a, 1989b) and Relihan (1989). During those years and into the
early 1990s, the hospitality industry’s best known organizations—Hilton, Holiday Inn, Marriott,
and Sheraton - were being revolutionized by the development of the most rudimentary revenue
management systems (Kimes, 2003) and their integration with electronic property-management
systems (PMS).
More recently, broader fields such as marketing, strategy and consumer behavior began
to recognize RM within their research themes (Anderson & Xie, 2010; Cross, Higbie, & Cross,
2009; Ivanov, 2014; Noone, McGuire, & Rohlfs, 2011). RM has been considered as one of the
most frequently studied subtopics in hospitality management (Shoemaker & Gorin, 2008); it has
achieved a heightened level of sophistication and has become much more widespread in the
hospitality and tourism businesses (Anderson & Xie, 2010; Noone et al., 2011). The traditional
definition of revenue management by Kimes (1989a) - the three Rs - continues to be the most
cited in literature (Guillet & Mohammed, 2015); however, more recent versions incorporate
additional concepts of “at the right time” (Kimes, 2000) and “through the right distribution
channel” (Hayes & Miller, 2011).
The success of revenue management is highly dependent on technology. At the inception
of hospitality revenue management, the field’s pioneers acknowledged the need for advanced
electronic property-management systems (PMS) in order to establish revenue management
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strategies, executed by dedicated software applications, as standard operating procedures
(Kimes, 1989b). That remains a critical component of revenue management:
For a company to be successful with revenue management, it must have a clear
understanding of the needs and price sensitivity of its various market segments, it must be
able to fully integrated its revenue management system with other computerized systems,
it must be able to properly train and motivate its employees and managers… (Kimes,
2003, p. 138).
Indeed, technological innovation has helped propel revenue management practice into the 20th
century as an analytical, data-driven discipline. Queenan, Ferguson, & Stratman (2011) include
technology (IT) as one of the technical drivers of revenue management performance, along with
market segmentation, pricing, forecasting and capacity allocation. IT is defined as hardware,
software and people necessary to configure and maintain information systems (adapted from
Stratman and Roth (2002) by Queenan et al. (2011)) and selected as a driver of RM because
revenue managers make decisions based on data stored and analyzed within an IT system.
Queenan et al. (2011) studied how technology facilitates RM strategy execution, specifically: 1)
Does RM IT system meet business needs? 2) Are reservations and RM systems integrated? 3)
Does IT support for the RM system meets user needs? 4) Are reservations and RM systems
integrated in real time? It is common for sizable hospitality organizations to be invested in fullyintegrated revenue management system environments. Historic daily booking patterns, e.g.,
demand, by segment, lost-business data and other internal and external data-points are loaded
into the revenue management system, which houses highly advanced mathematical algorithms
and predictive modeling techniques hidden behind a user-friendly computer interface.
Mathematical algorithms forecast demand, based on the most recent data, for the upcoming
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booking window; further, they determine the most optimal price for each customer type/market
segment, taking into account internal strategies and competitor pricing. Those rates are loaded
into the PMS to be used by the internal reservation team, or call center, and web reservation
systems. These web reservation systems can either be internal or external online reservation
agencies (OTAs). Currently, leading hospitality revenue management systems on the market
include: IDeaS by SAS, GuestRev by Rainmaker, and GameChanger by Duetto Research.
Research Trends in Hospitality Revenue Management
Comprehensive overviews of recent revenue management research trends have been the
focus of several academic publications. For example, Chiang, Chen, and Xu (2007) reviewed
221 hospitality revenue management-specific articles including working papers, conference
proceedings and cases studies. The authors identified dominant areas of research to be pricing,
auctions, capacity/inventory control, overbooking control and forecasting. Additional research
areas that were identified by Chiang et al. (2007) include: economics, development and
implementation of revenue management, customer behavior and perception, performance
evaluation and techniques for solving revenue management problems. Ivanov and Zhechev
(2012) classified hospitality revenue management studies into two categories: 1) elements of
hotel revenue management system comprising hotel revenue management centers, data and
information, pricing and non-pricing tools, software and team; or 2) stages of revenue
management process consisting of goal setting, collection of data and information, data analysis,
forecasting, decision-making, implementation and monitoring. Guillet and Mohammed (2015)
reviewed 158 revenue management articles and classified research areas into seven major
themes: businesses analysis, pricing, demand forecasting, inventory optimization, booking
controls, distribution channel management, and performance analysis and evaluation. Authors
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conclude that revenue management studies in hospitality and tourism journals have become
much less operational and much more strategic: various algorithms and mathematical
computations are discussed less frequently, and rather, strategic initiatives are now in the
limelight. This means that additional analytic tools will be required to support the field as it
becomes more and more strategic, as detailed immediately below.
Data and Analytics
Existing academic literature suggests the importance of data and analytics within revenue
management. Kimes’ (2011) survey of 500 revenue management professions – where
respondents were primarily from the hospitality industry (78%) while the remainder from
consulting, airline or other industries – revealed a dominant theme: “RM will be more strategic
and more technology-driven” (p. 70). Specifically, the attention will shift from maximizing
room revenue to considering all revenue streams when making pricing decisions. In support of
this transition, technology must become even more robust due to 1) an increase in the complexity
and number of decisions 2) heightened need for data across the organizations. Advances in
technology will drive pricing to be more analytical. Newly developed pricing models will “allow
hotels to price by smaller segments, distribution channels or even individual customers” (Kimes,
2011, p. 71). Furthermore, pricing decisions will be based on total customer value; that is,
considering all revenue streams in segmentation.
Total customer value was a major discussion point by Milla and Shoemaker (2008), who
studied future trends in revenue management in hospitality. Total customer value refers to
evaluation of the guest based on his/her total spend, not only room revenue; for example, in a
casino resort, total customer value includes hotel room cost, gaming spend and may also consist
of spend from other on-property outlets, such as restaurants, spa, golf, or retail. Milla and
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Shoemaker (2008) identified a theme of integration of customer relationship management
(CRM) and revenue management, a component of which is total customer value. Also similarly
to Kimes (2011), they discussed the value of technology systems, specifically, improving the
compatibility across systems and streamlining data management. Recognizing and applying
differential, individualized treatment to customer pricing requires “an appropriate technological
infrastructure [to] be in place to facilitate the collection of, and access to, customer information”
(Noone, Kimes, & Renaghan, 2003, p. 9). With quick and easy availability to data, organizations
can expect improvements in market segmentations, thereby supporting more analytical decisions
around product offerings, pricing and packaging.
Moreover, the importance of total customer value is accepted by the industry, based on
the thread of industry quotes provided by Wang, Yoonjoung, Schwartz, Legohérel, & Specklin
(2015), including the example below from the Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association
International [HSMAI], written by the HSMAI’s Revenue Management Advisory Board:
Many companies are now realizing that there is a strong need to adapt a more
holistic approach to RM across the enterprise… there is a need to capture and
track all revenue associated with hotel guests in order to segment customers more
discretely based on their value – this can come from food and beverage, spa, event
venues, or in the case of a casino hotel, gaming (HSMAI, 2010, para. #).
Ability to capture total customer value is critical to all market segments, but one may
argue that it is most necessary to improve pricing for group business. Milla and Shoemaker
(2008) identified group revenue management as one of the areas with the greatest growth
potential. From the revenue management perspective, industry has been highly focused on the
transient segment, which has seen notable improvements post implementation of revenue
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management strategies. An average increase in revenue of 3-7% is often cited for a company
that successfully introduces revenue management principles (Skugge, 2004). However, group
revenue management remains an opportunity. One of the interviewees of Milla and Showmaker
(2008) states:
Group revenue management should get down to the same level of detail as transient yield
management and group-acceptance decisions should be made based on alternative group
displacement instead of only transient displacement.
Enhancements to data management is key to this discussion: in order to yield group business,
data management systems must allow accessibility to all components of total group value, not
just room revenue.
Examples of Business Intelligence and Analytics in Revenue Management
The application of contemporary analytical, data-driven capabilities within hospitality
RM is illustrated via the three examples below:
Example #1 – Web Traffic. Room demand forecasts, regardless of the methodology
utilized, i.e. time series regression, moving average, autoregressive models, neural networks,
pickup methods or exponential smoothing, facilitate hotels’ decision making relating to pricing.
Other industries have started incorporating “pulse data” within their business forecasts; “pulse
data” refers to search engine query volumes and social media postings. For example, Bollen,
Mao, and Zeng (2011) investigated the impact of public mood, as measured by the
OpinionFinder and GPOMS mood time series, on changes in DJIA closing values. Their results
indicate that the accuracy of DJIA predictions can be significantly improved by including certain
public mood dimensions, i.e. “calmness of the public”. An attempt has been made by Yang, Pan,
and Song (2014) to utilize web traffic data from destination marketing organizations, such as
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convention and visitor bureau, to predict demand for hotel rooms in a tourist area. The authors
collected web traffic data from Google Analytics, a free tool provided by Google Inc., which
provides access to several data points, including: 1) visitors or the number of unique users,
identified by cookies, accessing the website and 2) visits or the number of sessions - continuous
periods of accessing the website from a computer cookie or IP address - initiated by all visitors
to the site. Using these two data points, Yang et al. (2014) found that visits and visitors were
almost equally effective in predicting demand for hotel rooms and were most useful in predicting
demand for hotel rooms four or eight weeks ahead as well as during the peak seasons when hotel
demand is high.
Example #2 – Social Media. There is a recognized opportunity within the hospitality
industry to utilize social media platforms (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, TripAdvisor and Yelp) to
execute marketing strategies, including revenue management (i.e. to drive short term demand in
low occupancy periods; for example, through company-generated content that is communicated
to the consumer, such as promotions and special offers). Social media provides a platform for
creation and exchange of user-generated content, and allows organizations to reach prospective
customers, understand customer behavior, establish and maintain customer relationships, and
influence customers’ value perceptions (Wang et al., 2015). More relevant to this discussion is
the application of insights from social media data when formulating revenue management
strategies, particularly those relating to pricing. The impact of social media on revenue
management has been validated by Anderson (2012); Cornell Hospitality report shows that 1) the
number of reviews that consumers read prior to making their hotel choice has steadily increased
over time; 2) hotel can increase the rate by 11.2% and still maintain the same occupancy or
market share if their review scores increase by one point on a five-point scale; and, 3) hotel
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pricing power has been influenced by user reviews: a 1% reputation improvement could lead up
to a 1.42% increase in revenue per available room (RevPar). Noone and McGuire (2013)
suggest the importance of user-generated content on customers’ perceived value and quality, and
as such, recommend that managers seek to understand how their customers evaluate them against
their competitors in order to complement any competitive pricing strategies. Revenue
management system developers are beginning to recognize the need to incorporate hotels’ social
media reputation into their demand forecasting and pricing models. In 2014, IDeaS added a
Reputation Pricing module that provides hotels with fully automated pricing recommendations,
with the newly online reputation criterion built in. Other developers are following suit.
Additional academic research is needed to determine how social media can be integrated into the
decision-making process of revenue managers (Guillet & Mohammed, 2015).
Example #3 – Product Bundling. Hospitality organizations which are focused on
customer loyalty strategies are applying data-driven revenue management approaches that guide
customers’ purchasing behavior based on their preferences and historical selections (Anderson &
Xie, 2010). For example, Solnet, Boztug, and Dolnicar (2016) utilize market basket analysis,
also known as association analysis, to identify and predict the purchasing behavior of customers
based on the expenditure patterns of all previous customers. This analytical approach is used
extensively in retail. Market basket analysis was first introduced by Agrawal, Imielinski, &
Swami (1993) and originated from grocery store baskets: that is, customers typically place
multiple items into their grocery store basket from different product categories. Market basket
analysis determines which products are purchased together and which products influence the
purchase of certain other products; it looks at ways to connect products or services through
patterns. Solnet et al. (2016) examined the purchasing patterns of food, beverage, sundries and
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room type in an independent metropolitan hotel; their findings show that some purchase patterns
occur much more frequently and others less frequently than expected and that purchase patterns
by hotel guests do exist. This type of academic research supports practical applications by
hospitality organizations as they develop customer loyalty and experience personalization
strategies; for example, most recently, Marriott announced it has invested in PlacePass, an online
meta-search platform for in-destination experiences, such as tours and excursions. PlacePass
recommends and adds experiences to the guests’ trip and eventually, Marriott Rewards, RitzCarlton Rewards and Starwood Preferred guests will have the ability to pay for these experiences
with points (Marriott News Center, 2017).
The three examples above illustrate how BI&A functionalities can be applied to specific
strategies that fall within the scope of revenue management and showcase how application of
BI&A can lead to improvements within RM. In addition to reviewing specific examples, it is
also relevant to mention the efforts underway to educate RM professionals with regard to BI&A.
Professional education not only lays the foundation to help these professionals perform BI&A
functionalities, which are relatively technical in nature, but also develops a corporate culture of
fact-based decision making and stimulates interest in enterprise-wide use of analytics.
Unfortunately, the education related to data-management and analytics offered to RM industry
professionals is limited, at best. Cornell’s Certificate in Hotel Revenue Management is one of the
leading professional certification programs currently available; it is designed for hospitality
managers, general managers, revenue managers, and other hospitality professionals. The
certification program is comprised of five online courses, covering the following core topics:
forecasting and availability controls, pricing strategy and distribution channels, overbooking
practices and non-traditional applications of RM. In several instances throughout the curriculum,
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the importance of data within RM is addressed, but the full scope of the topic, such as the
availability and accessibility of various types of data and utilization of analytical tools and
techniques other than basic forecasting, is not discussed. One may attribute the omission to the
time constraints of the class or predetermined interests of the audience in more traditional RM
concepts; however, industry certifications is an opportune platform to equip professionals with
the most up-to-date techniques and provide exposure to tools that are currently available.
Attempts to educate professionals with regard to analytics have been made at industry
conferences, yet again, they are rather limited. For example, at the 2016 Revenue Optimization
Conference (ROC), delivered by the Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International
(HSMAI), Michael Klein from Duetto Research spoke on the topic of hotel analytics where he
urged revenue managers to invest time initially to create tools that will save time in the long-run;
the tools that would systematically combine data-sources, for example, from PMS, CRS, STR
(Star report), Traverclick, Rateshop, Google Analytics, Online Reputation Management,
Revenue Management System and Avera. Klein’s suggestions to utilize Excel formulas such as
VLOOKUPs, HLOOKUPs, INDEXs as well as dashboards and VBA, while rather rudimentary
in the modern environment, is an effective starting point.
In order to continue to move the RM function forward and make appropriate system
design improvements, the current level of education received by RM professionals and their skill
level with regard to BI&A need to be taken into account. The brief discussion above is presented
primarily in support of two of the research questions: 1) how to make RM BI&A solutions more
comprehensive 2) how BI&A functionalities support the requirements of RM tasks.
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Decision Support Systems
A decision support system (DSS) is an “interactive, computer-based information system
that utilizes decision rules and models, coupled with a comprehensive database” (Turban &
Watkins, 1986, p. 122) to assist human decision makers. The field originated from a 1965 PhD
topic titled “Using a computer to support the decision-making of a manager” by Michael Scott
Morton (McCosh, 2004), while the term ‘decision support system’ was first used in 1971 by
Gorry and Morton, who formulated a framework to improve management information systems
by applying categorization of managerial activity (Anthony, 1965) and taxonomy of decision
types (Simon, 1960). In 1978, the definition of DSS was focused on semi-structured managerial
decisions, where human decision maker was solving the unstructured part of the problem and the
system was supporting the structured part of the problem (Keen & Morton, 1978). The purpose
was twofold: 1) improve effectiveness of the decision maker 2) improve technology, and in fact,
as the philosophical framework of DSS advanced and became better defined, new technology
was released. The development of the minicomputer had a profound impact on the evolution of
DSS, followed by relatively user-friendly financial modeling and database software packages,
and finally, the spreadsheet software in the mid-1980s.
Personal DSS (PDSS), the founding member of the decision support systems, are smallscale systems that are normally developed for one manager or a small number of managers for
one decision task. Originally presented in the late 1970s in support of PDSS, the taxonomy of
DSS, shown in Table 1, is used frequently in DSS research and textbooks (Alter, 1980). It has
been empirically validated, remains relevant and useful, even for classification of modern-day
DSS such as business intelligence systems and customer relationship analytics (Arnott & Pervan,
2005).
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Table 1
Taxonomy of DSS
Technical
Orientation
Data-oriented

System Types

Description

File drawer systems
Data analysis systems
Analysis information systems
Accounting models

Model-oriented

Representational models
Optimization models
Suggestion models

Allow immediate access to data items
Allow manipulation of data by tailored or
general operators
Provide access to a series of databases and
small models
Calculate the consequences of planned
actions using accounting definitions
Estimate the consequences of actions
without using or partially using
accounting definitions
Provide guidelines for actions by
generating an optimal solution
Provide processing support for a
suggested decision for a relatively
structured task

Hospitality revenue management software is a model-oriented DSS that is based on
optimization; similar DSS have been deployed in many settings outside of hospitality, among the
most popular is supply chain management (Power, 2007). DSS technologies built for RM have
enabled companies to price their products “strategically” and have become a competitive
necessity, particularly as organizations learn how to better utilize large databases and real-time
data (Power, 2007). Shim et al. (2002) divides model-oriented DSS into three stages: 1)
formulation refers to converting the decision problem into an algorithm 2) solution refers to the
development of new, faster algorithms (the most researched stage) 3) analysis refers to the
delivery of the model solution in a usable form to enhance understanding of the problem and
improve analytical capability. Reporting features with graphical visualizations are included
within the third stage.
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Business intelligence is an industry-originated term that describes modern-day DSS,
which combines both the model orientation and the data orientation of earlier DSS technologies
(Arnott & Pervan, 2005). BI was coined and promoted by Howard Dresner of the Garter Group
in 1989 (Power, 2008). In the late 2000s, “business analytics” was added to enhance the function
(Davenport, 2006). BI systems can source data from data warehouses and utilizes modeling
techniques, functionality that has been designated as “analytics” (Morris et al., 2003). Most
recently BI&A has advanced further to include “big data” (Chen, Chiang, & Storey, 2012).
BI&A systems have roots in executive information systems (EIS), which are data-oriented DSS
that provide reporting about the nature of an organization to management (Fitzgerald, 1992). The
“executive” in the title is a bit misleading as these systems have been used across all levels of the
organization, especially in the later years. Graphical user interfaces is one of several
technological improvements that facilitated the development of executive information systems
(Arnott & Pervan, 2005) and will be discussed in depth within the human-computer interaction
(HCI) section; others include dashboard-style interfaces, web delivery, and drill-down
functionality. Data warehousing, a rich research area within MIS, is closely related to decision
support and serves as the foundation for much of the system development: data warehousing is a
set of databases that provide information to decision makers (Cooper, Watson, Wixom, &
Goodhue, 2000). Databases may be accessed through PDSS and EIS.
Business Intelligence and Analytics
In the last two decades, corporate professionals and managers, including those in
hospitality RM, have been faced with information overload; in order to assist and guide decision
makers through the vast amount of newly available data, software developers and consulting
organizations have turned to business intelligence (BI) software. Industries have taken steps to
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adopt BI&A, as we know it today, for their specific needs. As previously noted, business
intelligence and analytics (BI&A) has roots in the field of DSS, database management and
warehousing, and includes techniques relating to data collection, extraction and analysis. BI&A
is described by many different definitions, including the following:


Techniques, technologies, systems, practices, methodologies, and applications that
analyze critical business data to help an enterprise better understand its business and
market and make timely business decisions (Chen et al., 2012).



Systems that provide the ability to analyze business information in order to support and
improve management decision making across a broad range of business activities… they
leverage the large data infrastructure investments made by firms and have the potential to
realize the substantial value locked up in a firm’s data resources (Elbashir, Collier, &
Davern, 2008).
In 2012, MIS Quarterly published a special issue dedicated to business intelligence

research in which the evolution of BI&A was documented under assumed release names of
BI&A 1.0, BI&A 2.0, and BI&A 3.0 (Chen et al., 2012). BI&A 1.0 deals primarily with
structured data, collected by companies through various legacy systems; for example, LMS –
Lodging Management System for hotels. Extraction, transformation, and load – commonly
referred to as ETLs – are essential to successful execution of BI&A 1.0, particularly for
integrating data across various systems and functional areas within the organization. Tools that
fall within BI&A 1.0 offer 1) intuitive, but simple, graphics, dashboards and scorecards to
explore and visualize data characteristics and performance metrics; 2) ad hoc query functionality;
and, 3) statistically-based analytical techniques such as association analysis, data segmentation,
clustering, regression analysis and predictive modeling. These graphical capabilities have since
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been enhanced with interactive visualizations, and progress has been made in the real-time
decision support arena, which at the time of the article was still under active development within
BI technologies.
The internet is the focus of BI&A 2.0 – organizations advertise their products and
services online and interact with their customers directly via social media. BI&A 2.0 includes
web intelligence, web analytics and text analytics of unstructured user-generated content, such as
information extraction, topic identification, opinion mining, natural language questionanswering. The hospitality business has been significantly transformed not only by their own
digital efforts but also by the leading online travel vendors, travel fare aggregator websites and
travel metasearch engines including Expedia.com, Hotels.com, Hotwire.com, trivago,
Venere.com, Travelocity, Orbitz, and HomeAway.
The focus of BI&A 3.0 is mobile phones and tablets. These internet-enabled devices are
mobile, location-aware, person-centered and content-relevant. BI&A 3.0 includes mobile
interface such as visualization and HCI (human-computer interaction) design.
Dashboards
Dashboards are DSS tools - accordingly, BI tools - which provide information in a
specific format to decision makers (Yigitbasioglu & Velcu, 2012). More narrative definition
describes a dashboard as a “visual display of the most important information needed to achieve
one or more objectives; consolidated and arranged on a single screen so the information can be
monitored at a glance” (Few, 2006, p. 26). Other common definitions of dashboards include key
words such as “graphical user interface” and “interactive performance measurement tool”. Users
interact with dashboards, which provide easy access to different aspects of company’s
performance, to make decisions. Negash and Gray (2008) consider them to be one of the most
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useful analysis tools in BI. The term “dashboard” originated from the vehicle dashboard, which
provides the driver with key metrics.
The visualization component of dashboards is critical: visualization refers to the “use of
interactive visual representations of abstract, nonphysical based data to amplify cognition”
(Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999, p. 6). Of note, visualization concepts are also
applicable to the interface design of model-oriented DSS. Researchers and developers refer to
Gestalt psychology to understand effective visual perception techniques; Gestalt psychology is
based on six components – proximity, similarity, continuity, figure-ground, symmetry and
closure of objects. For example, dashboards can facilitate transfer of information by utilization of
colors to differentiate objects from one another without distracting the decision maker
(Goldstein, 2007) and the utilization of gridlines as visual aids (Amer, 2005). Various other
presentation formats have been studied, among the most popular is determining accuracy of
decisions based on graphical vs. tabular format. Yigitbasioglu and Velcu (2012) presented a
comprehensive literature review with regards to most important findings relevant to dashboards,
including the following:


The introduction of grid lines into 2D and 3D graphs prevents decision bias (Amer &
Ravindran, 2010)



Tabular information leads to better decisions involving selective tasks (monitoring
special values) (Amer, 1991)



Tabular information leads to more accurate decisions for accumulation tasks (Hard &
Vanecek, 1991)



Graphs were found to be superior for correlation and sales forecasting tasks but value
added decreased with auditing experience (Anderson & Mueller, 2005)
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Human-Computer Interaction: Graphical User Interfaces
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a major area of study within the field of
management information systems (MIS); its broad scope includes user-analyst interaction, user
interface design and development, user interface evaluation, user training and user trust, among
others (Li & Zhang, 2005). The following interface design features have been recognized to
benefit the overall functionality of DSS: enable friendlier interface, provide explanations,
provide terms familiar to user, act as a tutor, provide interactive, dynamic, visual problemsolving capability as well as provide presentations to match individual cognitive styles Turban
and Watkins (1986). Model-driven DSS is intended to provide accessibility to non-technical
users; given that the presentation of results is dependent on the interface, interface effects user
understanding (Power, 2007), thus the design and functionality of the user interface is very
important.
According to one line of thought, standardization of interface design allows users to
adopt to new DSS quickly and effortlessly, requiring less training and immediately establishing
higher level of confidence with the system. In contrast, personalization of DSS user interface
offers its own benefits, for example, interfaces that can be configured by the user either manually
or automatically by identifying the usage patterns of users and making modifications accordingly
(i.e. menu choice reduction) (Shim et al., 2002). In 1989, Grudin notably presented a case against
user interface consistency arguing that developers should focus on users and their work; he
applied a real life analogy of storing knives around the house:
All [knives] may be kept in the same drawer. Consistency, easy to learn, easy to
remember: there is one place to go for knives. This arrangement makes it easy for guests
to be more help than hindrance when they assist in cleaning up. But it isn’t quite so
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simple. To begin with, there are carving knives, too large for the drawer, stuck in a wood
block. At least it is close by, in plain view; a good strategy for handling exceptions,
perhaps. But then, there is the real silverware packed away in a drawer in a cabinet
holding crystal, china, and other finery for special occasions. The silver knives are not in
the kitchen, are not visible, but are not too far distant. But what about the putty knife,
stowed in a workbench drawer in the garage, or the Swiss army knife, packed away with
the camping gear in the basement? By distributing the knives, we have introduced
inconsistency and increased the time needed to learn where to find them. Why is it the best
solution? We have made the knives easier to use by placing them according to how they
are used, according to the tasks in which they are involved. User tasks and activity
patterns totally dominate such design decisions (Grudin, 1989, p. 1165).
While some kind of consistency is beneficial – kitchen drawer, cabinet drawer, garage drawer,
camping gear, as it relates to knives – objects in real life, and similarly, in interface, must be
designed and placed in accordance with user tasks. Thus, task analysis is a critical component in
the design process. According to Power (2007) the most effective user interface design not only
depends on the task but also on user’s skill and training.
Web technologies provide an additional mechanism for distribution of decision-making
support (Bhargava, Power, & Sun, 2007), as is the case for application-specific RM DSS that
consists of user interface, data and models for a specific decision problem – forecasting and
pricing of hotel rooms. Web-based and web-enabled decision support computation is architected
in various ways (Bhargava & Krishnan, 1998), which is outside of the scope of this dissertation;
however, for all web-based DSS, web browser is the user interface component. There are DSSrelated tasks that can be executed by users from a web browser including model instantiation,
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model execution, model definition, creation of analyses and reports, data visualization as well as
query and retrieval (Bhargava et al., 2007). Many examples of web-based DSS application and
implementation have been researched across industries; examples include: 1) customer
relationship management system for hospital management (Kohli et al., 2001); 2) application for
Delaware Department of Transportation that improves the management of oversize/overweight
vehicles’ movement (Ray, 2007); and, 3) application for predicting financial success of a movie
based on movie characteristics such as genre, stars, technical effects, release time, etc. (Delen,
Sharda, & Kumar, 2007).
Application of Decision Support Systems and Human-Computer Interaction to Hospitality
Revenue Management
The presented literature review on decision support systems offers direct application to
revenue management. Revenue managers utilize model-oriented DSS/forecasting software that is
based on optimization to automate and support how they perform tasks and make decisions. RM
DSS/forecasting system developers are committed to keeping pace with technological innovation
and as such, have gravitated towards an integration of basic contemporary BI&A functionalities,
including enhanced dashboards and report generation, within the overall functionality of
hospitality RM DSS. Additionally, substantial steps towards streamlining data management
outside of RM DSS have been taken by RM software developers: for example, in September
2016, Duetto introduced a new application – ScoreBoard – which integrates with property
management systems and provides centralized reporting functionality with “50 performance
metrics, filters and comparisons” (Duetto 2016). Other developers have made similar strides to
compile various relevant data into one platform, which positions their generally non-technical
users to conduct more comprehensive analyses with relative ease. An argument can be made that
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these secondary data-based solutions should reside within RM DSS; but in any case, recent
progress made by developers indicates a deliberate change in the long-term strategic product
roadmap and an initial transition from model-orientation to combined model- and dataorientation of their product. Academic exploration in this area, specific to RM, is virtually
nonexistent.
Independently from RM-specific software, revenue managers access standalone,
supplementary corporate delivery portals or dashboard tools such as SAS Visual Analytics,
Tableau, Qlik View and Microsoft Power BI, in order to track, for example, hotel revenue by
segment and other hotel KPI metrics such as arrivals or online bookings. Currently, these tools
provide accessibility to types of data and analytical functions that are lacking within RM
DSS/forecasting software. Combined with core RM DSS/forecasting software,
standalone/supplementary BI&A solutions support the overall RM BI&A efforts in
organizations. Again, an argument can be made for more comprehensive features within RM
DSS (thereby increasing breadth of use).
As previously noted, this research aims to improve how revenue managers perform their
tasks and make decisions by proposing enhancements to RM DSS/forecasting software; as part
of that inquiry, it is necessary to determine which additional business intelligence elements and
analytical capabilities would be useful to RM professionals if integrated into RM
DSS/forecasting systems:
RQ1: How can model-driven RM DSS/forecasting software be combined
with data-driven DSS to become a comprehensive RM BI&A solution?
Below is a list of topics relating to the first research question obtained from the above literature
review:
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competitor pricing,



yield group business,



natural-language processing, query and generation,



ease of use,



integration with traditional tools (Excel and PowerPoint),



conditional alerting, reporting scheduling, automation of routine tasks,



breadth of use,



embedded advanced analytics,



configuration and integration of systems,



streamlining data management/complex combination of data sources (beyond PMS),



real time data,



forecasting algorithms,



quick content development within system,



simple query functionality,



segmentation and total customer value,



unique data opportunities (i.e. web traffic/search enfine volumes, social media reputation,
personalization strategies/product bundling), and



personalized retargeting online.
Interface design is one of the dimensions incorporated into DSS development and has

been known to benefit overall functionality by providing interactive, dynamic, visual problemsolving capabilities (Turban & Watkins, 1986). Model-driven DSS is intended to offer
accessibility to non-technical users – revenue managers – using the RM DSS/forecasting
software; the interface controls how the information is presented to the revenue managers and
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thereby, influences their interpretation of results (Power, 2007). Thus, the question of how
alternative interface designs in RM DSS/forecasting system can improve the RM process should
be investigated.
RQ2: What interface alternatives in RM DSS/forecasting software will
lead to increased perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use by RM
professionals?
Below is a list of topics relating to RQ2 obtained from the literature review:


person/user-centric interface (personalization of interface),



enhance understanding of the problem,



task analysis as part of design,



presentation to match individual cognitive styles (tabular vs. graphical presentation),



visual-based exploration beyond basic graphs,



information extraction: creation of analyses and reports by user,



dashboards, and



intuitive and interactive interfaces.
Technology Acceptance and Task-Technology Fit
User acceptance of new technology is considered to be one of the most established

research areas within the Information Systems (IS) field, inclusive of theoretical models
originating not only from IS, but also from psychology and sociology. This research offers very
practical application: in order for a technology to be used in an organizational setting, it must be
not only useful, but also easy to use. Understanding why people accept or reject computers or
various technologies has been very challenging in the past (Swanson, 1988), which resulted in
formulation of several research streams including the two that will be used to support the
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examination of the role of BI&A in hospitality revenue management; they are: the technology
adoption model (Davis, 1985; Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989) and task-technology fit
(Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue & Thompson, 1995).
Technology Adoption Model
The theory of reasoned action (TRA), from social psychology, is one of the most
fundamental and influential theories of human behavior. It has been described as very general
and intended to explain any human behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). TRA states that a
person’s performance of a specified behavior is determined by his or her behavioral intention to
perform the behavior, where behavioral intention is determined by the person’s attitude and
subjective norm concerning the behavior in question (Davis et al., 1989). See Figure 1.
According to Davis, et al. (1989), definitions are as follows: 1) behavioral intention is a measure
of the strength of one’s intention to perform a specified behavior; 2) person’s attitude is defined
as an individual’s positive or negative feelings about performing that particular behavior; and, 3)
subjective norm refers to the “person’s perception that most people who are important to him
think he should or should not perform the behavior in question” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p.
302). It is important to note that according to TRA any other factors that influence behavior, i.e.
system design characteristics, user characteristics, task characteristics, do so indirectly; that is,
other factors influence a person’s attitude or subjective norm, which in turn determines
behavioral intention. Behavioral intention to perform the behavior determines a person’s
performance of a specified behavior.
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Figure 1. Theory of reasoned action (TRA).

Davis (1989) published an adaptation of TRA, known as the technology acceptance
model (TAM). This is a more specific model that explains computer usage behavior by
identifying a small number of fundamental variables, as suggested by previous research, relating
to cognitive and affective determinants of technology acceptance. Similarly to TRA, TAM
suggests that computer usage is determined by behavioral intention to use; however, the two
models differ when determining behavioral intention. Specifically, TAM examines the causal
linkages between two key beliefs - perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use – and users’
attitudes, intentions and actual computer adoption behavior. Perceived usefulness is defined as
the prospective user’s subjective probability that using a specific application system will increase
his or her job performance within an organizational context. Perceived ease of use refers to the
degree to which the prospective user expects the target system to be free of effort. In a later
iteration of the model - TAM2 - subjective norm was included as an additional predictor
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
Since TAM’s introduction, it has been used extensively to predict and explain user
acceptance or rejection of technology. Further research in this area has generated several
additional theoretical models with different determinants of behavioral intention to use
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information technology at the individual level. Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, and Davis (2003)
discussed each of these models, provided empirical comparison and formulated a unified model unified theory of acceptance and use of technology - that integrated the most relevant
determinants of technology adoption to date. Chosen for pragmatic reasons, the following are
among those determinants that were found to be statistically significant predictors of intention or
usage and furthermore, theorized by Venkatesh et al. (2003) as such:


Job-fit: “the extent to which an individual believes that using [a technology] can enhance
the performance of his or her job” [Model of PC Utilization, MPCU] (Thompson et al.,
1991, p. 129)



Complexity: “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to
understand and use” [Model of PC Utilization, MPCU] (Thompson et al., 1991, p. 128)



Relative advantage: “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than
its precursor” [Innovation Diffusion Theory, IDT] (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195)



Image: “the degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to enhance one’s image or
status in one’s social system” [Innovation Diffusion Theory, IDT] (Moore & Benbasat,
1991, p. 195)



Compatibility: “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with
the existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters” [Innovation
Diffusion Theory, IDT] (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195)



Outcome expectations: “the performance-related consequences of the behavior.
Specifically, performance expectations deal with job-related outcomes” [Social Cognitive
Theory SCT] (Compeau & Higgins, 1995a; Venkatesh et al., 2003).
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Task-Technology Fit
Goodhue and Thompson (1995) presented the technology-to-performance chain (TPC)
model. This model combines user attitudes as predictors of utilization, as described by
technology usage model by Bagozzi (1992), which contains similar constructs to TAM, with
task-technology fit (TTF) – and asserts that both of these perspectives in combination predict
performance. Specifically, technology must be utilized and technology must be a good fit with
the tasks it supports from a functionality perspective in order for technology to have a positive
impact on individual performance. Technologies are defined as information systems tools used
by individuals in carrying out their tasks such as computer systems, i.e., hardware, software, and
data, and user support services such as user training and help lines. Tasks are broadly defined as
the actions carried out by individuals in converting inputs into outputs; furthermore, task
characteristics are those that develop reliance of users on certain aspects of the information
technology. For example, the core task of revenue managers to price hotel rooms in various
dynamic markets develops reliance of revenue managers on the forecasting methodology. Tasktechnology fit (TTF) is the degree to which technology assists individuals in performing their
task(s); it is the confluence of task requirements, individual abilities and the functionality of
technology. When testing the model Goodhue and Thompson (1995) utilized perceived
performance impacts as objective measures of performance were unavailable in this field
context.
User attitudes as predictors of utilization was described under the section ‘Technology
Acceptance – Individual Intention’; the following paragraphs present a synopsis of the tasktechnology fit research as encompassed in the Technology-to-Performance Chain model.
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Task-technology fit is when technology provides features and support that "fit" the
requirements of a task and is assumed to improve performance; it is the degree to which a
technology assists an individual in performing his or her tasks (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995).
TTF is improved when the gap between task requirement and functionality of technology
decreases. High TTF increases the chance of utilization as well as performance. See Figure 2.
Original research in this area focused on impacts of graphs versus tables on individual decisionmaking performance. Laboratory experiments showed that the impact of data representation, e.g.,
graphs vs. tables, on performance depends on fit with the task (Benbasat, Dexter, & Todd, 1986;
Dickson, DeSanctis, & McBride, 1986). A separate study found that mismatch between data
representation and task reduces the decision-making performance/speed, due to the need for
additional translations between data representations and decision processes (Vessey, 1991).

Figure 2. Task-technology fit (TTF).

Technology-to-performance chain model is joined by other academic research that
integrate user attitudes with TTF. For example, Dishaw and Strong (1999) developed and
evaluated integrated TAM/TTF model concluding that the integrated model explains much more
of the variance in utilization (dependent variable) compared to each model by itself. It is
important to note that the measurement of the TTF variables by Dishaw and Strong (1999) was
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computed by matching characteristics of the task to supporting functionality of the studied tool,
using an approach frequently applied in the strategy literature called interaction approach
(Dishaw & Strong, 1998; Venkatraman, 1989).
In order to continue to progress the RM function and make system design improvements
that are appropriately aligned (as addressed in RQ1 and RQ2), it is important to understand how
BI&A functionalities support the requirements of RM tasks, particularly as tasks become more
strategic and complex. Further, individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers, those at
the frontlines, influence usage of BI&A and therefore, must also be considered.
RQ3: To what extent can functionalities of BI&A support the requirements of RM tasks?
RQ4: How do individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers influence usage of
1) BI&A within RM DSS/forecasting software 2) supplementary/standalone BI&A tools?
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the method appropriate for answering the research questions of
this dissertation. The chapter contains three major sections: (a) research methodology, (b) data
collection, and (c) data analysis.
Research Methodology
This dissertation used grounded theory method. Grounded theory is a type of qualitative
research that identifies prevalent themes and patterns that cannot be obtained using
predetermined variables (Creswell, 2007); it is “an inductive, theory discovery methodology that
allows the researcher to develop a theoretical account of the general features of a topic while
simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data” (Martin & Turner,
1986, p. 141). The major difference between any of the grounded theory approaches and other
qualitative methods is the continuous interplay between data collection and analysis (Urquhart et
al., 2010). Grounded theory is considered suitable for rigorous theory development based on
unstructured data as it provides well-defined coding procedures (Urquhart & Fernandez, 2013).
In information systems research, grounded theory methods have been used, to develop
“context-based, process-oriented descriptions and explanations” of certain phenomena
(Goulielmos, 2004; Orlikowski, 1993; Pries-Heje, 1992; Urquhart, Lehmann, & Myers, 2010).
Most grounded theory studies in information systems contribute deep insights to the research
problem for a limited number of situations or contexts (Gasson, 2009). Below are examples of
information systems research that employed grounded theory:
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Orlikowski (1993) studied the adoption and use of CASE tools to develop a theory that
explains how organizational issues affect technology introduction; received MIS
Quarterly best paper award.



Pries-Heje (1992) studied the use of software tools in information systems development
projects.



Galal and McDonnell (1997) produced requirements analysis in defining organizational
knowledge-based systems.



Hansen and Kautz (2005) studied the use of information systems development tools by
practitioners; the authors applied visualization techniques to guide data analysis.

While these examples are intended to show value and potential of grounded theory, its usage in
MIS is rare. According to Gasson (2009), grounded theory studies are difficult to publish, as they
generate substantive theories rather than formal theories, which are expected of MIS literature.
It’s interesting to note that Gasson (2009) experienced reviewer objections to including a
reference to Strauss and Corbin (1998), as grounded theory was perceived to lack rigor.
Similarly to MIS, in hospitality research, the application of grounded theory is infrequent
but does exist. In general, qualitative research is mainly confined to methods of data collection,
neglecting its significant contributions to data analysis (Fielding & Lee, 1998). In an attempt to
overcome this tendency and elevate application of qualitative data analysis within hospitality,
Mehmetoglu and Altinay (2006) adhered to a strict grounded theory analytic strategy in the study
of international expansion of hospitality organizations. Below are examples of other hospitality
studies that utilized grounded theory, some more “loosely” than others:


Kim, Eves, and Scarles (2009) studied consumption of local food and beverages when
traveling to destinations.
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Berezan, Raab, Tanford, and Kim (2015) studied hospitality loyalty programs using
electronic word-of-mouth.



Papathanassis and Knolle (2011) studied the influence of online reviews in the tourism
context.
Grounded theory is “a style of doing qualitative analysis that includes a number of

distinct features… [including the] use of a coding paradigm to ensure conceptual development
and density” (Strauss, 1987, p. 5). Researchers conducting grounded theory methodology are
encouraged to forego of their prior, in some cases expert, knowledge of the topic which may
erroneously lead them to verify pre-formulated hypotheses though their research (Urquhart et al.,
2010). In effect, one of the key characteristics of grounded theory is inexistence of a preformulated hypotheses. However, it is acknowledged that researcher’s ontological and
epistemological position will have some impact on the coding and analysis they produce and on
the manner in which the researcher approaches grounded theory (Madill, Jordan, & Shirley,
2000).
The main purpose of grounded theory is theory building, and as such, researchers are
encouraged to develop theories with greater scope (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Theory scope is
defined as follows: 1) bounded context – narrowest scope, lacks empirical base, derived from
anecdotal evidence that the researcher has about the field of enquiry 2) substantive focus – wider
than theories within bounded context, extends predictive and explanatory power to the specific
set of phenomena from where it originated, developed by rigorous application of grounded
theory procedures, offers significant empirical support 3) formal concepts – widest form of
grounded theory, applies to many different kinds of situations, systems and organizations. The
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fundamental goal of grounded theory is to produce theories of greater and greater scope (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967).
Data Collection
In-depth interviewing is a very important part of qualitative research and can be the only
or one of several methods employed to collect data. Qualitative interviews are described as a
“construction site of knowledge” (Kvale, 1996, p. 14) and allow individuals to discuss a “theme
of mutual interest” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 2). Unlike media interviews, qualitative
research interviews are not edited for audience appeal; high quality standards are maintained
throughout the interview and interpretation processes. Kvale and Bringkmann (2009, p. 2) state
that an “interview is literally an inter view, an interchange of views between two persons”, and
as such, an interview is more valuable when conducted by a knowledgeable researcher who is
able to ask follow-up questions.
Patton (2002) categorizes interviews into three general types: informal/conversational,
interview guide/topical and standardized/open-ended. Informal/conversational interviews take
place on-the-spot/off-the-cuff between researcher and one or more interviewees. Interview
guide/topical interviews, most frequently utilized in qualitative studies (Marshall & Rossman,
2006), have some structure and require the researcher to prepare a list of topics or questions. The
topics/questions are sometimes shared with the interviewees ahead of time. The interview takes
place at a scheduled time. Standardized/open-ended interviews are carefully scripted; questions
are asked in a specific manner and pre-determined sequence.
The data for this qualitative study was collected through in-depth interviews, lasting
approximately 50 minutes, mostly via telephone; several were conducted in-person. Researcher
interviewed 20 RM hospitality professionals who can be characterized as follows:
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directors of RM at large, resort-style properties,



directors of RM at corporate level (overseeing multiple properties),



directors of RM at companies overseeing RM for franchisees of large brands (Marriott,
Hilton, etc),



previous Directors of RM, currently employed by RM software development companies
in seasoned consultative/customer support roles, and



senior RM leaders.

Perspectives of senior executives and middle managers were deemed appropriate for this type of
research. For example, in the study specific to business intelligence systems, as they impact
organizational performance, Elbashir, Collier, and Davern (2008) utilized perception-based
measurements for two reasons: 1) benefits of BI systems are primarily qualitative in nature 2) the
quantitative measures are confidential and/or strategic, and therefore unobtainable.
The data collection process began with two interviews, addressing the discussion topics
broadly in the most unstructured manner. The researcher introduced the topics and some formal
definitions, followed by modified versions of each of the research questions:


What type of data-driven functionalities within the RM software would improve the
system?



What interface alternatives in RM DSS/forecasting software would lead to increased
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use by RM professionals?



What are some of the RM tasks and how are they currently supported by BI&A?



Do revenue managers’ beliefs and perceptions influence usage of 1) BI&A within RM
software 2) supplementary/standalone BI&A tools?
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Analytical field notes were produced after each of the initial interviews to identify key
takeaways, which coupled with the literature review provided in Chapter 2, were used to develop
a semi-structured interview questionnaire. See Appendix C. Semi-structured interviews followed.
Semi-structured interviews balance preplanned questions typical of a structured approach with
the spontaneity and flexibility of unstructured interviews (Salmons, 2012). Interviews were
conducted and analysis continued in an iterative manner; results were shared with key informants
and colleagues, from academia as well as industry; all feedback provided by those individuals
was incorporated into subsequent interviews. In the event that certain themes were identified in
later interviews and determined to be relevant, the questionnaire was revised to incorporate those
themes for subsequent interviewers to elaborate on.
The questionnaire was adjusted for each interviewee based on previously conducted
interviews; the questionnaire was also adjusted based on interviewee’s background and the
sophistication of the RM and analytical cultures within their organization. Appendix C represents
the type of data collected at the aggregate from all interviewees. The interview questions were
open and probing in nature, allowing for the interviewee to guide the discussion. The interviewer
course redirected the interviewee if the conversation strayed too far off topic. During the
interview process, participants were given time to provide any information they felt is important
to share that was not elicited by prepared questions. The data collection process concluded when
“theoretical saturation” was reached, as deemed by the researcher.
Grounded theory methodology is based on detailed data collection thus verbatim
interview transcripts were utilized for data analysis. The researcher selected voice recording and
verbatim transcription instead of note-taking because the latter naturally involves some level of
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premature interpretation and “cherry-picking” of content to note during the interview; missed
content could become relevant within later iterations of interview-analysis.
Participants were approached by researcher for inclusion in the study through industry
contacts, obtained primarily via current and previous work relationships. After initial
introduction of the project through a brief conversation, potential participants were contacted by
e-mail in order to confirm the interview and gain their consent, with the reassurance that they
may ‘opt out’ at any point during the research. The Informed Consent Form (see Appendix B)
was used to indicate participants’ willingness to be included in the study. This form provided
participants with all the pertinent details regarding the data collection process, such as the time
commitments required, and the contact information of the researcher for any questions or
concerns. Telephone interviews were utilized to accommodate the geographical distance between
researcher and participants, and to ensure that data collected was not limited to a certain
hospitality market, which could have led to possible influences. Data collection commenced on
October 17, 2018 and ended on February 28, 2019.
Data Analysis
Grounded theory has evolved into two variants with each variant favored by one of two
original theory creators – Glaser vs. Strauss (and Corbin). The book by Strauss and Corbin
(1990) is considered to be most widely applied (Urquhart et al., 2010). Strauss and Corbin (1990)
suggest breaking down the coding process into four prescriptive steps – open, axial, selective and
‘coding for process’, definitions are listed below:


Open coding is “the process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing
and categorizing data” (Strauss & Cordin, 1990, p. 61). Researchers do so by asking
simple questions such as what, how, when, how much, etc…
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After open coding is complete, that is, data is divided into concepts and categories, axial
coding puts the data back together in new ways by making connections between a
category and its subcategories (Dey, 1999).



The objective of selective coding is to integrate the results from the axial coding – key
categories or themes – to be used as a central focus for the study and to form an initial
theoretical framework (Strauss & Cordin, 1998).



Coding for process – at the end of the coding process, the researcher asks, “What is this
data a study of?” (Glaser, 1978; Swanson-Kauffman, 1986)

Strauss and Corbin (1990) suggest a coding paradigm that includes context, conditions,
action/interactional strategies, intervening conditions and consequences for the purposes of
establishing categories and relationships.
In support of theory development, data collection, coding, and analysis was done
together, in an iterative manner; if these functions are separated, the development of theory
suffers (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The use of small samples is justified in qualitative analyses,
and particularly in grounded theory methodology which references the concept of “saturated
categories” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Data saturation “entails bringing new participants
continually into the study until the data set is complete, as indicated by data replication or
redundancy. In other words, saturation is reached when researcher gathers data to the point of
diminishing returns, when nothing new is being added” (Bowen, 2008, p. 22). Most qualitative
researchers, including those in information systems, recognize that recommendations for sample
size are broad (Marshall, Cardon, Poddar, & Fontenot, 2013). The general recommendations that
exist vary by method: for example, Creswell (2007) recommends at least 20 to 30 interviews for
grounded theory. Onwuegbuzie and Leech (2007) suggest that before determining the
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appropriate sample size, researchers should identify similar studies where data saturation has
been reached; based on such approach, the sample size for this dissertation should be between 10
and 20 interviews.
In accordance with the teachings by qualitative researchers Marshall and Rossman
(2015), validity was ensured by applying the following strategies to data analysis: data and
interpretations was shared with participants (member checks), results were discussed with critical
colleagues and faculty members, and feedback was solicited from those familiar with the
research. Eight interviews (representing 40% of the total number of interviews conducted) were
co-coded; that is, the coding for those interviews was conducted in parallel by two individuals –
the researcher and an independent qualitative consultant. When comparing results, there was
81% agreement rate on the codes generated (112 codes out of 139 total codes).
Data analysis was carried out in Atlas/ti software package. Its use is popular across
various qualitative analyses. It was built according to analytic principles of grounded theory. The
software was originally assembled by researchers from computer science, psychology and
linguistics for an interdisciplinary research project at the Technical University of Berlin (Muhr,
1991). The software functions as a tool that assists the user in structuring large unstructured data
(Muhr, 1991). Mehmetoglu and Dann (2003) reaffirm that interpretation, creativity and
contextualization of the data remain the task of the researcher. Dey (1998) suggests that
computer-based analysis increases the status of qualitative research.
In qualitative studies, “the quantitative conversion of qualitative data is done to facilitate
pattern recognition or otherwise to extract meaning from qualitative data, account for all data,
document analytic moves, and verify interpretations” (Sandelowski, Voils, & Knafl, 2009, p.
210). Numeric representation (i.e. counting occurrences, simple tabular displays), in some
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instances, helps organize data that is produced from open-ended and minimally structured data.
Research finding that few, some or many participants express a certain opinion, or identify a
phenomenon as common versus unusual, implies the frequency, typicality, or intensity of an
event (Sandelowski, 2001). The researcher applied judgment to the input received during the
interview process: when identifying opportunities to improve BI&A capabilities within RM
systems, for example, a reasonably inclusive cut-off score of 40% of the data was established.
Multiple determinations of inclusion/exclusion criteria were made throughout the data analysis
process; at all times, the researcher attempted to minimize the risk of omitting a truly important
but infrequently mentioned feature/code.
Summary
Chapter 3 discussed the research methodology, data collection and analysis that was used
for this dissertation. The findings are presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
This chapter details the results of the study based on the research methods discussed in
the previous chapter. First, participant demographic information is reported. Second, the findings
are introduced in sequence of the research questions presented in Chapter 1 and include analysis
and categorization of data and representative quotations.
Demographics
The researcher followed the general recommendation for grounded theory methodology
sample size (Creswell, 2007; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007): twenty interviews were conducted.
All participants were employed by hospitality organizations and held the title of Director or
above. Specific titles contained words such as “revenue management”, “revenue optimization”
and “revenue strategy”, indicating that hotel/room revenue management was the primary scope
of participants’ roles. Table 2 presents a brief description of the companies that employ each of
the participants. To protect company anonymity, [company], [employer] and [RM system] are
substituted for names of specific companies within representative quotations. Seventeen of the
interviewees were male. Although an interview guide was prepared in advance, questions were
adjusted based upon previously collected data, as is customary when conducting research
according to grounded theory methodology, as well as upon each interviewee’s background and
the sophistication of the RM and analytical cultures within their organizations. Upon completion
of the twenty interviews, data saturation, which is indicated by data replication and redundancy
(Bowen, 2008), was achieved for research questions one, two and four; additional data had to be
collected for research question three, which required interviewees to create a matrix in which
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they matched business intelligence and analytics (BI&A) functionalities to the primary tasks
which revenue managers perform.

Table 2
Interviewees
Sub-Industry

Interviewee Title

Hotel
Hotel

Regional Director
Director

Hotel

Corporate Director

Hotel

Director

Hotel

Director

Hotel
Hotel

Senior Director
Regional Director

Hotel
Hotel

Senior Vice President
Regional Director

Hotel*

Regional Director

Hotel
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel*
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel
Casino Hotel*
RM Software

Corporate Director
Vice President
Vice President
Corporate Director
Director
Director
Vice President
Executive Director
Vice President
Director

RM Software

Director

RM Software

Vice President

Timeshare

Director

Company Description
Corporate level, primarily US based hotel and restaurant brand
Property level, historic beachfront luxury resort managed by
multinational hospitality company
Oversees a portfolio of properties, all branded by multinational
hospitality companies, for a leading hotel management company
Property level, golf resort managed by a leading hotel management
company
Property level, full service, upscale hotel managed by a leading hotel
management company portfolio
Corporate level, multinational hospitality company
Oversees a portfolio of properties, all branded by multinational
hospitality companies, for a hotel management and consulting
company
Corporate level, multinational hospitality company
Oversees a portfolio of properties, all branded by multinational
hospitality companies, for a hotel management and consulting
company
Oversees a portfolio of properties, all branded by multinational
hospitality companies, for a hotel management and consulting
company
Corporate level, business membership full-service hotels
Corporate level, gaming corporation
Corporate level, gaming corporation
Corporate level, regional gaming corporation
Property level, tribal casino
Property level, casino resort
Property level, tribal casino
Property level, casino hotel resort and timeshare
Corporate level, gaming corporation
Provides RM consulting and outsourcing services to customers of a
hotel revenue management software company
Provides RM consulting and outsourcing services to customers of a
hotel revenue management software company
Leads research initiatives for hotel revenue management software
company
Corporate level, timeshare company with international vacation
destinations

Note. Asterisk denotes individuals who completed the more focused RQ3 interviews only.
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To improve the quality of data collected for RQ3, as well as the process by which it was
collected, the researcher reviewed twenty publicly-available revenue management position
descriptions in order to extract key job responsibilities (Appendix F). Job responsibilities were
then categorized into broader groups and referenced during the matrix creation exercise, along
with a list of BI&A features, per “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics
Platforms” (Sallam et al., 2017). Additional IRB approval was received prior to implementing
this modification, which allowed the researcher to contact and consent new interviewees to
address only RQ3 (see Appendix D). Three new interviewees were recruited: armed with two
comprehensive lists – RM tasks and BI&A features – they successfully finalized the matrix
creation exercise. Data collected during the first twenty interviews was combined with data
collected during the more focused three interviews to achieve data saturation. Given that the
second portion of data collection was based only on the matching exercise, voice recordings
were not conducted.
Two terms are frequently used within this chapter: codes and categories. As defined in
Chapter 2, open coding is “the process of breaking down, examining, comparing,
conceptualizing and categorizing data” (Strauss & Cordin, 1990, p. 61). In the Atlas.ti software
package, which was utilized to conduct the analysis, codes are labels that are typically linked to
certain pieces of data. The analysis involves identifying relationships between codes and putting
them together to create key categories. Generally, multiple codes are associated with one
category. Results are supported with representative quotes.
Results: Comprehensive RM BI&A Solutions
RQ1: How can model-driven RM DSS/forecasting software be combined with datadriven DSS to become a comprehensive RM BI&A solution?
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The purpose of the first research question is to determine which additional BI elements
and analytical capabilities would be useful to RM professionals if integrated into RM
DSS/forecasting systems. As part of that inquiry, it is beneficial to understand the current
environment: while some hospitality organizations have been operating with RM systems,
however rudimentary, since early 1990s, manual RM environments are still prevalent today.
Furthermore, even if organizations have RM systems, some of the primary functionalities may be
underutilized or not utilized at all. Categories that follow (and summarized in Figure 3) were
identified by the study based on user suggestions and relate to system improvements and
enhancements:


Opportunities exist to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems.



Real time RM systems are in development or on the market.



RM systems should offer visual-based exploration and storytelling functionalities, and
facilitate communication.



RM systems and BI&A tools, to the degree possible, should prompt call-to-action.



Dynamic alerting via text within RM systems is under development.



Data accessibility and data accuracy are exceedingly important to the RM function.

All relevant data was analyzed and categorized according to the grounded theory approach,
which allows for continuous interplay between data collection and analysis (Urquhart, Lehmann
& Myers, 2010) but provides well-defined coding procedures (Urquhart & Fernandez, 2013),
including open coding, axial coding and selective coding. Paragraphs below offer supporting
quotations for each of the categories.
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Figure 3. RQ#1 BI elements and analytical capabilities within RM systems.

Rudimentary RM environments are still prevalent in hospitality organizations. Kimes’
survey revealed that “RM will be more strategic and more technology-driven” (2011, p. 70). The
number and complexity of RM decisions is expected to increase requiring improved technology.
Nevertheless, rudimentary RM environments are still very common. Nine interviewees
commented on the manual state of their RM function, indicating that forecasting, reporting or
both are being conducted in a completely manual or semi-manual manner. Table 3 lists codes in
support of this category.

Table 3
Rudimentary RM Environments Are Still Prevalent in Hospitality Organizations
Codes

N

Archaic and behind the times
Forecasting in manual environment is challenging
Forecasting is completely manual
Reporting is completely manual
Reporting is mostly manual
Same reports for the last ten years
Note: Total codes = 14. Unique respondents = 9.
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1
1
5
4
2
1

One interviewee described his RM efforts as “archaic and behind the time”. Several
others spoke of the highly-dense Excel spreadsheets, which are difficult to read and interpret
with an untrained eye. Below is a sample of representative quotes:
“We talk to a lot of people who have good revenue management teams, who are like,
nope, we're on top of this. I understand that you have a very smart team, and they work
very hard, and they work long hours, but there's absolutely no way they can analyze 400
stay dates several times a day, looking at all your room types… I wish our industry had
gotten to the point where they consider [RMS] a requirement.”
“[My analyses] are basically Excel spreadsheets that I've cobbled together over the years.
So, I'm doing things the old-fashioned way.”
“I am surprised at the prevalence of these huge pace analysis spreadsheets that float
around different hotel organizations. And nothing against them. I think they seem to still
be a valuable tool for revenue managers, but they're almost the complete opposite [of the
features we are discussing] the fact that those spreadsheets are still out there and fairly
ubiquitous probably says something about preferences of revenue managers.”
“[Our RMS] is very limited because of how simple the model has been, and it hasn't
really been updated in about six, seven years…”
“Our database… is not even SQL, it's just a CSV. I can't schedule any reporting. So, I
actually have a reservation agent who comes in an hour early every Monday to run
reports for me. Automatic reporting would be amazing.”
“There are some reports that it's a data mine. You pull an Excel report and there's 32
columns and it's all numbers, and I can read it because I look at it every day. It's not the
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prettiest version, and having to work with the properties that don't really spend all day
thinking about this stuff… we needed to train their eyes on where to look.”
“I don't think the industry is sophisticated, and we're certainly not sophisticated. Excel is
still our primary tool… we're transposing the data from the property management
systems in Excel. We don't have a data warehouse that has accessible consumable stay
date level data…it's done in Excel through direct data extractions. There's a macro, there's
VBA code that we have written to incorporate the data directly from the PMS for revenue
managers to see pace and pickup and same point in time last year.”
As noted in Chapter 2, the practice of using Excel and VBA code to systematically combine data
sources was presented as recently as 2016 by Michael Klein at the Revenue Optimization
Conference (ROC). While this is an effective starting point towards a more automated
environment, Excel and VBA is an elementary practice, particularly given the proliferation of
various types of databases as well as querying and BI&A tools.
Some of the primary functionalities of RM systems are underutilized or not utilized at all.
As defined in Chapter 2, hospitality RM software is a model-oriented DSS that is based on
optimization (Power, 2007): the software converts the decision problem (i.e. forecasting daily
demand, pricing) into an algorithm and the solution is delivered in a usable format to the user to
enhance understanding of the problem and improve analytical capabilities (Shim et al. 2002).
This technology is intended to enable companies to price their products strategically and to
provide the competitive edge that companies strive to achieve; however, this research indicates
that some of the primary functionalities of RM systems are underutilized or not utilized at all.
Nine interviewees indicated that they are using other tools, including Excel, to supplement the
shortcomings of RM systems. In extreme cases, revenue managers are maintaining separate
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forecasts, and using their systems to only upload hotel room rates. Some users who are relying
on RM systems built-in forecasts are finding them inaccurate and frequently overriding the
system manually. Representative quotes are below:
“Forecast is from our own system that we have for forecasting, not from RMS. And
pacing or pick up or year on year sorts of things, that all comes out of Tableau, which has
nothing to do with [RMS].”
“At my property, we do not use the forecasts that come out of the revenue management
system because we're a big group hotel, and we have a very unique location because
we're right next to the convention center. So, when we have big group, we wear a
completely different hat from when we have no group or very little group, and we're
constantly switching back and forth. It has been a challenge for any of the revenue
management systems to address that.”
“We do not use RMS forecast. The issue is it's not customizable to meet the needs of
what our business wants... We have two different ways we do our hotel forecasts. One is
really completely manual. We pull what's on the books. Pull past dates to look at trends
and then we use formulas within Excel… and we compare that to [RMS]. We've been
trying to take the [RMS] forecast and use parts of it. It just becomes more time
consuming if you're trying to use two different forecasts to make them work.”
Some revenue managers are not using reporting functionalities within the RM systems, primarily
due to more robust reporting and visualization capabilities offered within BI&A tools.
Representative quotes are listed below:
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“We really use [RMS] for uploading rate strategies, and maybe identifying some key
dates if needed. We don't use it for any reporting functionality. Really, just rate uploads is
the primary purpose of [RMS].”
“Our RM system is primarily used to do tactical pricing changes. We use it for
forecasting, but we still do forecasting outside of the RM system as well… it incorporates
raw data from our property management system, from our gaming system, and also from
our competitive set to understand the dynamics of the market and the dynamics of our
actual demand – real and expected demand. It is not the primary tool that we use for
studying our business at all. It is primarily tactical pricing and I guess, strategy.”
Table 4 lists codes in support of this category.
In spite of the feedback indicating that some RM professionals are underutilizing RM
systems, some are using the functionalities offered by RM solutions more holistically and even
requesting additional features. Representing a software development company, with extensive
property RM experience, one interviewee indicated that consumers of his company’s core
forecasting optimization tool are frequently asking them to “expand our horizons.” He reasoned
that “practically, from the standpoint of the operators, they don't want to have multiple vendors
for what's essentially very closely related activities.” In general, hospitality RM software
developers have grown their offerings: besides the core forecasting optimization tool, RM
software suites also include a group pricing tool (with group forecast built in), a BI solution and
a rate shopping solution. So while multiple respondents indicated that they are not utilizing their
systems to the full extent intended, others are using those systems and are satisfied. They
collaborate with developers to request additional functionalities and other enhancements.
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Table 4
Primary Functionalities of RMSs Are Underutilized or Not Utilized at All
Codes

N

Difficult to use for a property with many group blocks
Can be limiting (particularly off-the-shelf systems)
Core function: yielding, forecasting, applying restrictions, opening & closing
channels, applying length of stay restrictions
Doesn't account for resort fee as revenue
Forecast is not used
Forecasts are not yet consistently accurate
Lacking total profitability (important for casino resort)
Must be overridden frequently
Must fit the need of the business
Need better data science, currently not consistently accurate
Not compatible with certain browsers
Not customizable
Not producing realistic or achievable rates per segment
Not used during presentations
Not used for any reporting
Require manual interaction
Used for pricing and strategy, not to analyze business trends
Used only for uploading rate strategies and identifying key dates, not
forecasting
Note: Total codes = 20. Unique respondents = 9.

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Opportunities exist to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems. This section is
primarily based on the interview question that asked respondents to identify BI&A capabilities
which would improve the RM function if made available within the RM system. The list of
BI&A capabilities was extracted from “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics
Platforms” (Sallam et al., 2017) and addressed with the interviewees. Not all interviewees spoke
to each of the capabilities; sophistication of the RM and analytical cultures within each
organization, as well as each individual’s inclination towards BI&A and his/her level of
utilization of the system currently (as discussed in the section prior) were taken into account
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when reviewing the list. Table 5 lists codes, in this case BI&A capabilities, in support of this
category.

Table 5
List of Desired Capabilities as Well as One Capability That Was Not Desired
Codes

N

Unique

Desired: interactive, intuitive dashboards
13
11
Desired: complex combinations of data sources, inc. industry info
12
9
Desired: automation of routine tasks
11
9
Desired: integration with traditional tools
10
9
Not desired: natural-language processing
8
8
Desired: online tutorials and community forums
8
8
Desired: 'drag and drop' data combinations
8
8
Note. Eight (8) respondents must have mentioned the feature at least once to be included.

BI&A capabilities that were mentioned by at least eight respondents (or 40% of all
interviewees) were included. Features desired within RM systems include: dashboards, complex
combinations of data sources, routine task automation, traditional tool integration, online
tutorials and forums as well as ‘drag and drop’ data combinations. One feature – natural
language processing – was identified by eight respondents as irrelevant to improving the RM
function, but it would be remiss not to mention that it was also viewed positively by several
others. Quotes in support of each capability are presented below.
Quotes related to the desired feature of interactive, intuitive dashboards are as follows:
“Revenue managers own hotel performance typically… if anyone wants to know what's
going on with the performance, especially top-line performance in my hotel, you go right
to the revenue manager. Dashboarding on hotel performance will show you things like
booking pace, or segmentation and exchanges.”
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“Dashboards are good because that's ultimately calling attention to what people need to
drill into at the property level, so there need to be good dashboards that are actionoriented that are saying, "hey, there's still a grouping block on these dates," or whatever
the thing is that they can take action on. I think Dashboarding is huge as long as it ties
back into the goal of the system in getting the users to interact with the system when it's
appropriate. [The RM system] should be on autopilot, my philosophy, a percentage of
the time, but you also need to have that little ding that goes off that says here's something
where you might want to go manual on the system because it's not behaving normally.”
Quotes related to the desired feature of complex combinations of data sources (including
industry info) are as follows:
“I think anything that we could do to make training more efficient is going to help us in
the long run. That's one of our biggest hurdles is we get somebody in house. I need to
train you on learning the language of our data warehouse. So, maybe it's the table GIP
which means hotel reservations, and then [the field] CNFD equals confirmation date. So,
now you need to learn table language and you need to learn syntax of SQL. Now I need
you to learn Cognos in case there's other functionality that we can find within there. Then
we've got the RM tool, which is going to help me find key dates. The warehouse isn't
going to help me find key dates. I'm going to put [information from the RM tool] into
Excel or a dashboard to try to figure out what's happening with my hotel. So, if there's
something that can bring more information in, and I can leverage that reporting or
leverage the information, it’s one less thing I need my team to train on.”
“Our goal is consistently getting all the data into one spot. And for us, strategically, we've
called that our data warehouse. So, if we were able to quickly bolt in that data into
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revenue management system, I'd prefer to do it that way. But it's critical that we keep in
mind this concept of a single truth. There can't be breaks in the data. The integrity must
be high… if there was a way to incorporate more data, keep the integrity of that data high
in the revenue management system, that would be great.”
The below example represents the desired feature of automation of routine tasks:
“Automation of routine tasks is time optimization… our challenge for our revenue
managers is getting them that data… there's an analyst support function for our revenue
managers that help them organize this data… doing the data extracts, transposing the
data, organizing the data into this tool so the revenue managers can actually look day-byday and say, where am I, both pace and pickup... If that part of the process was automated
before their call [with their hotels] every week, that would definitely be useful for the
team.”
While developers may want to increase breadth of use of the system and encourage all
stakeholders to log into the system to retrieve the information, a more realistic, user-friendly
approach is to download the data. Quotes related to the desired feature of integration with
traditional tools are presented below:
“General managers ask me for information, and I'm not going to tell them, ‘I've got the
information for you, but you need to log into [RMS] and go to this page.’ I'm going to
download it into Excel, put it into PowerPoint, drop it into an Email, and send it to them.”
“I look at [geographic map] frequently to understand how different segments and
different geographic areas are changing. So, if it isn’t in the [RM] tool, the ability to
export the data or to interface with a tool that would do it, is important.”
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Incorporation of natural-language processing into RM systems, which would allow users
to communicate with the system via voice commands, elicited mixed feedback. Five respondents
indicated that natural-language processing is desired, citing efficiency and ease of use. Eight
respondents indicated that natural-language processing is not desired. Representative quotes are
below:
“There's quite a wide level of technological comfort in the industry. So, you have people
who are still figuring out their iPhones… I have a hard time sometimes even getting my
phone to call my mom. To have a system price my hotel properly based on a voice
command, I would be a little apprehensive about that.”
“It's hard to do… could be a great tool depending upon your users. I have one revenue
manager who's from Czechoslovakia who is hard to understand sometimes… the way
that she says things are different. I would hate for that to be misinterpreted… or
sometimes terminology's different… some people will say ‘put an LOS of 2 on’, some
will say ‘put an MS 2 on’, some will say ‘put an MS2’, some will say ‘two MSs.’ You're
saying the exact same thing but you're saying it different ways, so you have to make sure
everybody has the same terminology down.”
“Talking to the system – would I be un-cool if I didn't use that? ‘Siri, change my rates.’
Based on what I've seen in the industry, I would say it's not very important. Maybe
further down the line.”
Quotes related to the desired feature of online tutorials and community forums are as
follows:
“I think it is very helpful, very useful. We had that at [my old employer]. We had some
online training. So, it takes some of the pressure of the Manager or the Director. Also
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the same method is being sent to everybody across the board, and then you can get into
more specialized, additional training on the needed areas. Tutorials are really good. The
forums are really helpful. Especially for Tableau; Tableau has a lot of forums. We were
based in D.C. and they used to have the little meetings in D.C. for Tableau users. I know
Springer-Miller does the hugs [host user group], which is their user conference, and that's
always helpful.”
“[Very helpful] if the online forum is broken down by area. A lot of times, you have a
simple question, and rather than having to reach out to your account manager… if you
had that guide – like Wikipedia, you type in the word ‘packages’ they'll pop up 20
different things that relate to packages, and nine times out of ten, your question is there or
relates to what you're looking for. I think having that available is really important.”
“Our brand is rather large and it has a lot of, I'll say roadside hotels, so a lot of these
people don't have Director of Revenue positions, and a lot of the GMs are doing those
types of functions. So, in my mind [online training] made the field familiar with the
[RMS] product.”
“I think that's important because you need that level of support. You have a lot of sense
of crowd-sourcing so there's best practices that could be shared. Granted, RM being a
pricing industry, there's only so much you can share before you start towing the line from
a legality standpoint, but from a uses of a tool standpoint, I think it's extremely useful.
The better companies will have an online knowledge base, for example, so you have a
place where you can go if you need help to self-serve your help.”
Representative quotes relating to the desired feature of 'drag and drop' data combinations
are below:
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“I would say for your average user within the RM field, I think [drag and drop
functionality] would be extremely important. That would give a lot more insight a lot
quicker. Even for people who are used to writing their own queries, I'm sure we would all
appreciate the validity to be able to just drag and drop, because it saves so much more
time.”
“[Drag and drop functionality] is important. The ability – speed. I want to hire people
that can be inquisitive and ask questions, and dig deeper, but I do not want them to have
to be able to write code. But that being said, I do want them to have the ability to write
code if they find that's a faster way for them to get the data.”
This list offers a collection of BI&A capabilities which, based upon the feedback
received, would improve the RM function if made available within RM systems. Furthermore,
these capabilities may be needed to take RM systems into the next generation. Whether it’s
interactive, intuitive dashboards that consolidate and arrange information on a single screen or
sourcing data from data warehouses or any of the other capabilities referenced above, users
recognize that opportunities exist to improve RM systems.
Real time RM systems are in development or on the market. Power (2007) had posed the
question of how “real-time” model-driven DSS could be interfaced with “real-time” data-driven
DSS to improve decision making. In the context of RM systems, real time interfaces are needed
because of the speed with which inventory is sold within certain sectors and because of the
number of distribution channels through which inventory is sold. One interviewee explains:
“Real time interfaces are the way to go because the industry, especially the bigger hotels,
they're such a competitive market. Everything happens in real time. The RMS must be in
real time. BI must be in real-time. Because if I pick up 100 rooms within the day here in
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Las Vegas and I'm not able to really see where that's coming from on a real-time basis, I
can't make good decisions on whether I should have lowered my rate, raised my rate,
been more restrictive on casino, etc...”
Respondents who are not operating on real time systems currently have expressed their desire for
real time interface:
“Some of the systems are closer to real time. Two out of the three are not. There's one
that they just upgraded and now it's closer to real time. They pull the data, I think it's
four times a day. The other two systems do not. They only pull it once or twice a day…
my request would be to have them all be on real time. That would be the best help ever.”
“We have a very simplistic system. We've been trying to get it to be a little bit more
complex because the strategy has become more complex. We'd like for it to update in
real-time… we find that it is only pulling the inventory every hour. There are times when
hotel has two rooms left to sell. Well, in that hour, they could sell those rooms. Sell a
room to Expedia, to Booking.com, to ourselves, and someone can extend their stay at the
front desk… that happens often to us where in that hour we get multiple bookings.”
RM systems should offer visual-based exploration and storytelling functionalities and
facilitate communication. Presentation formats have been extensively studied; among one of the
more popular topics is determining accuracy of decisions based on graphical vs. tabular format.
Typically, visualizations are used to “amplify cognition” (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman,
1999). Based on the responses from several interviewees, the types and quality of visualizations
built into revenue management systems serve as one of the primary differentiating factors.
Visual-based exploration experience now extends beyond basic pie, bar and line charts, and
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includes tree maps, geographic maps, scatter plots and other special purpose visuals. Quotes in
support of visual-based exploration are presented below:
“Typically, every RMS lets you price different segments… different RMSs will give you
different levels of visibility into the actual performance… Where not all systems are
equal comes down to how they visualize information, the degree at which they get
granular with the data… If you're a more analytical type of person, then that's where the
systems really start to differentiate each other.”
“Need to be able to serve up information to people in a ‘they don't know what they don't
know’ fashion. You're going to log in. You're going to see this graphic. You're going [to
think], ‘wow, I never thought about it that way. Look at that graph. It makes perfect
sense.’"
The concept of storytelling is closely related to visualizations. Kosara and Machinlay
(2013) provide an example of Charles Minard’s map of Napoleon’s march on Moscow which
tells the story of soldiers’ plight. This is an early example in which the purpose of the map, a
visual, is to show and explain. In today’s business settings, storytelling is also used to analyze as
well as to support discussion and decision making: storytelling concepts are applied to clearly
communicate a message using visualizations. Quotes in support of storytelling are presented
below:
“The biggest challenge I've seen in that respect, especially as far as UI goes, is you're
serving up these graphs, but the graphs aren't really telling the story that the person needs
to see to make the right decision.”
“We want it to have a single voice where we're presenting the same information…
storyboard feature where you could pick what you wanted. There'd be different things
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that you could put into your storyboard, and it would do the graphs automatically so you
wouldn't have to belt out a Powerpoint. You could say our story this week is week over
week pickup. It's this, it's this, it's this. You check those items in the storyboard, and then
you just call it up and you use the right arrow to take them through the story. That would
be awesome if we could do that. I think it's difficult…you always have one-off scenarios
or ad hoc questions that pop-up in meetings. So it gets very difficult to just fill in a
canned report for everybody, but that's the direction we are trying to go.”
The last quote illustrates that there is more to storytelling than presenting information in a
sequential manner. Meetings hosted by revenue managers are interactive; meeting attendees pose
questions to the presenter, and vice versa. In this interactive and collaborative environment,
presentations are intended to generate new questions, and revenue managers often take items
away for follow-up. Pre-planning the entire story is impossible, but data-driven storytelling is
much more than canned reporting. Communication is in fact one of revenue managers’ core
tasks, per task review under RQ3. In the words of one respondent:
“Revenue managers obviously handle things like pricing and forecasting and
communication with everyone too. They're kind of like quarterbacks in as much as one of
their core functions is that communication part to insure that all of the stakeholders, the
property leadership, marketing, leisure, group sales, all of them are working from the
same playbook.”
In order to facilitate communication, the information can be extracted from the RMS or
RMS can be used as a communication tool, in lieu of a PowerPoint presentation. The quote
below supports such system usage:
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“The more sophisticated clients that are more flexible will tend to actually use the app
directly as the source of truth. So, there's no printing of anything. There's no
downloading or emailing. It's literally bringing up the application. And this is, I think,
the end goal for every RM solution is to have this be the collaboration tool, the BI tool,
the pricing tool…”
Table 6 lists codes in support of this category.

Table 6
Codes Relating to Visual-Based Exploration, Storytelling and Communication
Codes

N

Desired capabilities: storytelling
Desired capabilities: visual-based exploration
Core function is to communicate with stakeholders
Visualizations via screenshare improves understanding of results
Toggling between screens => difficult to interpret information
RM system should be a collaboration tool
RM system used to communicate with marketing department
Visuals (interactive, intuitive) necessary for successful RMS
Visualizations are good as a quick snapshot
Visualizations are good to communicate with other departments
Visualizations should be clean, simple, not too complex
Visualizations/BI&A display should be simplified and logical
Leadership wants to see the numbers not visuals
Note: Total codes = 23.

4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1

RM systems and BI&A tools, to the degree possible, should prompt call-to-action. Modeloriented DSS that are based on optimization, such as RM systems, provide guidelines for actions
by generating optimal solutions (Alter, 1980). The system takes an action automatically; for
example, it increases the rate for a certain segment for a particular day as projected by the builtin forecasting algorithm and according to the predetermined user generated settings, or produces
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a recommendation for the user to do so manually. BI&A tools, while intended to combine both
the model-oriented and the data-oriented components of DSS technologies (Arnott & Pervan,
2005), more often than not provide reporting functionality with some additional bells and
whistles. Generally, dashboards lack optimization capabilities; rather, they improve decision
making by providing the ability to analyze and include techniques relating to data collection and
extraction. According to six respondents, stimulating revenue managers to take action based on
the vast amount of data, irrespective of the tool that is used for reporting (i.e. RMS, BI&A
software or Excel spreadsheet), is a challenge. Representative quotes are below:
“I think revenue management tools… can get complicated because there are so many
different data points. And so, our challenge is, how do we display that, where less is more
to be able to drive the action and make the decisions…”
“You look at performance for – the market of Philadelphia. And oh, Philadelphia's down
ten points, what's up? Okay, you drill into that with Tableau and it says, oh, this
particular hotel is driving the whole thing. Okay. Great. Why is that? And you drill in
again, and you say it all has to do with group. Okay, now I'm done. Now I feel good
about myself. I've done something useful. Except you haven't actually done anything
useful. You haven't caused anything to happen. And one of the challenges with all this
reporting is it gives you a sense of comfort that I understand what's going on, which is
great, but it doesn't tell you what to do. It's different than a recommendation engine. It's
different than decision support. It's reporting…there's a false sense of security.”
“Automated reports are great because you know you have them as a resource. But if they
are coming out all the time, the call to action isn't always there.”
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“Unless you have the proper visual cues, you have to kind of pore through all of it to find
where the actionable items are, and then translating that into something that's more visual
that will immediately draw your attention to places that need the attention.”
“[International hotel company] has a strategy outlook; it's a huge spreadsheet that pulls
all the data from all these systems, and you can just analyze everything under the sun. If
you were running a full-service resort on the beach and you're very dynamic, there's a lot
of good information. If you are a select service property… it's a little bit too much
information… so, there's a lot of information that, from a general manager's standpoint or
from a property standpoint, it's almost analysis paralysis. There's just so many numbers
that you're staring at, you really don't know what's left and right.”
The last quote highlights not only the need for call-to-action, but some of the other difficulties of
working with over-complicated spreadsheets, including too much data and lack of specialized
views and formats. RQ4 offers additional quotes by interviewees who recognize that
supplementary/standalone BI&A tools offer relative advantage over Excel.
Dynamic alerting via text within RM systems is under development. Conditional alerting
was one of the features extracted from “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics
Platforms” (Sallam et al., 2017) and addressed with the interviewees. While it did not trigger
enough mentions to be included as part of the desired features, the following innovative
approach to alerting, shared by a respondent from a multinational hospitality organization and
favored by others, is worth highlighting:
“One of the things we're looking at now, in fact we have some of it built in, is alerts. So,
if you're a revenue manager, your job is pricing and inventory for your hotels, and
stakeholder management. So, what typically happens is a revenue manager needs to
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know when they should be making changes across any of the segments for any of their
hotels for any future dates, and they're currently sitting in a four-hour owner meeting.
Well, there are alerts now, at least in our system, that'll tell you, ‘go look at this future
date. Something looks funny.’ But you have to be logged in. The next step is to send an
alert to a smart-phone. And we haven't done that yet. There must be settings and
controls on that so your phone's not just lighting up all day. But I think that is one of the
waves of the future… If you're a revenue manager sitting in an owner meeting, I get one
flavor of alerts that says, ‘hey, when the meeting's over, step out and take a look at these
dates.’ I get another flavor of alerts that says, ‘stop talking, stand up and walk right now
and go do this.’ We don't have those alerts to the mobile phone right now. We'll probably
have that in another year or two. I think that's a very important direction for the future.”
Data accessibility and data accuracy are important to the RM function. Data quality
literature, which is part of a large body of information systems research, generally includes the
attributes of accuracy, timeliness, precision, reliability, currency, completeness and relevancy as
well as data accessibility and interpretability (Wang & Strong, 1996). Data accessibility, in
particular, was a point of discussion during multiple conversations. Concerns arise when not all
properties within the enterprise are operating on the same source systems. Also, large resorts face
data challenges given the magnitude of varying businesses operating under one roof (i.e. hotel,
casino, restaurants, spa, golf, etc), with each having different source systems and collecting
different data points. Representative quotes are below:
“There's a lot of data accessibility problems and consumability of data, especially for us
at [company name] because we have [X] hotels. And so, how do we organize the data
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through legacy systems that are fragmented? Today, it's a matter of getting clarity of the
data foundations.”
“Our challenge is how do we incorporate and bring all that data together for the revenue
managers... There are so many different data points.”
“Any tool that we bring in is only as good as the data it stands on. So, really the first step,
the prerequisite for any good data reporting is getting the databases architected.”
One of the respondents, operating in a more sophisticated data environment, explained
that at his organization users have two ways to access their data warehouse, either via a querying
tool or via a BI&A tool, and detailed the purpose of each:
“Our data warehouse, we have two different access points – Teradata SQL, which makes
data mining a little more customized, and then Cognos BI, which we are growing very
fast with. Teradata SQL gives us direct access to the data warehouse to create our own
tables, do our own joins, manipulate the data as we see fit. Any data that we have in our
warehouse, which is every single point on property from gaming information to hotel
transactions to restaurants, [is accessible via Teradata SQL]. Cognos, on the other hand,
we're using more for reporting, like canned reporting. I need to make sure certain teams
have access to… which groups are arriving…. which guests are arriving that need to
receive chemical-free pillows… who's arriving that's a VIP… who booked an early
check-in. Operations team has access to that because the reports are automated… they
can get Cognos reports automatically sent to them.”
For organizations with well-architected data warehouses, data can be subsequently migrated to
certain revenue management systems. According to one interviewee, RM systems’ ability to
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access data directly from the warehouse simplifies integration requirements within RM systems
and allows companies to more easily change software vendors. His supporting quote is below:
“[Data] is all modular, so everything is feeding into the EDW [enterprise data warehouse]
as the source of truth. If they don't like Delphi for whatever reason, they would get rid of
Delphi and move to a different sales system. They could just feed that new sales system
into the EDW instead of feeding it into the RMS… it becomes a little bit more plug and
play by going through the EDW instead of direct connect.”
However, if the revenue management system is sourcing data from the EDW, consideration must
be given to the timeliness of the data, particularly as RM systems are moving closer to real time
interfaces, if they haven’t done so already.
Respondents spoke extensively of the many different data points that are applicable to
revenue management. Some of these data points are internal to their organizations; other data
points are housed in separate systems. The quote below provides an example of a supplementary
tool that is offered by a third party, which the respondent uses to support his analytical efforts:
“We utilize functionality from Booking.com to understand historical and, really, future
billings by geographics. I think Booking.com has provided a business intelligence tool
that's superior to any other provider that I've seen that helps us understand where in the
world customers are coming from to our destination into our market, and how we index
relative to our competitive set. We don't take that data out of Booking.com, but we
absolutely utilize the tools inside Booking.com. And I think that's a core business
intelligence tool.”
Other data points noted include: competitive set information, calendar of convention center
events, web analytics data, demand data for sister hotels, demand data from Demand 360,
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internal F&B data, flight cancellations (for airport hotel), gas prices, calendar of property events
(casino environment, i.e. slot tournament), social media reputation scores, STR performance
(Smith Travel Research), weather forecast and others. A comprehensive list of all data points
within the scope of revenue management is included in Appendix E; also, a list of analyses that
are currently being conducted by revenue managers, per remarks of the interviewees, is included
for reference.
As expected, data accuracy was another attribute that is important to the revenue
management function given that data is transformed from source systems to secondary systems
or the data warehouse:
“… it's critical that we keep in mind this concept of a single truth. There can't be breaks
in the data. The integrity must be high…”
The principle of "fitness for use" is commonly accepted in the quality information systems [IS]
literature: those consuming the data, in this case revenue managers, access data quality because
ultimately they will judge whether or not a product, and the data housed within, is fit for use.
Grounded theory approach of analysis and categorization led to the formulation of eight
categories as part of RQ1 relating to comprehensiveness of RM BI&A solutions. By and large,
this section presents opportunities to improve revenue management systems by summarizing
desired capabilities and investigating current data-related challenges.
Results: User Interfaces
RQ2: What interface alternatives in RM DSS/forecasting software will lead to increased
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use by RM professionals?
The purpose of the second research question is to examine RM DSS/forecasting systems’
interfaces. Drawing upon human-computer interaction [HCI] literature, particularly as it relates
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to DSS development, three functionalities were identified as interface alternatives and were
discussed with the interviewees:


Alternative interfaces based on job function (i.e. Revenue Manager, Revenue
Management leadership, property P&A, etc.);



Interface configuration, manual or automatic, based on usage patterns (i.e. menu choice
reduction); and



Matching interface presentation to cognitive style (tabular vs. graphical visual
representations).

The researcher also solicited more general feedback regarding existing RM system interfaces in
the form of suggestions for improvements. As previously noted, interface design impacts the
way in which tasks are performed and decisions are made; interfaces should benefit the overall
functionality of the DSS. This section will first review the noteworthy narratives pertaining to
each of the above interface alternatives. Then, the findings will be presented based on the
analysis and categorization of data according to the grounded theory approach. All data utilized
within this section was collected during the interface-related discussions.
The functionality of alternative interfaces based on job function was perceived positively:
eleven respondents stated that such functionality was desired. Several respondents noted that the
RM systems contain so much detailed information/granular data that those who are not yielding
properties on a daily basis, either revenue management leaders or individuals from other
departments, would find a simplified interface easier to use. Thus, the simplification of interfaces
becomes prudent as breadth of system use increases (that is, the % of users who use the product
for a range of functions). As discussed in Chapter 2, the interface should be organized in
accordance with user tasks (Grudin, 1989); in fact, task analysis is a critical component in the
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interface design process. One respondent suggested limited interface functionality for new team
members, which would facilitate system training and minimize mistakes in the production
environment. This line of thought is consistent with previously-noted research which showed
that effective user interface designs not only depend on the task but also on the user’s skill and
training. Representative quotes follow:
“Traditional revenue management science-based approach is fairly complex and has a
lot of detail involved. A lot of the systems have been designed for the user to get into
the detail. But I think as more and more executive-level people get involved, and have
more scope and breadth to cover geographically… I think that incorporating those
kinds of views has a lot of value.”
“Very useful and very important, because I think when it comes to leveraging a
tool… if just the RM team is using it, give them everything so they can use it all. But
if I want the front desk – if there's something that the front desk can gain from it –
Housekeeping, VIP Services, Hosts… it needs to be as simple as possible, because
they're using 20 other tools. So, to add tool number 21 to their plate, they're not going
to spend a lot of time training… and if they have a lot of options, it's just going to
make it more difficult to get them up to speed and to get the best use from it. So, I
think it's very important. I think some of the tools that we've had people use and
leverage, if it's not a tool that is owned by that team… we've noticed a lot of success
with: let's build it and maintain it based on simplified functions.”
“[Interface control for new employees] would limit what they have access to. If you're
gradually opening up what they can see, then it's not as overwhelming with the
information that's there, and they can learn certain functionalities before they move
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onto the next one. This way they're not going to have access to everything where they
can make critical mistakes.”
The four respondents who stated that interfaces based on job function are not desired provided
reasons for their opinions:
“From a corporate level, we need the GMs [General Managers] and the DOSs
[Directors of Sales] to see the same information that we're seeing. I don't think that
would be helpful. I think it would actually hinder the process.”
“Our forecasting and budgeting tool… has some of that basic functionality. The
challenge is that the reports that they [developers] believed a revenue manager would
need are missing some of the things that I need for my expanded role in the property.”
“When you streamline the interface, or exclude certain things, I think you eliminate
the aspect of curiosity that drives revenue management… instead, what I'd like to do
is give different individuals different levels of access to read and write, but I truly
believe that everyone should be able to at least read. And I think that's how you create
a little bit more of a curious department… and allow them to build up their skill set.”
“People want to log in and get exactly what they need to. But I also think there's a
fear to that too, because people only learn what they're looking at. They don't try to
poke at other areas, and that's kind of a danger zone. You want to train people what
they're looking at. You want to show them the big picture.”
The latter two quotations suggest that the interface should be used as a tool to educate novice
users of the system, allowing for self-exploration of system functionalities and data.
The functionality of interface configuration based on usage patterns elicited mixed
perceptions, where responses were positive, six were negative and four did not address the
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question. Most respondents who indicated that an interface configuration based on usage
patterns, more so in the context of menu choice reduction, would not be desired attributed their
decision to memory; that is, users forgetting the functionality that was removed, either
automatically by the system or manually by the user. Representative comments included: the
following:
“[Configuration based on usage may cause] you to lose some stuff and then you don't
even know what's available to you anymore until you one day have some time on
your hands to go in there and figure out what you've lost”
“There are certain features I only use as part of the budget process, and I struggle now
to remember where they are. If they went away, it would drive me crazy.”
“[The user will] remove some things. They'll forget those things ever existed. They'll
come back two years later and say, ‘hey, you know, it'd be cool if you had this thing
in [the system].’ Well, you've always had that thing. It's just you hid it with your
settings menu.”
Some respondents suggested having a pop-up to notify users of the functionality that is being reconfigured as well as to allow users to maintain the ability to quickly retrieve that functionality
as needed.
“If it's automatic [menu choice reduction] I would want to have that prefaced with a
very clear notice to the user that that's what's happening because sometimes if the
user is not as sophisticated as far as their computer skills, they might wonder, ‘where
did that thing go? I like to use it, but I don't use it very often. Now where'd it go?’ I
think it'd be useful and make the usability easier if they know how to reverse it.”
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“I would think some sort of notification or engagement so that it pops up and says,
‘over the last 90 days, you haven't used x choice. Would you like us to remove it from
the menu? It's still available here…’ rather than just automatically having it happen.”
“[Interface based on usage is] useful, with the caveat that we could still obtain
information that we don't use that much, because you get that one-off question and all
of a sudden, if the system's interpreting that I never look for that information but the
one time that I need the information, I can't access it, that would be frustrating.”
One respondent suggested a collapsed menu icon, sometimes known as a “hamburger button”
and typically located in a top corner of a graphical user interface, to allow the user to adjust the
menu or navigation bar from being collapsed behind the button to being displayed on the screen,
and vice versa. Specifically:
“A fixed menu is a much better way to go. Because sometimes [BI system] thinks it's
being helpful… it's trying to take you to a view that you were using a lot last week.
But it's not the view that you want anymore, but it's thinking, ‘oh, he just used this
view a lot. I am going to serve it up again.’ and that's actually a little bit frustrating…
I think you want to stick with ‘hamburger menus’ as much as possible.”
Another respondent offered a use-case for interface configuration based on usage patterns:
“I like that function because I can tell you that there are several different levels of
revenue management managers or directors. There are some that see it truly as just a
task. And there are other leaders out there that want their hands in everything,
whether it's sales, whether it's marketing… not only the transient aspect. So, I think
you're going to encounter revenue managers for a [low-cost, economy chain] that
want and really only have the skill set of managing in a system that's very
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streamlined. Versus a large resort setting where leaders constantly want more
information, more screens, more access, more data.”
RM system usage and how individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers influence
usage will be discussed in-depth under the Research Question #4 section.
The interface controls how the information is presented to the user, thereby influencing
his/her understanding and interpretation of the problem and results. The matching of interface
presentation to cognitive style was almost entirely favored by respondents:
“In over my 25 years in revenue management, I've had to tailor… produce a graph for
this, or a chart for that. Same data… the more intuitive we can make [the system], I
think the data will be received better and the tool will be used to a greater degree.”
“Everybody doesn't learn the same way... Some people prefer to see their data
horizontally, versus vertically. I used to work for somebody that everything was set
up vertically. This is the just the way they wanted to see it. That's how they liked it.
Then I went to work the next day for somebody that liked everything horizontally. To
be able to address how an individual prefers to see information, I think that's really
important because then they can retain it better.”
“Most of the reports, or about half the reports that we have now currently, they do
have the option for graphics. But there are still plenty out there that don't. So, I would
say, yes, that would probably be useful, especially for those types of people that
looking at graphics is a lot easier than the data.”
Three respondents advocated for users to be able to toggle between tabular vs. graphical views,
or to be able to display both views on the screen at the same time:
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“Visualizations are extremely important because even though you, as a revenue
manager can understand your numbers, if you're talking to any stakeholder, whether
it's a VP of Hotel or a General Manager, the picture is going to be so much easier to
digest. But the thing is it can't just be one view. You have to have the flexibility to be
able to change the way it's visualized…”
“You have lots of people you have to communicate with in a revenue meeting and
[the information] should be in front of everybody, so it's great when you can pull up a
screen and attach it to a TV, and show both the tabular view and the data view.”
Offering users a toggle to make the selection of tabular vs. graphic representation is a simple yet
effective way to allow a greater degree of customization within the system.

Table 7
Research Question #2: Interface Alternatives
Not
Not
Desired Desired Addressed
11
4
5
10
6
4
15
1
4

Alternative interfaces based on job function
Configuration based on usage patterns
Matching presentation to cognitive style

Total
20
20
20

Table 7 summarizes the results of interview questions relating to interface alternatives. In
addition to the specific interface alternatives, the researcher also solicited more general feedback
regarding existing RM system interfaces. All data collected during the interface-related
discussions was analyzed and categorized according to the grounded theory approach. Table 8
presents the diagram with codes and categories associated with RMS interfaces. Appendix G
offers a graphical representation. Five categories were identified: interfaces should be intuitive
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and customizable, interfaces should minimize human errors in the optimization model, interfaces
should support learning and development, interfaces should reduce memory demands on the
user, and users should be involved in design.

Table 8
Interface Categories
Categories

Codes

Interfaces should be intuitive
and customizable

Ability to modify (simplify a visualization)
Ability to simplify (functionality) is beneficial to other teams, who do
not own the tool
Remove certain views from the page
Remove entire page for certain users (i.e. casino users)
Like driver settings in a luxury car (seat and mirrors automatically
adjust)
Hamburger menu/collapsed menu icon is preferred
Must be intuitive
Pop-up to ask user to remove unused options
Present both or toggle - graph and numeric - instead of matching
presentation to cognitive style
User able to switch between complex and simple interfaces

Interfaces should support
learning and development

Online help pop-up
Online tutorials and community forums
Limit information and functionality available to new users
Tool for learning

Interfaces should minimize
human errors in the
optimization model

Overriding a recommendation was a good/bad decision
Different read/write access based on job title
Minimize mistakes

Users should be involved in the
design

RM system features are being beta tested at this property
Developers tracking usage
More studies needed
Developers ask for input from Directors of RM, present mock-ups
Involve the user

Interfaces should reduce
memory demands on the user

Should reduce memory demands on the user
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Interfaces should be intuitive and customizable. Interviewees indicated that they are
seeking customization within RM systems. Some of the customization relates to the core
functionalities of the revenue management practice, such as forecasting and pricing of hotel
rooms, while other customization relates to the interface configurations and visualizations
themselves. One interviewee proposed a customization cogwheel, a setting such as one would
find in a smart phone, which allows the user to remove unnecessary views. Another interviewee
suggested creating two interfaces, complex and simple, to allow the user to select the one that
suits his/her needs. A third respondent expressed the desire to simplify the visualizations that are
presented within the RM system.
An interviewee who operates on one of the more advanced RM systems associated
customization (within the RM system) with memory settings in a luxury car: the driver’s seat,
outside mirrors and steering wheel are paired with a smart key so that the seat, mirrors and
steering wheel are automatically positioned upon driver’s entry into the vehicle. Similarly, the
RM system user may want to preset certain views which will display when that user logs into the
system, or perhaps the user may want to create multiple views and be able to select one of them
upon system sign on. To continue with the car analogy, Ford Motor Company recently
introduced a model of Lincoln Continental with car seats that flex around the body, offering 30way adjustable seats. These 30 adjustments include multiple ways to recline, to adjust back
support, to extend cushions, to adjust thigh support, etc. However, this raises a good question:
at what point are seats over-accommodating? Does a driver actually need 30-way adjustable
seats? Similarly, relating to RM systems, how much customization actually enhances
functionality without veering into “too much” territory? One of the interviewees who has
extensive property-level RM experience but is currently employed by an RM system developer

in a customer-facing consultant role indicated that his employer is already tracking usage for the
production team to utilize in development. He indicated that the tracking must be done in a
meaningful, actionable way, so if it is determined that a certain page is not used by casino
customers, the page would be removed for casino customers, but would continue to be available
for non-casino hotel customers. Thus, an interesting question to explore is what tracking should
RM system developers implement and how should the results of the tracking be utilized in order
to improve interface design.
Interfaces should minimize human errors in the optimization model. This category was
identified as part of the question relating to alternative interfaces based on job function. One
proposed suggestion, which may have already been incorporated into some RM systems, was to
control access with read vs. write permissions. For example, revenue managers who are actively
yielding properties on a daily basis and their direct supervisors would have ‘write’ permissions to
make modifications to system inputs (i.e. demand forecast, pricing, events, etc.) for their
respective properties, whereas all other system users (i.e. property P&A, hotel operations, etc)
would only have ‘read’ access. Another proposed suggestion was to minimize functionality for
new hires: a revenue manager who is new to RM principles or to the system, and therefore faces
a steep learning curve, would begin with very limited system functionality. As he gains
knowledge and experience, he is granted access to additional system functionalities. These
suggestions show that RM leadership recognizes the need to minimize human errors within the
production environment.
Along the same lines, a multinational hospitality company, which operates its own homegrown RM system, is exploring ways to determine if revenue managers’ manual overrides of
system recommendations lead to the best outcomes, as reported by one of the interviewees when
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discussing desired BI capabilities. From a technical standpoint, making such a determination is
very difficult, as a user may override demand, increase and/or decrease, for a particular arrival
day multiple times:
“What level of detail should a BI layer have for the user? Well, I don't know. Do you
want to see every time you touched it, for every arrival date? That's hard to process. Well,
maybe you want it more of an aggregate: when I dial the demand up 12% of the time, I
make it better and 88% of the time, I make it worse. Okay, that's a useful statistic. But
then another level of detail is, under what circumstances do I dial it up or down, and then
do I make it better or worse? And the idea would be to provide feedback to the user that
says I would like to get better at choosing when to override the inputs.”
This desired feature is another example that illustrates that RM leadership recognizes the need to
minimize human errors within RM systems. They hope that future versions of RM systems will
not only help users overcome their knowledge limits through optimization, RM task automation
and aggregation of all relevant data, but also by educating the user and minimizing human errors.
Interfaces should support learning and development. This category is closely related to
the paragraphs above discussing the minimization of human errors: that is, functionalities that
minimize human error may also support learning and development. The intent of building RM
system functionality that determines if revenue managers’ manual overrides of system
recommendations lead to the best outcomes, per example above, was to educate, not to punish
the revenue managers. The interviewee was very clear about his intention for this functionality.
The example to give some users ‘read’ access in lieu of limiting functionality by role or the
example to modify functionality based on a revenue manager’s experience are all levers to
educate and develop the users. One interviewee spoke extensively about developing “curiosity”
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in his team by allowing self-exploration of system functionalities and data. Another interviewee
spoke of wanting to show his team “the big picture”. The interface that acts as a tutor has been
recognized to benefit the overall functionality of the DSS. Also related are the online tutorials
and community forums as well as online help pop-ups, as discussed under RQ1, that were well
received by all interviewees as tools to educate novice revenue managers or novice users of the
system. Thus, this category is not only applicable to the interface, but also some of the
supporting features of the system.
Interfaces should reduce memory demands on the user. This category was identified as
part of the question relating to interface configuration, manual or automatic, based on usage
patterns (i.e. menu choice reduction). Three users expressed concern that they frequently forget
certain system features. For example, the budget process is a task that is completed on an annual
basis across most organizations. One user noted that there are specific system features that he
uses only for the budget process. Given the infrequency of the task, the user struggles to
remember the location of the system features required to complete the task. In general, an
individual is more likely to recall information that has either been recently learned or recently
recalled; similarly, familiarity increases ability to recall. In a situation such as the annual budget,
in which the task is infrequent and lacks familiarity, the user simply forgets the location of the
required RM system functionality. Bookmarking a website in a web browser is a classic HCI
example; it allows the user to easily return to the website with one or two clicks without having
to remember the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), or colloquially the web address. Users are
looking for interface designs and functionalities, such as bookmarking, that reduce memory
demands.
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Users should be involved in design. This is the last category that was identified in the
discussions relating to interfaces. Significant research has been done in this area outside of RM;
for example, the question has been posed on how to prevent developers from maintaining false
ideas about the users (Cooper, 1999). One interviewee shared his view that developers believe
revenue managers need certain reports, but in fact, these reports are missing some critical
components, indirectly stating that he would appreciate it if developers were to solicit feedback.
In contrast, one interviewee who works on a home-grown RM system said that he valued being
able to join other Directors of Revenue Management on a phone call to talk to the development
team, to review mock-ups and provide feedback:
“It's a large estate. You have hotels in Saudi Arabia that are doing 50% of their mix from
food and beverage, they have very different needs when they're asking about their
interface versus the Times Square hotel that's doing a lot of transient: very little meeting
space but a lot of guestrooms. Everyone is kind of throwing in their input.”
Another interviewee, who also works on a home-grown RM system, spoke excitedly (in the
context of innovation, RQ4) about beta testing new RM system features at his property. Beta
testing is a way to involve users in the design process. Another way to involve users, albeit
indirectly, is tracking usage; this concept was discussed under the category of intuitive and
customizable interfaces. Tracking usage should not be used in isolation, but is a good way to
complement feedback collected in a more transparent and formal manner. In fact, the
interviewee who has extensive property-level RM experience but is currently employed by an
RM system developer, acknowledged that the topic of interface design deserves more study, as
information to which their developers are currently exposed is entirely anecdotal.
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This section first summarized the results of interview questions relating to interface
alternatives as presented by the researcher. The analysis of these discussions, coupled with more
general feedback provided by the interviewees regarding existing RM system interfaces,
identified five categories which were reviewed within the second part of this section.
Results: RM Tasks and BI&A Functionalities
RQ3: To what extent can functionalities of BI&A support the requirements of RM tasks?
As discussed in Chapter 2, the performance of technology is predicted not only by user
attitudes towards utilization, but also by how well technology supports tasks. User attitudes
towards BI&A are reviewed under RQ4. The purpose of this research question is to determine if
BI&A provides support that “fit” the requirements of RM tasks; this section presents the results
of the matrix creation exercise in which interviewees matched BI&A functionalities to the
primary tasks performed by revenue managers. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, to
achieve data saturation, data collected during the first twenty interviews was combined with data
collected during three additional interviews that were solely focused on this matching exercise.
To facilitate data collection for RQ3, the researcher reviewed twenty publicly-available
revenue management position descriptions (Appendix F), categorizing job responsibilities into
broader groups. Results were shared with key colleagues from the industry and all feedback
provided by those individuals was incorporated. Broader groups were identified as follows: 1)
demand forecasting, 2) pricing, 3) distribution channel management, 4) revenue strategy, 5)
performance analysis, 6) digital marketing, 7) communication, 8) budgeting, 9)
technology/systems management, 10) collaborating with sales, marketing and hotel operations
divisions, and 11) leadership, training and developing RM culture. Four of the categories listed –
demand forecasting, pricing, distribution channel management and performance analysis – were
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recognized as major RM research themes by Guillet and Mohammed (2015) upon review of 158
revenue management academic articles. Technology/systems management corresponds to one of
the dominant areas of research identified by Chiang, Chen, and Xu (2007) upon their review of
221 hospitality revenue management-specific articles. The topic of technology systems, such as
implementing revenue management systems, improving the compatibility across systems and
streamlining data management, has been discussed extensively in RM literature (Milla &
Shoemaker, 2008; Kimes, 2011). Revenue strategy has been addressed broadly within the abovementioned publications with authors describing the shift to a more strategic approach to the RM
function; as a matter of fact, key words found in the reviewed position descriptions included
strategic planning, defining and implementing strategies, collaborating with teams dedicated to
revenue strategy, etc. Other categories – communication, budgeting, collaboration, leadership
and training – are more general, tactical responsibilities which are part of the day-to-day of
revenue management professionals but have not been extensively addressed within RM-specific
academic research.
These broader groups were referenced during the matrix creation exercise, along with a
list of BI&A features, per “Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platforms”
(Sallam et al., 2017). Table 9 presents the results of the exercise. The question posed to the
interviewees was about general BI&A functionalities, irrespective of where they are currently
housed, in RM systems or in BI&A specific tools. However, based on the results of RQ1, BI&A
capabilities that were desired within RM systems, by at least eight respondents or 40% of all
interviewees, are highlighted.
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Table 9
RM Tasks and BI&A Functionalities Matrix
RM Task

BI&A Functionality

Demand
forecasting

Automatic insights and optimized actions
Complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS)*
Easy-to-use and quick content development such as simple queries as well as
more sophisticated functions
Embedded advanced analytics such as predictive modeling and specific
capabilities such as text analytics

Pricing

Automatic insights and optimized actions
Complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS)*
Conditional alerting
Easy-to-use and quick content development such as simple queries as well as
more sophisticated functions
Embedded advanced analytics such as predictive modeling and specific
capabilities such as text analytics

Distribution
channel
management

Complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS)*

Revenue
strategy

Complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS)*
Easy-to-use and quick content development such as simple queries as well as
more sophisticated functions
Highly interactive, intuitive dashboards*
Integration with traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint*
Self-service data preparation such as “drag and drop” data combinations and
visual point-and-click interface*
Visual-based exploration experience beyond basic pie, bar and line charts,
includes tree maps, geographic maps, scatterplots and other special purpose
visuals

Performance
analysis

Ability to use with touchscreen displays
Complex combinations of data sources (beyond PMS)*
Conditional alerting
Report scheduling
Automation of routine tasks*
Easy-to-use and quick content development such as simple queries as well as
more sophisticated functions
Highly interactive, intuitive dashboards*
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RM Task

BI&A Functionality
Integration with traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint*
Self-service data preparation such as “drag and drop” data combinations and
visual point-and-click interface*
Visual-based exploration experience beyond basic pie, bar and line charts,
includes tree maps, geographic maps, scatterplots and other special purpose
visuals

Digital
marketing

n/a

Communication

Ability to use with touchscreen displays
Highly interactive, intuitive dashboards*
Integration with traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint*
Self-service data preparation such as “drag and drop” data combinations and
visual point-and-click interface*
Visual-based exploration experience beyond basic pie, bar and line charts,
includes tree maps, geographic maps, scatterplots and other special purpose
visuals

Budgeting

Embedded advanced analytics such as predictive modeling and specific
capabilities such as text analytics
Integration with traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint*

Technology/
systems
management

n/a

Collaborating
with sales,
marketing &
hotel ops

Breadth of use
General user enablement
Highly interactive, intuitive dashboards*

Leadership,
Ability to use with touchscreen displays
training &
Breadth of use
building an RM General user enablement
culture
Online tutorials and community forums*
Note. Based on RQ1, BI&A capabilities that were desired within RM systems by at least eight

(8) respondents are marked with asterisks.
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The results show that nearly all of RM tasks are supported by BI&A functionalities,
irrespective of where the functionalities are housed, in RM systems or in BI&A specific tools.
Complex combination of data sources and highly interactive, intuitive dashboards support five
and four tasks, respectively. These BI&A functionalities assist revenue managers in performing
more than one aspect of their jobs. This is important given that previous IS studies have found
that higher task-technology fit increases the chance of utilization as well as performance.
The results presented in this section are helpful to understand which BI&A
functionalities support the primary tasks performed by revenue managers, and thereby assumed
to improve revenue managers’ performance. However, additional research must be conducted to
measure the degree to which BI&A functionalities assist revenue managers in performing their
tasks, compared to more manual environments.
Results: Revenue Managers’ BI&A Usage
RQ4: How do individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers influence usage of
1) BI&A within RM DSS/forecasting software 2) supplementary/standalone BI&A tools.
The purpose of the last research question is to determine revenue managers’ behavioral
intention to accept and use BI&A, within RM DSS/forecasting software and as
supplementary/standalone BI&A tools. Drawing upon existing literature relating to IS theories
and models, particularly the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology, interview
questions were intended to assess relative advantage, job-fit, complexity, and image as
behavioral determinants of BI&A tool usage in the context of RM. Responses to the interview
questions assessing these determinants, combined with other related commentaries throughout
the interviews, led to the formulation of additional categories: cost, company culture, trust in
technology and reliance on other teams. The final category identified revenue managers as late
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majority and laggards, per individual innovativeness theory (Rogers, 1995). All relevant data
was analyzed and categorized according to the grounded theory approach. Table 10 presents the
diagram with the eight categories associated with revenue managers’ individual beliefs and
perceptions of BI&A as it relates to RM. Appendix H offers a graphical representation. Each
category is described in the following paragraphs.

Table 10
Beliefs and Perceptions Categories with Comments
Categories

Comments

Company culture

Company values include/exclude innovation
Innovative spirit enhances/does not enhance one's
image/status
Hospitality industry is not innovative
See Table 13 for all codes that comprise this category

Complexity

BI&A tools are complex and require time and training

Cost

n/a

Job-fit

Enhances job performance, productivity, speed, etc.
See Table 12 for all codes that comprise this category

Relative advantage

BI&A tools are better than BI&A capabilities in RMS
BI&A tools are better than Excel
See Table 11 for all codes that comprise this category

Reliance on other teams

Specific to smaller hospitality organizations or casino
hotels

Revenue managers are late majority
& laggards

Negative sentiment greater than positive sentiment

Trust in technology

With regard to RM systems, BI&A systems & new
products
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Relative Advantage. Relative advantage is defined as “the degree to which an innovation
is perceived as better than its precursor” [Innovation Diffusion Theory, IDT] (Moore &
Benbasat, 1991, p. 195). Interviewees who operate in more advanced RM environments, which
generally include an RM system as well as access to a data warehouse and at least one business
intelligence solution, indicated that supplementary/standalone BI&A tools are perceived as better
than BI&A capabilities integrated within RM systems. The following system features were noted
as contributing factors: system connectivity, reporting, visualizations and the availability of data
points for operational, demographic and after the fact/postmortem/performance analyses. Table
11 presents the diagram with codes associated with this category. Appendix I offers a graphical
representation. Representative quotes are below:
“When I really want to get super granular with my analysis, you do have to pull in a BI
tool, especially when you want all this disparate data… even the big companies struggle
with this – how can we come up with a central hub for this information and then connect
it all? These systems don't communicate well especially older systems like LMS. So, in
those cases, BI tools that are good at mirroring these databases, like Tableau… I see that
kind of thing used a lot when you have to get really granular with the analysis.”
“[RM solution] doesn’t store any personally identifiable information. Zip code of a guest
booked into the hotel is important to understand demographics. [RM solution]
specifically purges that data because [the company] don't want to be responsible for
holding that private information in the cloud.”
“[BI&A solutions] are a lot more flexible. If you think about RM systems, they don't
even necessarily connect to every CRS that's out there or every PMS… and then you
have different loyalty platforms… you have sales systems. So, there are so many other
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data points – call center, digital and online metrics, conversion rates and click through…
ultimately I don't see an RM system ever being able to really stand up to all of your
analytics needs… you need something that's a lot more flexible.”
“There's a big difference between the revenue systems and BI systems, whether that is
Microsoft Power BI or Tableau or Cognos, a number of different data querying systems. I
feel like some of those systems, have much more robust visualizations and illustrations
than what the revenue management system would have.”

Table 11
Standalone BI&A Tools’ Relative Advantage Over BI&A Capabilities Integrated Within RMSs
Codes
BI&A tools are more flexible compared to
RMS
BI&A tools support the shortcomings of
the RMS
BI&A tools have more robust reporting
than RMS
BI&A tools have more robust
visualizations than RMS
RM BI products are not as advanced as BI
software
BI&A tools provide RM analytical
support

Detailed Codes
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
BI&A tools used to analyze personally
identifiable information (PII)
BI&A tools used for operational analysis
BI&A tools used to report on performance
across the organization
BI&A tools used for 'after the
fact'/postmortem/performance reporting

Also, interviewees noted the supplementary/standalone BI&A tools’ relative advantage
over Excel, in spite of the fact that Excel is a well-accepted and dependent on tool by revenue
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managers. Across 20 interviews, Excel was the most frequently mentioned tool; two
interviewees reflect:
“It still seems a very Excel-based world out there. Myself, I have always been an Excel
guy. I grew up in Excel with fairly limited exposure to other tools. In the last maybe two
years I started hearing more about Tableau as an alternative. Some of our customers are
trying to move towards Tableau for certain reports and analyses but from what I have
seen, initially, as a starting point [Tableau workbooks] seem to resemble Excel
spreadsheets, then gradually move away from that. But I feel like Excel is where
everyone's comfort level still lies.”
“I feel like we live in Excel… it has to do with, alright, I got my information. I got my
report. I just need to put it in Excel so that way when it gets emailed out, everybody feels
comfortable opening it, and when I go to meetings, it's how people are comfortable
looking at it. If I'm on a different laptop in the conference room, I can just pull it up.”
The above observation that Tableau workbooks, when first created, resemble familiar-to-user
Excel spreadsheets shows that adoption of BI&A tools is a gradual process. Users tend to
replicate views and formats available to them in Excel. This is consistent with the theory of rate
of adoption (Rogers, 1995): innovation goes through a period of slow, gradual growth before
experiencing a period of dramatic and rapid growth (which is then followed by gradual
stabilization and eventual decline). Once the BI&A solution has been implemented, the
transformation continues within the solution and the BI&A tools’ relative advantage over Excel
becomes more and more apparent to the user.
The transformation within the BI&A solution is unique to each case; in general, a
rudimentary BI&A environment may contain few data sources and offer users pre-made
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dashboards with simple filtering capabilities, whereas a sophisticated BI&A environment
generally contains multiple data sources and the users may engage in self-exploration of data and
advanced data manipulation. The quote below compares the two environments:
“Compared to our parent company, we're a few generations ahead when it comes to
Tableau… they're barely taking step one. It's really just pre-built dashboards. It's a few
filters. They're not providing that many data sources for users to really work with the data
as they see fit. I think it's kind of a new thing in this industry. It's still in its infancy when
it comes to really being able to dive in and manipulate all that data yourself, rather than
just consume a few dashboards with few filters and pre-built visualizations.”
Another interviewee described how a BI&A tool enhances revenue managers’ job performance
as compared to Excel:
“If I can go through Tableau and select certain fields that I want to see or certain
segments that I want to see, versus certain time periods – much more helpful. If I am
looking at, for example, Washington, D.C. – government is key there. Government has
no impact to me in Boston so I don't need to follow that particular segment there. Having
the flexibility of specialized reports based on the hotels, the market, or demand
generators, I think is important. Another example – when I am looking at booking
windows, I have hotels in New York City. I have them at Wall Street and World Trade
Center, and I have them in Midtown and Rockefeller Center. Even though they're in the
same city and they're a mile apart, they have very, very different patterns and very
different booking windows. So, to be able to run reports that specialize and pinpoint
certain things is important. Within Tableau, you're given a chunk of data and you're able
to slice and dice it however you need to better analyze.”
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This section summarized the category of relative advantage as it relates to 1)
supplementary/standalone BI&A tools vs. BI&A capabilities integrated within RM systems 2)
supplementary/standalone BI&A tools vs. Excel.
Job-fit. Job-fit is defined as the “extent to which an individual believes that using [a
technology] can enhance the performance of his or her job” [Model of PC Utilization, MPCU]
(Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1991, p. 129). Fourteen interviewees explicitly spoke in support
of BI&A functionalities enhancing job performance, including productivity, effectiveness,
efficiency and speed. Six interviewees did not speak about this topic. The researcher did not pose
the applicable interview question to those who showed passion towards innovation, are already
operating in highly automated RM environments, and who spoke extensively about BI&A
enhancements. Table 12 presents the diagram with codes associated with this category.
Appendix J offers a graphical representation. Representative quotes are below:
“I'm a firm believer that the more of the thinking I can get the computer to do, to crunch
data, I am free to use my imagination for strategy and communication.”
“I like technology. Our jobs are so dependent upon technology. And anything that can
make me that much quicker in coming up with an answer is a plus in my book.”
“Consider intelligent, reliable, consistent reports – you've taken the skill set that is really
pretty laborious of a revenue manager to have to go in and spend hours a day creating
these reports, to relying on a system and saying, hey, print this report so I can evaluate
the trends.”
“I think that the most dramatic effect would be in speed and communication. So, from a
speed standpoint, being able to set the specific metrics… a lot of time is obviously spent
in finding data before you can analyze it, so having a dashboard that consistently reported
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– assuming it's accurate, of course – the same data indicators or the same performance
metrics, routinely would be, I think, extraordinarily helpful, particularly if you're able to
customize it.”
“What I do think new tools could help with is efficiency… a revenue manager today only
has the bandwidth within [the brand] to manage perhaps 10 to 12 hotels. Sometimes, if
it's more full-service hotels, maybe only 8 hotels. That's the only amount of bandwidth
they have, because you're an hour a week just even prepping data for a call, an hour on
the call, an hour implementing things. I mean, you're three hours per hotel a week, so
how many can you really manage? And so, if you launch a new tool that helps automate a
lot of those processes, it frees up an extra hour to then manage a handful more hotels.”

Table 12
Job-Fit: BI&A Can Enhance Job Performance
Categories
Job-fit

Codes
BI&A enhances job performance
BI&A improves speed
BI&A increases effectiveness
BI&A increases efficiency
BI&A increases productivity
BI&A increases quality of output
BI&A is helpful to getting the job done
BI&A minimizes routine tasks
BI&A tools are important
BI&A tools will improve communication and relaying of information

This section summarized the category of job-fit: revenue managers believe that BI&A
can enhance their job performance.
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Complexity. Complexity is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as
relatively difficult to understand and use” [Model of PC Utilization, MPCU] (Thompson et al.,
1991, p. 128). Nine interviewees highlighted the complexity of BI&A tools. Codes associated
with this category are: 1) BI&A tools are complex and difficult to use, 2) BI&A tools are easy
for me but difficult for the general population of revenue managers, 3) BI&A requires a lot of
training, and 4) BI&A tools require time to learn. Representative quotes are below:
“I do believe they think [BI&A tool is] complex. They fear another system that they
have to learn. They're used to doing things their own way.”
“Although I'm sure everyone wants to be adopting something new and fresh, and fun to
learn, what works with minimal amount of resources of time is what's been tried and true,
and that's why a lot of our users are stuck in Excel. Because there's just no bandwidth to
be able to figure out something new.”
“I know from being at [previous employer], we were constantly sending requests to my
analysts saying, hey, run a report for this, for this, for that, and compare it to this, to this,
and to that. And they are able to produce it pretty quickly, but it requires a lot of training.
And I know a lot of my guys were absolutely wanting to go through the training because
the long-term effect of being able to run their own reports is great.”
This section summarized the category of complexity: revenue managers believe that
BI&A are relatively difficult and time consuming to learn.
Cost. Five interviewees spoke of the expense associated with implementation of
supplementary/standalone BI&A tools. Representative quotes are below:
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“[Adapting a new tool is] a huge project with a lot of time element, a lot of different
resources across various functions in the organization required, as well as a big capital
budget.”
“The Choctaws of Oklahoma that we work with, very innovative, constantly want the
newest stuff, and they want to try it out and they want to lead in that respect. And a lot of
the other tribal casinos look up to them. But they're held back by, maybe their team isn't
open to change, or they don't think they can make the change, or they think it's very
expensive or cost prohibitive.”
“One benefit of this versus our previous dashboarding systems… [is cost.] That one was
a per user license… which was fairly expensive. This platform is not that way, so we can
have as many users as we want.”
“We have historically been big users of SAS, and I personally love SAS for data analysis.
It's kind of hard to learn how to use, but once you know how to use it, it literally does
anything you want. I think it's fantastic. And probably like every company, we're
working through what are the right sets of analytics tools and/or reporting tools, and
there's a little bit of a migration away from SAS in general, at least for desktop analytics.
People are starting to use R because it's free, open source and it's easy.”
This section provided quotations relating to the category of cost: cost is a major
consideration when leadership selects BI&A tools. Of note, depending on the organization, RM
leadership may or may not be involved in the selection of BI&A tools. If they are not involved,
this responsibility likely falls on centralized planning and analysis, business intelligence and/or
IT groups.
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Company culture. Among the many studies on innovation, two major streams of research
can be identified: technological vs. human aspects, including factors such as organizational
structure and culture (Prajogo & Ahmed, 2006). One interviewee stated:
“[Innovation] actually depends on the individual and the culture of the organization. And
I very much have an appetite to adapt to new innovations. I think I’m probably more
open-minded than others might be, and that's why, at least at this organization, we're
doing a lot of testing with new platforms, new tools within existing platforms and so on.”
Two interview questions intended to assess image as the determinant of BI&A tool usage by
revenue managers. Image is defined as “the degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to
enhance one’s image or status in one’s social system” [Innovation Diffusion Theory, IDT]
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195). In this case, social system is the organizational structure and
culture. The two interview questions were:


Do you believe that innovative spirit enhances one’s image or status within your
organization?



Do company values include reference to innovation?

Seven individuals clearly stated that innovative spirit enhances one’s image/status. One example:
“I think our company is very data-driven. I think innovation does enhance a person's
status within the organization. When you have the data to back up your ideas and
concepts, it's much more powerful than someone who just has gut feelings… we're
always trying to find new ways of looking at things.”
Two individuals stated the opposite – innovative spirit does not enhance one’s image/status
within their organization; the perspective of one respondent is below:
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“From the status of the person, you know, there's a kind of conform to the norm… if
you're an outlier trying new things, like if we were that one revenue manager tried to
bring in their own Tableau, and then the other 100 aren't using Tableau, well, that may be
frowned upon. It may be looked at… you're some advanced scientist, right? So, I think it
might actually go to unintentional consequences. It could go the other way where it's
lacking standard.”
With regard to company values referencing innovation, most respondents were not able to recall.
Four interviewees confirmed that innovation is included in company values; three interviewees
confirmed that innovation is excluded from company values.
Responses to the interview questions listed above and other innovation-related
commentaries inspired three additional codes: company size impacts innovation (3 individuals),
hospitality industry is not innovative (5 individuals), and leadership must identify the right set of
tools as part of innovation initiatives (4 individuals). Presented below are quotations supporting
that company size impacts innovation:
“On property, we very much have an innovative entrepreneurial mindset and we build our
own stuff. We adapt to new technologies. We recommend that new technologies are
built for us. But above the property at more of a corporate level, I don't see a whole lot of
that being implemented or valued at this point. Maybe not to say that you don't have
individuals that value it, but because the company is so incredibly large – we have [X
multinational brand] properties worldwide – it's very difficult to pivot. Meaning, if we
wanted to adapt to certain technology, it would be incredibly difficult to do.”
“We want to see new sorts of technologies that can help us make better decisions, make
us more efficient. So, that said, there's this big huge cruise ship that's very difficult to turn
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quickly… we have so many hundreds of users and we have so many thousands of hotels,
it's difficult to switch in a matter of even months, to adapt a new tool would take years.”
Presented below are quotations supporting that hospitality industry is not innovative:
“Hospitality in general tends to be behind the curve [with regard to innovation]. I think
my employer is trying very hard to change that under the new leadership… I think being
innovative and thinking differently is absolutely a reputation enhancer, and I do believe
that it is supported at the core value level [within my company]”
“Hospitality industry has in general not been known for being cutting edge compared to
other industries that have become way more data-driven and way more rooted in
predictive analytics for decision-making. I think that the gut feel approach to some
extent is prevalent in the industry. I hear a lot of, oh, my property's unique from every
other property, so software that is designed for the general hospitality industry is not
going to work right for my individual property.”
Presented below are quotations supporting that leadership must identify the right set of tools as
part of innovation initiatives:
“We definitely try to be more innovative when it comes to taking care of our guests, we
definitely are. We're innovative when it comes to our guests’ needs. We do a wine down
every night at the hotel. We have free bottled water. We have free super-duper high
speed internet. I don't even know what the gigabytes is, but I just know it's really, really,
it's the top. Things that our business travelers want, we provide. When it comes to
ourselves, we put ourselves second. We look at the tools that we need in order to do our
job better, more effective, more efficiently. And we're very cost sensitive… we're not
necessarily putting the money where it needs to be.”
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“Companies can go one of two directions. You can say we're going to hire a bunch of
smart analysts, and you all use whatever analytics tools you want to use, and have at it.
Or we're going to standardize everyone and everybody's going to use whatever. I'm more
option a, myself. Hire smart people and let them do what they do. And you end up
paying a little bit more for software, but you get people comfortable… I don't know what
the right answer is there.”
Table 13 presents the diagram with all codes associated with the category of culture as it impacts
innovation performance. Appendix K offers a graphical representation.

Table 13
Company Culture Determines Innovation Performance
Codes
Must identify the right set of tools

Hospitality industry is not innovative

Company size impacts innovation
Company values include innovation
Company values exclude innovation
Innovative spirit enhances one's
image/status
Innovative spirit does not enhance
one's image/status

Detailed Codes
Company deciding on the set of analytic/reporting tools
Standardize users on certain tools or allow users to choose
whatever they prefer
Generally, companies would like to minimize the number
of vendors
Hospitality industry has little appetite for innovation
Hospitality industry is behind
Hospitality industry is not cutting-edge
Hospitality industry is not data-driven
Company is too big to adapt a new tool quickly
Difficult to innovate at a corporate level of a multinational
hotel company
Yes/No answers
Overall company culture is data-driven
Company does like to get in front of the curve
Yes/No answers
Yes/No answers
We are lucky, we are encouraged to innovate
Yes/No answers
Innovative spirit may be frowned upon by peers
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Trust. Trust has been studied extensively in IS academic literature. System quality
attributes have been found to be relevant to the concept of trust (Seddon, 1997; Vance, Elie-DitCosaque, & Straub, 2008). In eight of the interviews, trust was a reoccurring theme across
various responses, including those relating to BI&A systems, RM systems, innovation, and
attitude towards new products. Trust is linked to twenty quotations: if respondent spoke of trust,
they did so more than once during their interview. Representative quotes are below:
[BI&A system] “I would say the idea of it is beautiful. It's the implementation of it and
making sure the system you have is free of glitches. Our revenue management systems
get upgraded once every three years whereas our BI system will get something almost
once a quarter where we fix this, we fix this, and we fix this… they're trying to catch up
with where it should be. So, I think the idea of a BI system works well, when it works.”
[RM system] “They roll something out and then they find out it's not working right, and
then it's broken and then we have to revert back, and then they have to fix it and then they
have to roll it back out again. So, that's kind of frustrating.”
[New products] “New products, I always get very skeptical… I always questioned what
information integrates to what systems, because there are so many systems, and so many
of them don't all communicate in the same way.”
[New products] “I'm one of those, what you call a data whore, so any type of new
products that can provide new data, I'll try it. Sometimes they work, sometimes they
don't.”
“[Seeking new technology] involves too many people. You have to go to legal. You have
to go to your IT department… there's a cost involved. And I think to be fair, they've been
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burned before by technology. People promise things and don't deliver, and it's hard to
spearhead something that's new.”
Quotes that were categorized as trust include words such as glitches, inaccuracies,
counterintuitive results, failures, etc. This section provided quotations relating to the category of
trust: those individuals who find trust as a determinant of BI&A tool usage, exhibit strong
feelings towards it, given the frequent mentions of mistrust within their interviews.
Reliance on other teams. The fundamental question is how revenue managers can
develop their own necessary skillsets in order to minimize reliance on other teams, in situations
where dedicated support is lacking? Individuals joining RM teams, particularly in smaller
organizations or casino hotels, are often times promoted from operational on-property positions;
some individuals may join the team with more analytical backgrounds and have experiences in
analytics. The skill-set of revenue managers varies greatly, as illustrated by the following quotes:
“[Revenue managers are] more operational... typically the call center, reservations.
Familiar with the hotel system so they get into changing rates and then stay in that area.”
“I have people from different backgrounds, because that makes the team stronger… one
person's really good with the OTAs, one's really good with reporting, one's really good
with managing systems, so together they make a very strong team”
“[Revenue managers’ ability to query is] few and far between. And I think that's one of
the strengths that adds to those revenue managers that puts them above and beyond.”
“I would rather hire somebody that is great at reviewing reports, versus somebody that's
great at building reports. I think they actually are two different people. Some people love
to build and tinker. Other people love to analyze, and I would rather hire people that can
analyze and do a better job at finding the analysis, finding the gems in that data, versus
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finding people that are great at writing SQL code. Right now, I need people that can do
the SQL code, because without the data, you can't analyze.”
If the team is unable to support the technical requirements of RM tasks, such as writing queries
to extract data and creating dashboards, it must seek support from others in the organization,
most often IT. However, cross-team collaboration presents its own set of challenges: while
identifying antecedents of cross-team collaboration is outside of the scope of this research,
respondents did note that reliance on other teams impacts revenue managers’ BI&A tool usage:
“We've been really trying to grow that skill set. We had a consultant come in to do some
training with us… for Cognos Dashboarding and Data Module building… we've been
using what they have online, YouTube to build that skill set. So we can vary as business
analysts. We want to be able to do everything ourselves and not have to rely on IT.”
“That is one of the goals: having that reports person that uses Hyperion also be an expert
on … creating our own dashboards. And then our only reliance on IT at that point would
be for them to promote [the dashboards so that] all the users can have access to them.”
“Our SAS tool is a new one that I introduced a couple of years ago, and it's really been a
slow ramp with lack of IT support.”
This section summarized the category of reliance on other teams for technical support:
first, the skill-set of revenue managers was briefly discussed and second, quotations that are
representative of this category were provided. It is important to restate: this finding is applicable
to smaller hospitality organizations and casino hotels. Multinational hospitality companies have
the resources and organizational structures to support revenue managers from data and analytics
standpoint. In fact, one of the interviewees representing a sizable organization indicated that they
have a team that is dedicated to the development of RM dashboards in Tableau: in that
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environment, revenue managers are stakeholders responsible for interpreting results and making
strategic revenue optimization decisions.
Revenue managers are late majority and laggards. Some individuals are predisposed to
being innovative; others are less so. The individual innovativeness theory (Rogers, 1995) states
that individuals who are predisposed to being innovative will adopt an innovation earlier than
those who are less predisposed, labeled as “late majority” and “laggards”. Condensed definitions
are as follows: 1) Late Majority - skeptical of change and will only adopt an innovation after it
has been tried by the majority 2) Laggards - bound by tradition, very conservative, skeptical of
change. Based upon the data collected, it appears that revenue managers tend to be less
predisposed to being innovative. Fourteen of the interviewees spoke about the general revenue
manager population with negative sentiment. When describing revenue managers’ interaction
with technology, as well as their beliefs and perceptions of new products or their perceptions of
changes to existing products, interviewees used strong language, including words such as fear,
apprehension, habit-forming, anger, old fashioned, resistant to change, skeptical, and forced.
This finding identifies a gap between the current perceptions of revenue management
professionals, based on the feedback received from the respondents, and the overall direction of
the field, both from the industry and academic perspectives, particularly as technology (IT) is
considered to be one of the drivers of revenue management performance (Queenan, 2011). Table
14 catalogs forty (40) negative sentiment codes with columns representing each of the
respondents. Most of the respondents have more than one negative sentiment code reaffirming
their unfavorable perception. To demonstrate further, additional quotes are listed below:
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“I'll do whatever is right for the business. I embrace it. I run toward it. I have to get out
my cheerleading pompoms a lot of the time to encourage [my team] to come along for the
ride. That are resistant to change.”
“People are terrified of revenue management systems…talking industry-wide: people see
a PMS as essential. If you're a casino, you see the casino system as essential. Food and
beverage, the POS is essential. RM is fluffy icing on the cake… a luxury.”
“For our industry, we keep talking about rocket science when we haven't even discovered
the wheel yet… people at revenue management conferences talking about artificial
intelligence. I'm like, oh, boy. If we could just get the properties to start changing the
rates first, I think we'd be in a good place.”
Although they are much less prevalent, it would be remiss not to mention the positive
sentiment codes that exist in the collected data. Of the fourteen interviewees who expressed
primarily negative sentiment, eight also spoke with positive sentiment, but did so less frequently.
Noticeably, negative sentiment codes tend to be associated with the perception of the general
revenue manager population whereas positive sentiment codes tend to be associated with
individual/personal perceptions (i.e. myself, my team). Perhaps that can be attributed to the
construct of computer self-efficacy, which is defined as “an individual's perceptions of his or her
ability to use computers in the accomplishment of a task (i.e. using a software package for data
analysis, writing a mailmerge letter using a word processor)…” (Compeau & Higgins, 1995b, p.
191). According to Marakas, Yi and Johnson (1998), computer self-efficacy is comprised of two
levels: general computing level (across multiple computer applications) and specific application
level. The application-specific self-efficacy, in prior studies, has shown strong relationship with
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perceived ease of use of a system; that is, users regard the system as easier to use when they have
strong conviction in their own ability to do so (Agarwal, Sambamurthy, & Stair, 2000).

Table 14
Codes with Negative Sentiment
Codes

N

Afraid of/apprehensive of automation; thinking computer program will replace me
Change makes revenue managers nervous
Choose homegrown reports in Excel over RMS dashboards
Developers must tiptoe around revenue managers
Do not always take advantage of new features
Do not see RM system as necessary
Do not seek out new technology
Do not use all of the tools available to them
Fear new systems; technology is scary for some revenue managers
Few seek out products from other industries
Find new versions of products difficult (other than Excel)
Habit-forming/creatures of habit/ used to doing things one way
Hard to sell BI to revenue managers
It's not easy for revenue managers to be innovative; few embrace innovation
Leaders must encourage RMs to embrace change
Most RMs must be coached through innovation
New systems require time to learn (Excel is quicker); technology takes time
New systems/enhancements are challenging
New systems/enhancements arouse anger
Not ready for AI
Old fashioned/buried in the past
Older revenue managers don't need interactive dashboards
Prefer large excel spreadsheets over visualizations
Prefer not to answer question relating to innovation
Resistant to change
Should be making money for the hotel not innovating
Skeptical about new products
Skeptical of traditional RM: forecasting & optimization
Must be shoved off a cliff to even change the rate
Stuck in Excel; we live and die by Excel; used to manipulating data in Excel
Technology must be forced

Note: Negative total = 47.
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3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
3
1

Table 15 lists fourteen positive sentiment codes with columns representing each of the
respondents; negative sentiment totals are included for reference. Quotes are below:
“It's a common trait among revenue managers to be data geeks, where you want to have
the data. I might not need it right here, right now, but I like to have access to it. … to run
a report because something is intriguing me. Most of my guys would love to have that
access because again, sometimes they want to run special reports for their particular hotel
or their market, and to be able to do that with a tool is very important.”
“When we first introduced Tableau, and that was three years ago at this point, [my team]
loved it because they finally had insight into something that they didn't have before.”
“I think there's bigger gains in the long-term by our team members feeling like they have
the right tools. They have best of breed applications. When they come to work, I want
them to feel like they're doing what they are supposed to be doing. Like, this is their
calling. They enjoy this. They love it. They're excited to be here.”

Table 15
Codes with Positive Sentiment
Codes

N

Additional insight is great
BI&A tools are being 'tested' by two different team members
Innovation is important
My team and I are very much in favor of new products
My team is open to trying new things
New versions are frustrating but worthwhile at the end
One team member taking R class through edX
RM system features are being beta tested at my property
Top performers embrace change
Used to complexities; must become familiar with new tech.
Usually perceive change as good over a long time
Want as many different tools and data points as possible
Will be more excited with best of breed applications
Would like to go through BI&A training

Note: Positive total = 15. Negative total = 47.
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1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

By means of grounded theory approach of analysis and categorization, eight categories
were identified as part of RQ4 relating to individual beliefs and perceptions of revenue managers
influence usage of 1) BI&A within RM DSS/forecasting software 2) supplementary/standalone
BI&A tools. Each of the categories – relative advantage, job-fit, complexity, cost, company
culture (including image), trust in technology, reliance on other teams, as well as the
identification of revenue managers as late majority and laggards – were reviewed within this
section.
Summary
Chapter 4 presented the results of the study based on the research methods outlined in the
previous chapter. This chapter includes demographic information of respondents and findings, in
sequence of the research questions presented in Chapter 1. The findings include representative
quotations.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY
This chapter presents and summarizes the major findings of this study. Both theoretical
and practical implications are then discussed. The findings offer significant insights into the role
of business intelligence and analytics (BI&A) within hospitality revenue management (RM). The
chapter concludes with limitations and directions for future research.
Discussion of Findings
Most RM DSS/forecasting systems were built prior to the BI&A movement and only
recently have been enhanced to offer contemporary BI&A functionalities. These include homegrown RM systems as well as products produced by independent developers. Newly designed
RM systems, while rare, have entered the market with contemporary BI&A features built-in.
Irrespective of the hospitality RMS type, BI&A functionalities are now an important component
of the system. In addition to the BI&A aspects integrated within RM software, RM professionals
are receiving additional support from standalone, supplementary BI&A platforms. The purpose
of this research was to produce a holistic review of and establish the role of BI&A within
hospitality RM, as well as to present ideas as to how to improve RM task performance and
decision-making. As part of this inquiry, opportunities to integrate more advanced
functionalities, including those relating to interfaces, were identified, and in some cases,
prioritized based on their perceived effectiveness and usefulness. Also, revenue managers’
beliefs and perceptions were examined to determine which have influence on the usage of BI&A
within RM systems and as standalone tools. Table 16 presents resulting categories/themes. Each
of the categories, prefixed with the research question number, is discussed in the paragraphs
below.
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Table 16
Summary of Categories and Themes for Research Questions
RQ

Categories and Themes

RQ1 Rudimentary RM environments are still prevalent in hospitality organizations.
Some of the primary functionalities of RM systems are underutilized or not utilized at all.
Opportunities exist to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems.
Real time RM systems are in development or on the market.
RM systems should offer visual-based exploration, storytelling functionality and facilitate
communication.
RM systems and BI&A tools, to the degree possible, should prompt call-to-action.
Dynamic alerting via text within RM systems is under development.
Data accessibility and data accuracy are exceedingly important to the RM function.
RQ2 Interfaces should be intuitive and customizable.
Interfaces should minimize human errors in the optimization model.
Interfaces should support learning and development.
Interfaces should reduce memory demands on the user.
Users should be involved in the interface design.
RQ3 BI&A functionalities support primary RM tasks.
RQ4 Relative advantage is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Job-fit is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Complexity is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Cost is a determinant of BI&A usage.
Company culture is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Trust in technology is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Reliance on other teams is a determinant of BI&A
Revenue managers are late majority and laggards.

RQ1. Rudimentary RM environments are still prevalent in hospitality organizations. It is
beneficial to understand the current state of RM environments when studying RM systems.
Based on respondents’ feedback, rudimentary RM environments are still very common. To
support RM efforts, revenue managers are using Excel spreadsheets, in some cases extremely
large and overcrowded with numbers, difficult to interpret by an untrained eye and fine-tuned,
manually and tirelessly, over many years. In some cases, data is extracted via VBA macros into
Excel from property management systems. This is a rudimentary practice, but a first step towards
a more automated environment. Some respondents voiced their frustration with the lack of an
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enterprise data warehouse and having to store data in a CSV file format. Excel is a go-to tool for
some organizations from a forecasting and pricing standpoint; many reported having no RMS,
highly limited/outdated RMS, or underutilized RMS, as discussed in the next section. One
interviewee described his RM efforts as “archaic and behind the times”; another interviewee
noted that they “live in Excel”. Several others wished for more automation; one respondent
simply stated that “automatic reporting would be amazing”. An interviewee who has RM
property experience as well as experience at an RM software company stated:
“I am surprised at the prevalence of these huge pace analysis spreadsheets that float
around different hotel organizations… I think they seem to still be a valuable tool for
revenue managers, but they’re almost the complete opposite [of the advanced features we
are discussing]… the fact that these spreadsheets are still out there and fairly ubiquitous
probably says something about preferences of revenue managers.”
RQ1. Some of the primary functionalities of RM systems are underutilized or not utilized
at all. As defined in Chapter 2 and again in Chapter 4, hospitality RM software is a modeloriented DSS that is based on optimization (Power, 2007). The intent of the software is to
provide a solution to a problem (i.e. forecasting daily demand), to automate the decision-making
process and, according to Shim et al. (2002), enhance understanding of the problem and improve
analytical capabilities. RM systems are positioned to provide customers with competitive edge
and maximize revenue performance. However, while conducting the interviews with individuals
who utilize RM systems, it became evident that some of the primary system functionalities are
underutilized or not utilized at all. A large majority of the respondents spoke of RM systems’
limitations. In extreme cases, revenue managers are finding their system forecasts completely
unreliable, and are circumventing the system entirely by maintaining separate forecasts in Excel;
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these revenue managers are using their systems for rate strategies only. Other revenue managers
are relying on RM systems’ built-in forecasts but are manually overriding system
recommendations to combat inaccuracies; the frequency of overrides varies by user. Yet other
revenue managers are primarily satisfied with the forecasting capabilities within RM systems but
are not using available reporting, due to more robust functionalities being offered within BI&A
tools. On the other hand, a smaller group of revenue managers are using RM solutions more
holistically, and are satisfied with the product. A few are even collaborating with RMS
developers on additional features.
RQ1. Opportunities exist to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems. This category
is primarily based on the interview question that asked respondents to identify BI&A capabilities
which would improve the RM function if made available within the RM system. Table 5, which
is presented in Chapter 4, lists the functionalities in support of this category. BI&A
functionalities that were mentioned by at least eight respondents, 40% of all interviewees, are
listed below:


Interactive, intuitive dashboards: ideal for reporting hotel performance and should be
action-oriented.



Complex combinations of data sources: eliminate the need to learn a programming
language.



Automation of routine tasks: optimizes time.



Integration with traditional tools: contributes to the user-friendliness of the system.



Online tutorials and community forums: offer an online knowledge base with a
collection of best practices and tool specific applications.



‘Drag and drop’ data combinations: allows for greater and quicker insight.
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Another frequently-discussed BI&A functionality was the incorporation of natural-language
processing (NLP) into RM systems, which would allow users to communicate with the system
via voice commands. It was largely identified as irrelevant to improving the RM function, given
the wide range of revenue managers’ comfort levels with technology and their concern with
inaccuracies and misrepresentations, but was also viewed positively by several others, based on
potential efficiencies and ease of use.
RQ1. Real time RM systems are in development or on the market. Real time system
integrations have previously been recognized by the industry for their ability to increase the
effectiveness of the RM function. One respondent who oversees a portfolio of properties, all
branded by multinational hospitality companies, noted the varying degrees with which the
systems are updating inventory: once per day, four times per day, once per hour and close to
real-time. Hotel inventory may be sold at a high speed, particularly within certain markets and
due to the many different distribution channels. An interviewee described a common situation in
which a hotel had two rooms left to sell and multiple bookings are made within a few minutes of
each other. In these cases, rooms can be sold through a reservation center, through Expedia and
other OTAs, or a guest can extend his stay by speaking with the front desk. Another interviewee
explained:
“…the industry, especially the bigger hotels, they're such a competitive market.
Everything happens in real time. The RMS must be in real time. BI must be in real-time.
Because if I pick up 100 rooms within the day here in Las Vegas and I'm not able to
really see where that's coming from on a real-time basis, I can't make good decisions on
whether I should have lowered my rate, raised my rate, been more restrictive on casino,
etc...”
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Based on the feedback received, real time functionality is either in development or already on the
market.
RQ1. RM systems should offer visual-based exploration, storytelling functionality and
facilitate communication. Given the proliferation of various types of BI&A tools, visual-based
exploration is taking on new form. Basic pie, bar and line-charts remain important, but revenue
managers are also being exposed to special purpose visuals such as tree maps, geographic maps,
scatter plots and others. According to several interviewees, the types and quality of visualizations
built into the RMS differentiate the systems overall, particularly for more advanced and
analytically focused users.
The concept of storytelling is closely related to visualizations. Charles Minard’s map of
Napoleon’s march on Moscow is referenced by Kosara and Machinlay (2013) as an early
example of a visual that tells the story of soldiers’ plight. The purpose of the map is to show and
explain. In a current-day business setting, storytelling is also used to analyze as well as to
support discussion and decision making. One of the respondents proposed a storyboard feature;
for example, based on the trends for the week (i.e. week over week pickup), the user selects premade graphics and corresponding commentary to create a presentation within the system in lieu
of a PowerPoint deck. While one-off scenarios and ad hoc questions would still need to be
handled separately, the core of the message would be delivered with the help of RM-specific,
auto-populated sequential visualizations. In other words, data-driven storytelling.
It is important to address that meetings hosted by revenue managers are interactive;
attendees pose questions to the presenter and vice versa. Presentations are intended to generate
new topics and revenue managers often follow-up with supplemental information. Thus, pre-
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planning the entire story is impossible, and communication is a key component of revenue
managers’ role, per task review under RQ3. In the words of one respondent:
“Revenue managers obviously handle things like pricing and forecasting and
communication with everyone too. They're kind of like quarterbacks in as much as one of
their core functions is that communication part to ensure that all of the stakeholders, the
property leadership, marketing, leisure, group sales, all of them are working from the
same playbook.”
RQ1. RM systems and BI&A tools, to the degree possible, should prompt call-to-action.
RM systems are model-oriented DSS that are based on optimization; these systems offer
guidelines for optimal solutions according to algorithms within. Additionally, users can set
certain controls or predetermined user-generated settings that are aligned with overall RM
strategies. For example, the system will lower the rate for a certain segment for a particular day
based on the projections of the built-in forecast; the system will not lower the rate past the
threshold set by the user, which was established in accordance with the overall brand-specific
pricing strategies and competitive-sets. The system can take the action of lowering the rate
automatically or it can produce a recommendation for the user to lower the rate manually, thus
prompting call-to-action.
BI&A tools, while intended to combine both the model-oriented and data-oriented
components of DSS technologies (Arnott & Pervan, 2005), lack the optimization algorithms.
Instead, BI&A tools provide after-the-fact reporting and analytical capabilities, as do Excel
spreadsheets, which are favored by the general population of revenue managers. According to
several respondents, it is challenging to stimulate revenue managers to take actions given the
vast amount of data available; referencing a BI&A tool, one respondent explains:
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“You look at performance for – the market of Philadelphia. And oh, Philadelphia's down
ten points, what's up? Okay, you drill into that with Tableau and it says, oh, this
particular hotel is driving the whole thing. Okay. Great. Why is that? And you drill in
again, and you say it all has to do with group. Okay, now I'm done. Now I feel good
about myself. I've done something useful. Except you haven't actually done anything
useful. You haven't caused anything to happen. And one of the challenges with all this
reporting is it gives you a sense of comfort that I understand what's going on, which is
great, but it doesn't tell you what to do. It's different than a recommendation engine. It's
different than decision support. It's reporting…there's a false sense of security.”
In general, optimization capabilities are not part of dashboard development; dashboards are used
for data collection and extraction as well as analytics. With regard to Excel, multiple quotes not
only highlighted the need for call-to-action, but also some of the other difficulties of working
with over-complicated spreadsheets; for example, revenue managers find it hard to absorb
information when too much data is displayed and when specialized views and formats are
lacking. Automatically generated and distributed reports, which serve as a convenient resource
and save time, also may not be action-oriented, unless they offer proper visual cues; for instance,
an urgency flag based on certain criteria. Irrespective of the tools that are being used,
respondents recognized that technology should drive revenue managers to take action.
RQ1. Dynamic alerting via text within RM systems is under development. Conditional
alerting was one of the features addressed within the interviews as a potential opportunity to
improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems. It received lukewarm reception, because
conditional alerting is already commonly incorporated into RM systems in some manner.
However, one respondent who is employed by a multinational hospitality company shared an
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innovative alerting feature that is currently under development within his company’s homegrown RM system. This feature was subsequently discussed during the interviews that followed
and elicited positive feedback. It is dynamic alerting via text; specifically, text alerts, categorized
by level (i.e. moderate, severe, critical) are dispatched by the RMS to a revenue managers’
cellphone. The revenue manager is to take an appropriate response based on the received alert
and the preset guidelines. For example, a revenue manager is at a four-hour owner meeting
when a critical alert is dispatched; the expected response would be to stop presenting, step out of
the meeting and review the issue immediately. By many, this feature was perceived to improve
the RM discipline.
RQ1. Data accessibility and data accuracy are exceedingly important to the RM function.
Data quality literature, which is part of a large body of information systems research, generally
consists of multiple attributes including data accessibility and accuracy (Wang & Strong, 1996).
Data accessibility was a point of discussion during multiple interviews, particularly if the
respondent is employed by an organization comprised of multiple properties on different source
systems. Also, respondents from large resorts face data accessibility challenges given the
magnitude of varying businesses operating under one roof, i.e. hotel, casino, golf, restaurants,
etc., with each having its own source systems and collecting different data points.
The sophistication of data management processes varies greatly across hospitality
organizations. Some respondents have very primitive databases, including one individual who
stated that he is housing data in a CSV format. Others are much more advanced, with one of the
interviewees explaining that he is actively using the enterprise data warehouse, which he is able
to access via a querying tool or via a BI&A tool. He is using Teradata SQL for data mining,
allowing him to join multiple data tables, manipulate the data and create highly customizable
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outputs. On the other hand, he uses Cognos BI for canned reporting particularly to support
operational teams in their efforts to provide personalized service to hotel guests. An example of
a canned report is an arrival list, which flags VIP guests and those having special requests, for
instance, chemical-free pillows or early check-ins. Others stated that they are using BI&A tools
for performance reporting and visualizations. Respondents who operate in the more sophisticated
environments recognize that the tools in the revenue managers’ toolboxes are “only as good as
the data they stand on,” which makes data accessibility and data accuracy exceedingly important.
Who decides how easily the data can be accessed and its degree of accuracy? The principle of
"fitness for use" is commonly accepted in the quality IS literature: those consuming the data, in
this case revenue managers, the interviewees, assess data quality because ultimately, they will
judge whether or not a product, and the data housed within, is fit for use.
The two paragraphs above focused on data accessibility (and data accuracy) outside of
RMS. It is important to note that for organizations with well-architected data warehouses, data
can be migrated from the warehouse directly to the RMS. According to one interviewee, RM
systems’ ability to access data from the warehouse simplifies integration requirements within
RM systems and allows companies to more easily change software vendors; his supporting quote
is below:
“If they don't like Delphi for whatever reason, they would get rid of Delphi and move to a
different sales system. They could just feed that new sales system into the EDW instead
of feeding it into the RMS… it becomes a little bit more plug and play by going through
the EDW instead of direct connect.”
However, if RMS is sourcing data from the EDW, consideration must be given to the timeliness
of the data. Not all ETL processes are executed in real-time, whereas RM systems are moving
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closer and closer to real time interfaces, if they haven’t done so already. Determination must be
made as to how to best support such integration.
Accessibility of many different RM-related data points is the last topic within this
category. Respondents spoke extensively about the many different data points, within the scope
of RM, that are currently being used or may be useful in the future. Some of these data points are
internal to organizations; other data points are housed in outside systems. Data points noted
include: competitive set information, calendar of convention center events, web analytics data,
demand data for sister hotels, demand data from Demand 360, internal F&B data, flight
cancellations (for airport hotel), gas prices, calendar of property events (casino environment, i.e.
slot tournament), social media reputation scores, STR performance (Smith Travel Research),
weather forecast and others. A comprehensive list of all data points mentioned throughout the
interviews is included in Appendix E; also, a list of analyses that are currently being conducted
by revenue managers, per remarks of the interviewees, is included for reference.
RQ2. Interfaces should be intuitive and customizable. Interviewees are seeking
customization within RM systems as it relates to core functionalities of forecasting and as well as
interface configurations and visualizations. Specific to interfaces, one interviewee proposed a
customization cogwheel to remove unnecessary views, a setting one would find in a smart phone.
Another interviewee suggested offering two interfaces, complex and simple, and allow the user
to select the most fitting upon login. Another respondent advocated for simplified versions of
visualizations that currently exist within the RM system that he utilizes. The expression of
various ideas leads to the question of how much customization would enhance the overall
functionality of the system. The following analogy, comparing luxury car settings with RM
system functionalities, was presented in Chapter 4:
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Customization (within the RM system) are like memory settings in a luxury car: the
driver’s seat, outside mirrors and steering wheel are paired with a smart key so that the
seat, mirrors and steering wheel are automatically positioned upon driver’s entry into the
vehicle. Similarly, the RM system user may want to preset certain views which will
display when that user logs into the system, or perhaps the user may want to create
multiple views and be able to select one of them upon system sign on. Returning to the
car analogy, Ford Motor Company recently introduced a model of Lincoln Continental
with car seats that flex around the body, offering 30-way adjustable seats. These 30
adjustments include multiple ways to recline, to adjust back support, to extend cushions,
to adjust thigh support, etc. However, this raises a good question: at what point are seats
over-accommodating? Does a driver actually need 30-way adjustable seats?
One of the interviewees, who is currently working for an RM system developer, disclosed that
his employer is already tracking usage to enhance the development process. He explained that
tracking must be done in a meaningful, actionable way; for example, if a page is not used by
casino customers, it will be removed for casino customers only and will remain accessible for
non-casino hotel customers.
RQ2. Interfaces should minimize human errors in the optimization model. Interviewees
expressed hope that in the future, RM systems will not only help users overcome their
knowledge limits through optimization, RM task automation and aggregation of all relevant data,
but also by educating the user and minimizing human errors. One proposed suggestion, which
may already exist in some of the revenue management systems, was to control access with read
vs. write permissions. Another idea was to minimize functionality for new hires: newly hired
revenue managers, particularly those without previous experience and facing steep learning
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curves, would begin with very limited functionality. As they become more knowledgeable and
gain experience, additional system access is granted.
A multinational hospitality company, which has its own home-grown RM system, is
exploring ways to determine if revenue managers’ manual overrides of system recommendations
result in best outcomes, as one respondent revealed. Technically, making such a determination is
complicated; the user may override demand, increase and/or decrease, for a particular day
multiple times. Even more challenging is to evaluate the decision based on the circumstances
under which the system recommendation was modified. The development of this functionality
illustrates, rather strongly, that RM leadership recognizes the need to minimize human errors
within RM systems.
RQ2. Interface should support learning and development. The paragraphs above
pertaining to minimization of human errors are related to this category; specifically,
functionalities that minimize human error may also support learning and development. For
instance, the purpose of determining if revenue managers’ manual overrides of system
recommendations lead to the best outcomes, is to educate, not punish, revenue managers. The
interviewee, who provided this example, hopes that by developing such functionality, the user
will take the feedback constructively and learn under what circumstances it is suitable to override
system inputs. The two other examples – ‘read’ access in lieu of limiting functionality by role
and modification of functionality based on a revenue manager’s experience – are all levers to
educate and develop the user. As leaders of RM, interviewees seek to show their teams “the big
picture” and develop “curiosity” in their employees by allowing self-exploration of system
functionalities and data.
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As noted in Chapter 2 and again in Chapter 4, an interface that acts as a tutor has been
recognized to benefit the overall functionality of the DSS. More so, the concept of supporting
learning and development extends past the interface and relates to some of the secondary features
of the system, such as online tutorials and community forums as well as online help pop-ups, per
discussion under RQ1. These tools were well-received by all interviewees as they strive to
educate novice revenue managers or novice users of the RM systems.
RQ2. Interface should reduce memory demands on the user. As part of discussions
regarding interface configurations, several interviewees expressed concern that they forget
certain system features, particularly if those features are not frequently used. For instance,
organizations generally complete the budgeting process on an annual basis. Given the
infrequency of this task, one user shared that he struggles to recollect the location of the
necessary system features. Naturally, an individual is more likely to recall information that has
either been recently learned or recently recalled. Bookmarking a page in a web browser is a
classic HCI example that reduces memory demands on the user; it allows the user to easily return
to the website with one or two clicks without having to remember the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL), or colloquially the web address. Users are looking for interface designs and
functionalities, such as bookmarking, to help them remember.
RQ2. Users should be involved in the interface design. Significant research has been
conducted in this area outside of RM. For example, the question has been posed as to how to
prevent developers from maintaining false ideas about the users (Cooper, 1999). According to
one respondent, developers believe that revenue managers need certain reports, but in fact, these
reports are missing some critical components. Thereby, he indirectly implied that developers
should ask for his opinion. Another interviewee, who works on a home-grown RM system
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valued the invitation from the development team to join them and other Directors of RM in a
working session, to propose ideas, review mock-ups and provide feedback:
“It's a large estate. You have hotels in Saudi Arabia that are doing 50% of their mix from
food and beverage, they have very different needs when they're asking about their
interface versus the Times Square hotel that's doing a lot of transient: very little meeting
space but a lot of guestrooms. Everyone is kind of throwing in their input.”
Beta testing is another way to involve users in the development process, which was addressed by
one interviewee, who participated in such an exercise and spoke rather excitedly about it in the
context of innovation (RQ4). Another way to involve users, albeit indirectly, is tracking usage;
this concept was mentioned under the category of intuitive and customizable interfaces. As
detailed in Chapter 4, it should not be used in isolation. Dual approach of tracking usage and
collecting feedback in a more transparent and formal manner allows for data triangulation.
RQ3. BI&A functionalities support primary RM tasks. As discussed in Chapter 2 and
reiterated in Chapter 4, the performance of technology is predicted not only by user attitudes
towards utilization, but also by how well technology supports tasks. RQ4 examines user attitudes
towards BI&A. The purpose of this research question (RQ3) is to determine if BI&A provides
support that “fit” the requirements of RM tasks. The results of the matrix creation exercise, in
which interviewees matched BI&A functionalities to the primary tasks performed by revenue
managers, are presented in Table 9.
To facilitate data collection for RQ3, the researcher reviewed twenty publicly-available
revenue management position descriptions (Appendix F), categorizing job responsibilities into
broader groups. Results were shared with key colleagues from the industry and all feedback
provided by those individuals was incorporated. Broader groups were identified as follows: 1)
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demand forecasting, 2) pricing, 3) distribution channel management, 4) revenue strategy, 5)
performance analysis, 6) digital marketing, 7) communication, 8) budgeting, 9)
technology/systems management, 10) collaborating with sales, marketing and hotel operations
divisions, and 11) leadership, training and developing RM culture. These groups have been
previously recognized by academic researchers as dominant areas within the field (Chiang, Chen,
& Xu, 2007, Guillet & Mohammed, 2015) or are more general, tactical responsibilities which are
part of the day-to-day activities of revenue management professionals but have not been
extensively addressed within RM-specific academic research. Table 9 shows which BI&A
functionalities support these broad groups of job responsibilities.
RQ4. Relative advantage is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. Relative
advantage is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than its
precursor” (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195). Most meaningful responses were received from
interviewees who operate in more advanced RM environments, which generally include an RM
system as well as access to a data warehouse and at least one business intelligence solution. They
perceive supplementary/standalone BI&A tools as better than BI&A capabilities integrated
within RM systems, listing the following contributing factors: system connectivity, reporting,
visualizations and the availability of data points for operational, demographic and after the
fact/postmortem/performance analyses. One respondent believes that revenue management
systems will never be able to support all of the analytical needs of revenue managers; he
expressed concern with incorporating of many different RM-related data points into RM
systems, including call-center and digital metrics.
Also, interviewees spoke of supplementary/standalone BI&A tools’ relative advantage
over Excel, even though Excel is still well-accepted by revenue managers. Interestingly, one
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interviewee observed that Tableau workbooks, when developed for the first time, resemble
familiar-to-user Excel spreadsheets; users tend to replicate staple views and formats. Such
observation indicates that adoption of BI&A tools is a gradual process and is consistent with the
theory of rate of adoption (Rogers, 1995): innovation goes through a period of slow, gradual
growth before experiencing a period of dramatic and rapid growth (which is then followed by
gradual stabilization and eventual decline). Newly minted BI&A environments may contain few
data sources and offer users pre-made, mostly spreadsheet-like dashboards with simple filtering
capabilities. As the transformation continues, multiple data sources are introduced, and the users
start to engage in self-exploration of data and advanced data manipulation within the BI&A tool.
Once BI&A tool is fully adopted, its relative advantage over Excel becomes apparent, as noted
by multiple individuals. One representative quote is below:
“…I have hotels in New York City. I have them at Wall Street and World Trade Center,
and I have them in Midtown and Rockefeller Center. Even though they're in the same
city and they're a mile apart, they have very, very different patterns and very different
booking windows. So, to be able to run reports that specialize, and pinpoint certain
things is important. Within Tableau, you're given a chunk of data and you're able to slice
and dice it however you need to better analyze.”
RQ4. Job-fit is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. Job-fit is defined as the
“extent to which an individual believes that using technology can enhance the performance of his
or her job” (Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1991, p. 129). More than half of the interviewees
explicitly spoke in support of BI&A functionalities enhancing job performance, including
productivity, effectiveness, efficiency and speed. One individual described the laborious task of
creating “intelligent, reliable, consistent reports”, which is eliminated if reports are standardized
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and automated within the BI&A tool. Another respondent quantified the time spent by revenue
managers in a given week to support one property: to compile and analyze the data - one hour, to
communicate with the property - one hour, and to implement strategies - one hour. That equates
to a total of three hours per property per week. Given these estimates, the revenue manager has
the bandwidth to manage 10-12 hotels at most; that number decreases as hotels’ size and
function increase meaning that the revenue manager can manage approximately 8 fullservice/luxury hotels per week. Automation frees up revenue managers’ time to either take on
more properties or tackle additional, more strategic initiatives as described by one respondent:
“I'm a firm believer that the more of the thinking I can get the computer to do, to crunch
data, I am free to use my imagination for strategy and communication.”
RQ4. Complexity is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. Complexity is defined
as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use”
(Thompson et al., 1991, p. 128). Almost half of the interviewees pointed out the complexity of
BI&A tools, indicating that time to learn the system and specialized training are required. Some
interviewees revealed that while BI&A tools are not difficult for them personality, they are
difficult for the general population of revenue managers.
RQ4. Cost is a determinant of BI&A usage. Depending on the organization, RM
leadership may or may not be involved in the selection of BI&A tools. If they are not involved,
this responsibility likely falls on the centralized planning and analysis, business intelligence
and/or IT groups. Regardless of who partakes in the selection process, cost is a major
consideration. One respondent compares two systems, SAS and R, based on several factors
including cost:
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“We have historically been big users of SAS, and I personally love SAS for data analysis.
It's kind of hard to learn how to use, but once you know how to use it, it literally does
anything you want. I think it's fantastic. And probably like every company, we're
working through what are the right sets of analytics tools and/or reporting tools, and
there's a little bit of a migration away from SAS in general, at least for desktop analytics.
People are starting to use R because it's free, open source and it's easy.”
RQ4. Company culture is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. Two major
streams of research can be identified within the many studies on innovation: technological vs.
human aspects, including organizational structure and culture (Prajogo & Ahmed, 2006). Image
is defined as “the degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to enhance one’s image or
status in one’s social system” (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p. 195). In this case, social system is
the organizational structure (and culture). Approximately a third of the individuals clearly stated
that innovative spirit enhances one’s image/status. One example:
“I think our company is very data-driven. I think innovation does enhance a person's
status within the organization. When you have the data to back up your ideas and
concepts, it's much more powerful than someone who just has gut feelings… we're
always trying to find new ways of looking at things.”
Responses to the interview questions relating to image, coupled with other innovation-related
commentaries, led to the formulation of three additional premises: 1) company size impacts
innovation, with smaller organizations being more inclined to innovate 2) in general, the
hospitality industry is not innovative and was described as “behind the curve” and “not known to
be cutting edge” 3) as part of innovation initiatives, leadership must identify the right set of tools,
which is further explained by the remarks of one respondent:
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“Companies can go one of two directions. You can say we're going to hire a bunch of
smart analysts, and you all use whatever analytics tools you want to use and have at it.
Or we're going to standardize everyone and everybody's going to use whatever. I'm more
option a, myself. Hire smart people and let them do what they do. And you end up
paying a little bit more for software, but you get people comfortable… I don't know what
the right answer is there.”
RQ4. Trust in technology is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. According to
prior IS research, system quality attributes are relevant to the concept of trust (Seddon, 1997;
Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, & Straub, 2008). Trust was a recurring theme in almost half of the
interviews and was linked to twenty quotations; that is, if a respondent spoke of trust, they did so
more than once during the interview. The theme of trust was evident across various responses,
including those relating to BI&A systems, RM systems, innovation, and attitude towards new
products. Quotations that were categorized under this theme include words such as glitches,
inaccuracies, counterintuitive results, failures and others; skepticism in technology also fell
within this category.
RQ4. Reliance on other teams is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage.
Individuals joining revenue management teams, particularly in smaller hospitality organizations
or casino hotels, are oftentimes promoted from operational on-property positions; they are
coming into the role with little to no technical or analytical expertise. If the team is unable to
support the technical or analytical requirements of RM tasks, such as writing queries to extract
data and creating dashboards, it must seek support from others in the organization, most often IT.
However, cross-team collaboration presents its own set of challenges. Identifying antecedents of
cross-team collaboration is outside of the scope of this research; however, multiple interviewees
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expressed the desire to minimize reliance on other teams and develop their own necessary
skillsets. In the words of one respondent:
“We've been really trying to grow that skill set. We had a consultant come in to do some
training with us… for Cognos Dashboarding and Data Module building… we've been
using what they have online, YouTube to build that skill set. So, we can vary as business
analysts. We want to be able to do everything ourselves and not have to rely on IT.”
In some instances, individuals may join RM teams with planning and analysis or more
technical experience. RM leaders expressed preference for well-balanced teams where some
individuals are focused on OTAs, others on reporting and yet others on system management. In
multinational hospitality companies, the organizational structures include dedicated resources to
support revenue managers from data and analytics standpoint. In fact, an interviewee from one
such company revealed that they have a team that is entirely focused on the development of RM
dashboards in Tableau. In that environment, revenue managers are stakeholders tasked with
interpreting results and making strategic revenue optimization decisions.
RQ4. Revenue managers are late majority and laggards. The individual innovativeness
theory (Rogers, 1995) states that individuals who are predisposed to being innovative will adopt
an innovation earlier than those who are less predisposed. Those who are less predisposed,
labeled as “late majority” and “laggards”, are described to be bound by tradition, very
conservative, skeptical of change, and will only adapt to innovation after it has been tried by
others. Based on the interviews conducted, it appears that revenue managers tend to fall into the
latter category, i.e., less predisposed to innovation. When describing revenue managers’
interactions with technology, as well as their beliefs and perceptions of new releases and new
products, interviewees used strong language, including words such as fear, apprehension, habit-
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forming, anger, old fashioned, resistant to change, skeptical and forced. A representative quote is
below:
“I'll do whatever is right for the business. I embrace it. I run toward it. I have to get out
my cheerleading pompoms a lot of the time to encourage [my team] to come along for the
ride. They are resistant to change.”
Table 14, which is presented in Chapter 4, catalogs forty (40) negative sentiment codes; most
respondents used more than one negative sentiment code when describing their unfavorable
perceptions. This contradicts the overall direction of the field, particularly since technology has
been identified as one of the drivers of RM performance, according to academic literature and
evidenced by industry practices.
On the other hand, in some cases, words with positive sentiment were also used by the
interviewees. Half of the individuals who expressed negative sentiments also expressed positive
sentiments, but did so less frequently. A representative quotation is presented below:
“I think there's bigger gains in the long-term by our team members feeling like they have
the right tools. They have best of breed applications. When they come to work, I want
them to feel like they're doing what they are supposed to be doing. Like, this is their
calling. They enjoy this. They love it. They're excited to be here.”
It was observed that negative sentiment codes were associated with perceptions of the
general revenue manager population as reported by the interviewees. Conversely, positive
sentiment codes were associated with perceptions of the interviewees themselves or their teams.
Construct of computer self-efficacy may explain this phenomenon. Construct of computer selfefficacy is defined as “an individual's perceptions of his or her ability to use computers in the
accomplishment of a task…” (Compeau and Higgins, 1995b, p. 191). According to Marakas, Yi
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and Johnson (1998), computer self-efficacy is comprised of two levels: general computing level
(across multiple computer applications) and specific application level. Prior research results have
shown a strong relationship between the application-specific self-efficacy and perceived ease of
use of a system: users regard the system as easier to use when they have strong conviction in
their own ability to do so (Agarwal, Sambamurthy, & Stair, 2000).
Summary of findings. The primary purpose of this dissertation was to produce a holistic
review of BI&A within hospitality RM. This was achieved, in part, by studying determinants of
BI&A acceptance and usage by RM professionals. Previous research has established tasktechnology fit (TTF) as a determinant of technology use; specifically, from a functionality
standpoint, technology must be a good fit with the tasks it supports (Goodhue and Thompson,
1995). Based on the exercise conducted as part of RQ3, nearly all RM tasks are supported by
BI&A functionalities, regardless of whether the functionalities are housed in RM systems or
BI&A software. For example, communication and collaboration are key components of the
revenue manager role, and the interactivity between revenue managers and their stakeholders can
be improved by enhancing the way information is presented. One example of the enhancement
potential would be the incorporation of visual-based exploration and storytelling features as well
as greater automation of information delivery.
At the individual level, users make the determination to accept or reject technology based
upon certain perceptions; in a corporate RM function, it is more likely that revenue managers
determine which features within the software to utilize, as the selection of the software itself is
outside of their scope. The majority of respondents spoke of RM systems’ limitations; however,
the degree of those limitations varied. Some respondents are finding their system forecasts
completely unreliable and continue to maintain separate forecasts in Excel. In these situations,
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the RM system is used to maintain rate strategies and auto-push rates into property management
systems. Others rely on RM systems’ built-in forecasts, but manually override system
recommendations as they see fit. Whereas some utilize their RM systems more holistically.
However, even individuals who are primarily satisfied with the core forecasting capabilities
often underutilize built-in RMS reporting suites. They recognize that standalone BI&A tools are
more robust for reporting and analytics. This helps pave the way for wider acceptance and
utilization of standalone BI&A platforms by RM professionals.
Determinants of behavioral intention to use BI&A by revenue managers included relative
advantage and job-fit. Along with other determinants, relative advantage and job-fit were
integrated into unified theory of acceptance and use of technology by Venkatesh et al. (2003) and
have been used extensively in subsequent research to predict and explain user acceptance or
rejection of technology. The perception of respondents that BI&A tools are better than BI&A
capabilities integrated within RM systems, or their perception of relative advantage of one tool
over another, was largely attributed to system connectivity, reporting and visualization
functionalities as well as availability of data points to conduct more comprehensive analyses.
With regard to job-fit, respondents spoke with certainty that BI&A, irrespective of the
tool, enhances their job performance, improving productivity, effectiveness, efficiency and
speed. Automation, particularly of routine tasks, allows for optimization of time, thereby revenue
managers can oversee more properties or undertake additional, more strategic initiatives or
special projects. When addressing opportunities to improve BI&A capabilities within RM
systems, respondents spoke of the importance of integrating RMS with traditional tools, thereby
allowing users to easily maneuver between the RMS and for instance, highly regarded Excel.
Such integration contributes to the user-friendliness of the system and enhances job performance.
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Another relevant determinant of BI&A acceptance within the RM function is the overall
company organizational structure and culture. In general, if others with whom he works perceive
the revenue manager to be innovative, this perception enhances his imagine among these
colleagues within hospitality organizations. Data collected during image related discussions led
to a formulation of several sub-themes, including: company size impacts innovation, with
smaller organizations being more inclined to innovate. The organizational structure and size of
the company was also a factor in how cross-team collaboration is perceived. Specifically, in
small to mid-sized organizations, unlike their larger counterparts, support resources are scarce
and often shared across several departments. In order to eliminate unnecessary dependencies and
in more extreme cases, bottlenecks, RM leaders seek to minimize reliance on other teams and
develop skillsets internally to support all aspects of the RM function. This is not to suggest that
every RM professional must be proficient in writing queries and building dashboards; rather, RM
leaders prefer well-balanced teams. A well-balanced team is comprised of individuals with
expert knowledge in one or two specific areas of the RM function, based on the tasks identified
under RQ3. That is, some revenue managers are focused on OTAs, others on reporting and yet
others on system management. Furthermore, BI&A functionalities require less effort on the part
of the revenue manager to gain the necessary know-how. For instance, having access to complex
combinations of data sources and ‘drag and drop’ functionality - both features which have been
identified as opportunities to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems - eliminates the
need to learn a programming language and allows for greater and quicker insight, particularly for
less technically savvy revenue managers.
Interviewees shared various reasons for revenue managers to reject both RM systems and
standalone BI&A tools. The following reasons were identified: lack of innovative initiatives in
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the hospitality industry, cost of BI&A tools, complexity of BI&A tools, trust (or lack thereof) in
BI&A tools and technology in general, as well as an aversion to BI&A tools and innovation in
general. These factors require significant consideration, particularly on the part of RMS
developers. Involving the user in the RM system development process, including design of the
interface, identification of customization requirements, and data accuracy assessment, helps to
alleviate perceived mistrust in technology and averseness to innovation. One of the respondents
found direct communication with the development team highly beneficial; he was in favor of
proposing ideas, reviewing mock-ups and providing feedback alongside his peers who may have
different expectations of the system. Another interviewee spoke excitedly about participating in
beta testing, which is another way to involve users in the development process. From the data
quality standpoint, both in RM systems and in BI&A solutions, the principle of “fitness for use”
indicates that users are at the receiving end of the data – they are the ones relying on the data for
accurate demand forecasts and analytical insights – and therefore, are best judges of data quality.
Developers and users should mutually agree upon data definitions, and validations should be
coordinated. Lastly, there are ways to overcome the perception that BI&A tools are complex: the
theme of learning and development was formulated in relation to interfaces but extends to
secondary features of the system, such as online tutorials and community forums as well as
online help pop-ups.
As part of the primary purpose to produce a holistic review of BI&A within hospitality
RM, this research aims to improve how tasks are performed and decisions are made. In and of
itself, the RM Tasks and BI&A Functionalities Matrix not only identifies that BI&A is a good fit
with RM tasks but also serves as a guideline on how to best use BI&A functionalities to improve
task performance. For example, performance analysis may be conducted via highly interactive,
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intuitive dashboards with special purpose visuals and presented on touchscreen displays. Or, as
proposed by one respondent, performance analysis can be conducted via a storyboard feature:
that is, based on the trends for the week, the user selects pre-made graphics and corresponding
commentary to create a presentation within the system in lieu of a PowerPoint deck. In this case,
the core of the message would be delivered with the help of RM-specific, auto-populated
sequential visualizations and supplemented with customized analyses and more specific
discussions. This is a prime example of data-driven storytelling.
Additionally, any improvement in task performance and decision making can further be
achieved with proposed enhancements to RM DSS/forecasting software as well as by driving
wider acceptance and utilization of standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms by RM
professionals. Simple features, which in some cases are already under development and
recognized as useful to the overall execution of the RM strategies, including real time RMS
connectivity and dynamic alerting via text, can lead to greater adoption of BI&A by revenue
managers. Among many potential enhancements, respondents proposed more customization,
prompting of call-to-action, minimization of human errors, and simplification of the analytical
process. In turn, if RM systems are lacking some of the BI&A functionalities necessary to
support RM tasks, revenue managers can turn to standalone BI&A tools, as long as they perceive
those tools as easy to use.
This research furthers the development of the RM discipline. RM is an area within
hospitality industry that relies upon software to capture, compile, analyze, and summarize data,
as well as to provide user-friendly accessibility to insights derived from qualitative methods to
non-technical users. For many revenue managers in the hospitality industry, BI&A is still an
emerging concept. As the findings demonstrate, rudimentary RM environments are still prevalent
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in hospitality organizations. However, based upon prior research and perhaps influenced by
global technological innovation and advances in optimization practices in other industries,
hospitality RM leaders have begun to recognize the need to become more strategic. In response,
hospitality RM systems must be redefined. This dissertation evaluates RM task requirements
against functionality of BI&A technology and describes methods for advancing the quality of
decision-support and improving overall performance of RM teams. The qualitative nature of this
study allows for deeper investigation into more detailed ways in which BI&A functionalities
improve productivity and efficiency of overall hospitality RM efforts.
Grounded theory approach of analysis and categorization led to the formulation of
twenty-two categories across four research questions, which collectively, represent the major
findings of this study. This section discussed each of the categories individually and then
provided a holistic review, identifying overarching themes.
Theoretical Implications
This research produces a holistic review of and establishes the role of BI&A within
hospitality RM, particularly relating to integration of contemporary BI&A functionalities into
RM systems and the utilization of standalone BI&A software by RM professionals. It is the first
to join the practice of hospitality RM with principles from DSS, HCI and other IS academic
domains. Revenue management can benefit from the large body of information systems
academic research that already exists, as it continues to develop into a strategic and technologydriven discipline (Guillet & Mohammed, 2015; Kimes, 2011). In turn, the field of RM offers
researchers another context to study some of the IS conceptual frameworks and theoretical
models. The findings contribute to the current academic literature as follows:
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Prior RM academic publications discuss the importance of various technology-related
concepts, including integration of technologies (Kimes & Wagner, 2001) and
compatibility across systems (Milla and Shoemaker, 2008) as well as streamlining data
management (Milla and Shoemaker, 2008) and utilization of various data (Kimes &
Wagner, 2001). These technological advancements enable revenue managers to become
more strategic. The application of contemporary analytical, data-driven capabilities
within hospitality RM is also illustrated by more focused RM publications, for instance,
utilization of web traffic data (Yang, Pan, & Song, 2014), integration of social media data
(Guillet & Mohammed, 2015), and product bundling (Solnet, Boztug, & Dolnicar, 2016).
These three examples show how BI&A functionalities can be applied to specific
strategies that fall within the scope of RM. Multiple themes identified by this dissertation
develop these notions further including: BI&A functionalities support primary RM tasks,
opportunities exist to improve BI&A functionalities within RM systems, as well as the
importance of data accessibility and data accuracy to the RM function. Separately, this
dissertation highlights the need to offer more comprehensive revenue management
education to professionals as well as to hospitality students at universities.



The findings of this dissertation expand Power’s (2007) notion of the next generation
model-driven DSS, in this case RM forecasting systems, by providing rigorous
qualitative evidence of the required technological capabilities, as reported by RM
leadership. Opportunities to improve BI&A capabilities within RM systems include: 1)
interactive, intuitive dashboards; 2) complex combinations of data sources; 3) automation
of routine tasks; 4) integration with traditional tools 5) online tutorials and community
forums; and 6) ‘drag and drop’ data combinations. Real time interface, a highly sought-
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after feature, is either in development or already on the market. Interviewees are also
expecting RM systems to offer visual-based exploration, storytelling functionality and
facilitate communication, as well as, to the degree possible, prompt call-to-action.


This study supports the findings of previous literature that the design and functionality of
DSS user interface is very important and as proposed by Power (2007), continues to
explore the concepts of interface customization, interface design alternatives and
interface usage tracking within the scope of hospitality RM DSS.



In order for technology to have positive impact on individual performance, the
technology-to-performance chain (TPC) model asserts that technology must be utilized
and technology must be a good fit with the tasks it supports from a functionality
perspective. Accordingly, this dissertation investigated the ways in which BI&A
functionalities support the requirements of RM tasks, a one-of-a-kind exercise to be
conducted as part of RM academic research. The results show that nearly all of RM tasks,
or job responsibilities retrieved from publicly available job descriptions and grouped into
categories, are supported by BI&A functionalities, irrespective of where the
functionalities are housed, in RM systems or in BI&A specific tools. For example,
complex combination of data sources and highly interactive, intuitive dashboards support
five and four tasks, respectively, indicating that these BI&A functionalities assist revenue
managers in performing more than one aspect of their jobs. This is important given that
previous IS studies have found that higher task-technology fit increases the chance of
utilization as well as performance.



Like many preceding academic publications, both qualitative and quantitative, across
various subject areas, this study explores factors that predict and explain user acceptance
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or rejection of technology, according to the model proposed by Venkatesh, Morris, Davis,
and Davis (2003). However, it is among the first to do so in the scope of hospitality RM,
and perhaps the very first to relate some of the previously identified determinants of
technology acceptance to BI&A and revenue managers. The findings validate that
relative advantage, job-fit and complexity are determinants of BI&A acceptance and
usage.


Similarly, this dissertation identifies trust in technology as a determinant of BI&A
acceptance and usage by revenue managers; the results confirm the findings of previous
studies that trust (or lack thereof) will impact the adoption of technology, specific to this
study, adoption of standalone BI&A tools, RM systems and other software within the RM
space. Trust was not included as a variable in the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003), and thus, is presented separately from the bullet
point above. According to prior IS research, system quality attributes are relevant to the
concept of trust. Seddon (1997) defines system quality as “whether or not there are ‘bugs’
in the system, the consistency of the user interface, ease of use, quality of
documentation…” (p. 246). Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub (2008) empirically
studied two types of system quality characteristics, navigational structure and visual
appeal, of m-commerce portals, which are Internet-based storefronts of e-commerce sites
for mobile devices; they found that system quality attributes significantly influence users’
trust in m-commerce portals. Trust has not yet been studied in the context of RM BI&A.
Originally, the researcher did not intend to study trust as part of this dissertation, however
the findings identifies trust as a strong theme given its occurrence among almost half of
the interviews and across various sub-topics, such as RM systems, innovation and attitude
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towards new products. This finding, coupled with BI&A and interface features, which
have been identified as opportunities to improve RM systems, have relevant implications
for practitioners: improving RM systems will increase trust and thereby, drive system
utilization, which will lead to enhanced productivity and efficiency of overall RM efforts.


This dissertation applies Rogers’ individual innovativeness theory (1995) to categorize
RM professionals into “late majority” and “laggards” categories. Respondents identified
revenue managers as conservative, bound by tradition and skeptical of change, which led
to this categorization. On the contrary to their perception of others, respondents
themselves have much stronger convictions in their own ability to use BI&A. This has
been termed as self-efficacy (Compeau & Higgins, 1995b). Both concepts offer practical
implications as discussed in the next section.
This study extends the existing hospitality RM body of knowledge by drawing upon a

unique combination of previously-conducted academic literature, across various disciplines, and
by engaging participants in a manner most conducive to collecting valuable qualitative data in
support of the overall inquiry. The results of this dissertation advance the quality of decision
support provided by technology to RM professionals, and furthermore, lead to significant
practical implications, as outlined in the next section.
Practical Implications
RM is an area within the hospitality industry in which software enables execution of the
overall strategy; software is needed not only to provide forecasting capabilities, but also to
compile and transform data and subsequently, deliver analytical insights. It is critical that
revenue managers and RM leadership understand the application of BI&A tools and general
BI&A capabilities to hospitality RM tasks in order to continue to perfect their craft of hotel room
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pricing optimization. To illustrate, the category/theme that RM systems should offer visual-based
exploration, storytelling functionality, and facilitate communication can lead RM professionals
to explore the following questions: How can revenue managers and RM leaders use RM systems
to improve the way that they show, explain and analyze data as well as communicate and make
decisions? How can RM leaders develop the necessary skillsets in their teams to utilize RM
systems most effectively? How can they learn to incorporate visual-based exploration into their
presentations, in order to standardize and automate some of the routine views, increase the
interactivity of revenue meetings, and allow time for additional process optimization and data
exploration?
Another example, the category/theme that identifies revenue managers as late majority
and laggards, according to the individual innovativeness theory (Rogers, 1995), offers significant
practical implications and brings about the following questions: how to most effectively innovate
the revenue management function when the team is comprised of individuals who are bound by
tradition, very conservative and skeptical of change? Are RM leaders able to nurture a culture of
continuous change, or do organizations need to hire outside consultants and team members with
experience in other industries? Is a skunkworks approach of specialized committees and task
forces an effective alternative? In essence, what is the most effective way to encourage differentin-kind interactions between revenue managers and the technology that was designed to support
them?
Another point of consideration within this category/theme is the concept of computer
self-efficacy. Considering the research conducted by Agarwal, Sambamurthy, and Stair (2000),
users regard the system as easier to use when they have strong conviction in their own ability to
do so. Some of the RM leaders that were interviewed described higher levels of computer self-
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efficacy in themselves and in some instances, their teams, with phrases such as “more excited
with best of breed applications” and “used to complexities” in relation to new technologies.
Another practical question: can RM leaders and team members with stronger conviction in their
own ability to use BI&A tools/features to accomplish RM tasks improve the perception of others,
particularly as it relates to ease of use? This can be valuable to the RM practice, if those with
high self-efficacy can infiltrate and successfully lead the general RM population who have
weaker convictions in their own abilities to use new technologies, those who respondents said
“fear new systems” and who are “scared of technology”.
Practitioners may find yet another example informative: the finding that reliance on other
teams is a determinant of BI&A acceptance and usage. In multinational hospitality companies,
revenue managers consume information produced by other teams and are tasked with
interpreting results and making strategic revenue optimization decisions. In small to mid-sized
organizations, however, such dedicated resources are often unavailable. This means that the
revenue manager position has a broader range of responsibilities, including not only interpreting
results, determining the best course of action, and communicating with stakeholders, but also
extracting, transforming, and summarizing data. Unfortunately, not all revenue managers in these
small to mid-sized companies have the requisite skillsets to effectively execute this wide array of
responsibilities. In many cases, none of the individuals within the RM team itself are capable of
supporting all of the technical or analytical requirements of their roles, such as writing queries to
extract data and creating dashboards. In these situations, the RM function must seek support
from others in the organization, most often IT. This causes RM professionals, including RM
managers, to feel a sense of dependency, a sense of being one among many in a long queue of
those needing assistance from their more technically savvy counterparts. The problem is
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amplified if the two departments fall under different leadership structures, as is almost always
the case for IT and RM teams. In these instances, the fundamental question is how revenue
managers can develop their own necessary skillsets in order to minimize reliance on other teams.
These examples serve as a practical interpretation of three categories/themes; a total of
twenty-two (22) formulated categories across four research questions represent the major
findings of this study. Each can provide enriching insights for practitioners in the hospitality RM
field.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
The first sign of success for quantitative research designs is a large sample set; it is an
indication that the findings are representative of the truth (Marshall & Rossman, 2015). In
qualitative research, sample size is generally much lower, which is a limitation in and of itself.
Also, by principle, qualitative studies are not “generalizable in the probabilistic sense” (Marshall
& Rossman, 2015) and as such, applicable to a limited number of situations/contexts.
However, this line of research, conducted in a qualitative manner, has much to offer. As
previously noted, this dissertation is the first to join the practice of hospitality RM with
principles from DSS, HCI and other IS academic domains to produce a holistic review of and
establish the role of BI&A within hospitality RM. It is possible to anchor additional research
questions within these principles for future exploration, including but not limited to the
following:


The discussion on minimization of human errors includes a mention of a multinational
hospitality company exploring ways to determine if revenue managers’ manual overrides
of system recommendations result in best outcomes. Previous research, outside of RM,
asserts that individual knowledge and intuition improves forecast accuracy, especially
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when applied by experts (Blattberg & Hoch, 1990; Simon, 1987). This represents an
interesting area of inquiry, as it is important to understand how often and under what
circumstances knowledge and intuition should be applied within the RM decision making
process.


The discussion on the customization of the interface raised two important questions
which are consistent with the recommendations made by Power (2007): 1) how much
customization is needed, which can relate to both interface specific customization as well
as other system functionalities? 2) what user tracking should RM system developers
implement and how should the results of the tracking be utilized, including prioritization
of improvements?



In order to better assess the potential scope of BI&A in the RM decision-making process,
as within other analytical, data driven disciplines, the process must be examined
holistically. RM decision making is characterized by the confluence of forecasting,
BI&A, expert knowledge and intuition, as drafted in Figure 4. Although the data
collected as part of this dissertation does not support Figure 4 in its entirety, it does begin
to explain the contemporary hospitality revenue management decision-making process.
At the core of this process are the decision makers, e.g., the revenue managers, and the
problems that they must solve. These problems include revenue optimization and pricing.
Automated decision aids such as RM DSS/forecasting software assist decision makers in
reaching solutions to their problems. Further development and validation of the drafted
decision-making process has the potential to lead to valuable RM DSS/forecasting
software enhancements and to drive wider acceptance and utilization of
standalone/supplementary BI&A platforms by RM professions.
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Figure 4. Proposed Hospitality Revenue Management Process.

The results of this dissertation contribute broadly to the examination of the role of BI&A
in hospitality RM, but there is still much more to investigate, particularly as compatibility of
hospitality systems and data management are improved.
Summary
The final chapter of this dissertation presented and summarized the major findings of this
study. It offered both theoretical and practical implications, as well as a discussion of the
limitations and directions for future research.
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APPENDIX C
Questionnaire


Consider all tasks that revenue managers complete. Which tasks are supported by the RM system?
Which tasks are not supported by the RM system?



What enhancements would you like to see within the RM system?
o What data points, if made available within the RM system, would improve the RM
function, including revenue managers’ decision making?
o In your opinion, which BI&A capabilities, if made available within the RM system,
would improve the RM function, including revenue managers’ decision making?
 Quick content development/simple query functionality
 Integration with traditional tools (i.e. Excel and PowerPoint)
 Real time data
 Researcher to provide a list of BI&A capabilities, based on discussion
o In September 2016, Duetto introduced a new application – ScoreBoard – which integrates
with property management systems and provides centralized reporting functionality with
“50 performance metrics, filters and comparisons”. This is a separate application from
their RM system – GameChanger – however, is one of the first attempts by RM system
developers to compile various RM-relevant data.
 Taking a step further, envision that RM system is the ‘one stop shop’ for revenue
optimization and all RM related data needs. How would having a comprehensive
system impact the RM function, including decision making? (i.e. impact to
efficiency, time allocation and skill-sets of revenue managers)
 What data that traditionally are housed within data warehouses would be useful
to access directly within the RM system; that is, if the system could source data
from data warehouses?
o Are there opportunities to improve the current reporting functionality, dashboards
and visualizations within the RM system?



In the opening session of DuettoX – Duetto Customer Summit that took place in April’2018 –
Director of Product presented the product roadmap, which included alternative interfaces based on
job function (i.e. Revenue Manager, Revenue Management leadership, property P&A, etc).
 Do you believe this feature will be useful?
 Do you think the system will be perceived as easier to use if interfaces are adapted based on job
function?
 Do you think this is an important enhancement for the RM system to remain competitive?



Some system interfaces (non-RM) can be configured either manually by the user or automatically by
identifying the usage patterns of users and making modifications accordingly (i.e. menu choice
reduction).
 Do you believe this feature will be useful?
 Do you think the system will be perceived as easier to use if personalized based on usage
patterns?
 Do you think this is an important enhancement for RM system to remain competitive?
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Another way to personalize interfaces is to match presentation to individual cognitive styles. For
example, some individuals are more receptive to tabular vs. graphical visual representations. That is,
their understanding of results is improved if results are presented in a certain manner.
 Do you believe this feature will be useful?
 Do you think the system will be perceived as easier to use if personalized based on cognitive
styles?
 Do you think this is an important enhancement for RM system to remain competitive?



Do you have any other suggestions/alternatives to the current RM system interfaces?



Are you aware of the type of functionalities that BI&A tools provide to users? (Researcher to provide
a list of functionalities, if needed) Let’s take 5 minutes and create a matrix where we match the BI&A
functionalities to tasks revenue managers perform. Remember the worksheets which ask
Kindergarteners to “draw a line to match A to B”? Our exercise is similar, however, in our case, it’s a
many-to-one relationship, where several BI&A functionalities can support one RM task.



Functionalities

Tasks

Functionality1

Task1

Functionality2

Task2

Functionality3

Task3

Functionality4

Task4

Functionality5

Task5

What tools do revenue managers utilize besides the RM system and Excel (such as Tableau, Qlik
Sense, Microsoft Power BI)

In relation to BI&A functionalities built into RM systems as well as supplementary/standalone BI&A
tools:






Do you believe that using BI&A tools can enhance job performance? To what extent? In comparison
to Excel? Do revenue managers believe that BI&A tool can be helpful to getting the job done?
Do you believe that BI&A tools are complex and difficult to use? To what extent? In comparison to
Excel?
How do you feel about/what is your attitude towards new products or new versions of existing
products?
Do you believe that innovative spirit enhances one’s image or status within your organization? Do
company values include reference to ‘innovation’?
Do you believe that using BI&A will 1) enable you to spend less time on routine tasks? 2) will
increase your effectiveness? 3) will increase quality of your output? 4) will increase quantity of
output for the same amount of effort?
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APPENDIX D
Informed Consent - RQ3 Only
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APPENDIX E
List of Data Points and Analyses
Data Points
Adara travel score
Additional revenue, F&B, parking
All data associated with hotel guests' stay
Competitive set (weighted)
Conventions (calendar)
Data extracted from RM tool
Data from companies (cookie) tracking activity online
Data from data warehouse
Data from gaming system
Data from PMS
Demand 360, Travelclick product
Demand data for sister hotels (surrounding brand hotels)
Expedia guests' propensity to purchase timeshare (for timeshare company)
External data points
F&B data i.e. average food and beverage spend
Flight cancellations (for airport hotel)
Forecast accuracy
Forecast/time series data for sister hotels (surrounding brand hotels)
Gas prices
Geo location
Group lead time
Guest geographic data
Inner vs outer markets, distance to property
Lost business
Lost business for OTAs
LVCVA data (Las Vegas casinos)
No personally identifiable information (PII) within RM systems for compliance purposes
Property events (casino environment, i.e. slot tournament)
Social media reputation scores
Spa data (resort)
STR performance (Smith Travel Research)
Third-party personal data
Turndowns
Weather
Web search ranking data from OTAs (Expedia and Booking)
Web traffic
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Analyses
Adjustments based on calendar movements and holidays
Benchmarking against other properties in the market
Booking curves
Booking engine trends
Budgeting
Campaign evaluation and benchmarking
Cancellations curve (like booking window curve but for cancels)
Cancellations forecasting
Comparison to forecast
Correlate external trends (i.e. gas prices) to segments of business
Cost of acquisition by booking channel (i.e. Expedia)
Demand 360 + Competitive Rate Info to understand elasticity
Demand statistics i.e. unconstrained demand by arrival date or length of stay
Displacement analysis
Forecast accuracy
Group forecasting
Heat maps for drive markets
Historic performance/trends; hotel performance dashboard
Identify repeat vs. group business
Inventory report, including pick up
Lead time by channel (property vs call center vs OTAs)
Length of stay
Operational reporting
Pace report
Pick-up by day, week, etc..
Price parity with OTA
Quantify web bookings
Rate sensitivity
RevPar reporting
Room upgrades/upsells
Summaries by business source codes (in LMS)/business segments
System forecast vs. analyst forecast
Timeshare sales performance for different guest types (for timeshare company)
Transient pricing strategy
Turndown service trends
Unconstrained demand
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APPENDIX F
Twenty Publicly-Available Revenue Management Position Descriptions
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)
Indeed. (2019)

Job Title

Link

Director of Revenue
Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Remote Director of
Revenue Management
Executive Director
Revenue Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Director Revenue
Management
(Corporate)
Director of Revenue
Management
Corporate Director of
Revenue Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Area Director of
Revenue Management
Director Of Revenue
Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Regional Vice President
of Revenue Management
Franchised Director of
Revenue Management
Director of Revenue
Management
Director of Revenue
ManagementInterContinental
Corporate Regional
Director, Revenue
Strategy (Select Service)
Area Director of
Revenue Management
Complex Director of
Revenue Management

https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=cb72ebd6c8dd3a67&fr
om=tp-serp&tk=1d7der21k1f9a002
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
&l&vjk=c39ad62b4dbba7b7
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
&l&vjk=5af75be49839936b
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
&l&vjk=9317b788159f7040
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
&start=10&vjk=cb72ebd6c8dd3a67
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
&start=20&vjk=90fa22fc385abfe6
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&l&vjk=604fd8fe43998f74
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&l&vjk=f370cf059757d26e
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&start=10&vjk=0f37b3bb3b59b9c7
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&start=10&vjk=28d092bfbe590a13
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&start=40&vjk=d81b386ac3dba2ca
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&start=60&vjk=d94122b4cf7a61a7
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Director%20of%20Revenu
e%20Management&start=70&vjk=d287fc301f974576
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=VP%20of%20Revenue%2
0Management%20Hotel&l&vjk=647bd9ba2c52f537
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
%20Hotel&l&vjk=8ad0f04175314f3e
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Revenue%20Management
%20Hotel&start=10&vjk=9f1e9cf2246b9839
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=IHG%20Revenue%20Man
agement&start=10&vjk=8b8f0eab5bfab1a6
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=IHG%20Revenue%20Man
agement&start=10&vjk=cdcd4895dac319f7
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Hospitality%20Revenue%
20Management&start=10&vjk=c1599c09e20ab228
https://www.indeed.com/jobs?q=Hospitality%20Revenue%
20Management&start=50&vjk=8188a39f308609a1
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APPENDIX G
Interface Categories – Figure

Figure 5. Interface Categories – Figure, Appendix G.
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APPENDIX H
Beliefs and Perceptions Categories - Figure

Figure 6. Beliefs and Perceptions Categories – Figure, Appendix H.
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APPENDIX I
Relative Advantage - Figure

Figure 7. Relative Advantage – Figure, Appendix I.
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APPENDIX J
Job-Fit: BI&A Can Enhance Job Performance - Figure

Figure 8. Job-Fit: BI&A Can Enhance Job Performance – Figure, Appendix J.
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APPENDIX K
Company Culture Determines Innovation Performance - Figure

Figure 9. Company Culture Determines Innovation Performance – Figure, Appendix K.
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